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General introduction

This thesis is concerned with examining the stochastic structure of the rate

of return on the so-called market portfolio, which as will be shown is of

great importance for the practical use of certain portfolio selection models.

We start by reviewing and commenting on some of the existing theory on port-

folio models, illustrating it with some results using data of Dutch securi-

ties. In chapter two we present some possible hypotheses about the behaviour

of the rate of return on the market portfolio. In chapter three we reformulate

and extend several results in the field of univariate time series analysis,

while in chapter four the applications of univariate time series are given.

These univariate time series models are needed in analysing the right dyna-

mic structure between variables. In chapter five the theory of dynamic trans-

fer function-noise models is worked out, giving some new results in this field

and the possibility to extend the forecast formulas for more complex multi-

variate dynamic transfer function-noise models. Finally, chapter six gives

the empirical results of dynamic transfer function-noise models, and the

implications for portfolio management. We also collected data for six pro-

fessionally managed Dutch funds and checked if funds with relatively high

management costs on the average do have higher rates of return and if the

rates of return of those funds outperform the rates of return on a market

portfolio.

The last chapter concludes with some suggestions for further research in the

area of time series analysis and portfolio theory.
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Chapter 1: Capital market models for portfolio selection

§ 1.1. Introduction
------------

Starting with traditional Markowitz portfolio analysis, we then introduce capital

market theory and show its importance for portfolio theory. Therefore we shall

review the development of modern capital market theory and some empirical evidence

bearing on this theory.

We shall see that the rate of return of the so called "market portfolio "

plays an important role in two of those models and that information about this

factor is of importance in some portfolio models.

§ 1.2.  The portfolio problem

We say that we have a portfolio problem if:

a. A finite number of investment opportunities is available.

b. The available capital can be divided up in any way among the investments.

c. All investments must be held for a certain period of time at the end of which

they must be sold or might be sold because the transaction cost of sale is

negligible.

d. The return per dollar on the i'th investment does not depend on the amount

invested in the i'th or any other investment.

e. The investor's preference depends only on the return on capital over the period

of time in question. For investments in securities, return consists of capital

payments plus appreciation in price. Let £ be the number of investments avai-

lable and let r. be the rate of return per dollar of the i'th investment,
-1

i = 1,...,2. Since r. is not assumed known a priori, it is a stochastic
-1

variable.

The decision maker must choose the fraction of the available capital to be

invested in each investment. Thus a decision leads to a portfolio composition

that can be viewed as a vector X' = (x '...'x£), where x. is the fraction1

invested in the i'th investment.

We have:

£

X. > 0, I  x. = 1.
1- 1

i=1
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The portfolio has a rate of return per dollar invested of

(1.2.1)
R  =   X 'R,   where   R'   =   (3:1 '... 'IZ ) ·

The optimal decision maximizes t {u(2)} = E {u(X'f)}, where u(.) is the
decision maker's utility function for return.

It is natural to consider the expectation and variance of the rate of return

2 of the portfolio. They are

11       =       (2)   =X'E
P

(1.2.2)

2
a  = Var(2) = X'E X,
P

where   E' = (u 1 ' ·  ·  · 'PE,)'    1·li   =    E  (Ii),    i   0   p,    and   E    is the covari ance matrix
of investment rates of return.

Without certain assumptions, such as joint normality of the rates of return

r.,   we  can not assert   that the expectation  and the variance   of the portfolio
-1

rate of return R completely characterise its probability distribution.

§ 1.3.  The Markowitz mean-variance approach (determining efficient portfolios)

Accepting the expected utility maximum   as the objective function, Markowit z

[ 111,112 ] and Tobin [ 176,177 ] have shown that diversification is a logical
consequence for risk-adverters. In particular the expected utility maximizing

portfolio will be Markowitz efficient   if
1)

(1) the decision maker's expected utility is equal to:

r (u(.2))   =   0 (up, ap),

where *(p ,a ) is a preference function which is defined in terms of expec-
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tation and standard deviation of 2;

(2) the statistical distributions of the rates of return of all possible port-

folios belong  to  the same class of two-parameter distributions   (see  e. g.
Samuelson [ 151] and Feldstein [ 54] or cases where the utility function to
be maximized is quadratic (see e.g. Tobin [176]);

(3) the investor's preference function 4(0 ,a ) satisfies the conditions

30(# 'a ) 3*(W ,a )PP PP2 O and < 0 (corresponds with a risk-averter, see e.g.
3*                 30
P                   P

van Lieshout  [101  ] ) .

Chipman [26 ] has shown that it is necessary to impose certain conditions on the
utility function to ensure  that the expected utility exists.   He has specified
these conditions for certain probability distributions.

2)
Although there may be distributions other then the normal ones which satisfy

the    first    part    of the requirement     (2),    it    is unre asonable to assume that investor' s

rates of return distributions are necessarily of such a form.

The assumption of the quadratic utility function under point (2) has the following

drawbacks:

(a) the quadratic utility function is, when condition (3) must always be satis-

fied, only useful on a limited interval;

(b) the quadratic utility function nowhere has the property of non-increasing

local risk aversion (see footnote  3 of this chapter for a definition of

local risk aversion) which is a reasonable assumption for a risk-averse

person   as   has been shown by Pratt   [135  ]  .

Markowitz and Tobin realized that their results are crude approximations,

but they also realized that approximate and computable results are better than

none. 3)

Figure ill gives a graphical representation of the Markowitz approach in the
mean-standard deviation plane. The shaded  area in figure 1.3.1 represents   all

possible combinations of portfolio risk and expected rates of return from

investments in risk-bearing securities.    The port folios    on the boundary   a'b c d

represent the set of Markowitz efficient portfolios, since they all represent

possible investments yielding maximum expected rates of return for given risk

and minimum risk for given expected rates of return.

30(u 'a ) 30(U 'a )
As for a risk averse person P  P   , 0 and *     < 0 hold, the preference3"                   30

P                   P

-

0
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increases toward the right and bottom in figure 1.3.1. To explain the pattern

of *(up,a ) = c (an arbitrary positive constant) in the (11 'a )-spac4 we can
PP

proceed as follows. Assume that the expected utility is linear in the expec-

ted portfolio rate of return and the variance of the portfolio rate of return:

'E (u(12) )   =   111 (Up,ap)   =   #p   -   A   02,

4)
where X is a parameter for risk aversion. In the (P ,a )-space in figure  1.3.1

P R
ap = f(u ) is a parabola for constant expected utility.5/ Inspection of figureP

1.3.1 shows that in the (p ,a )-space,
the constant utility parabolas approach

each other at higher values of B .
The   shaded   area in figure 1.3.1 represents the opportunity   set   in the absence   of

a riskless asset,   and the boundary a'bcd represents  the  set of Markowitz efficient

portfolios. An investor, who is a risk-averter and who has the preference func-

tions as indicated in figure 1.11,   and only invests in risky assets, will maximize
his expected future utility with an investment in portfolio b, yielding U and

pb
a_  with expected utility 41(0- 'a- ).pb            pb pb
Let's assume now the existence of a risk-free asset f, yielding a certain rate

of return rf' and further the investor invests a fraction a in the portfolio Ec

and the rest, (1-a), in the risk-free asset. The expected value and the variance
2     2 2of the rate of the combined portfolio are U =a u + (1-a)r .a  =a  a  .S o

P      Pc         f'  P       Pc
now   all port folios lying below point c along a'bcd in figure 1.3.1 are inefficient,

since any point on the line

Upc - rf
(1.3.1) Bp= rf +  a  a 'a < a ,

pc
p  p   Pc

represents a feasible solution.

The investor will now distribute his funds between portfolio c and the risk-free

asset f, such that his combined portfolio yields him maximum expected utility,

0.(P   , a  ) > 0.(0   , a  ), where Pa is the portfolio return of a portfolio a
'Pa   Pa    z Pb   Pb

which gives  him maximum expected utility.

A-
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C
P

A

d
g

01(0,0)

a.  __                             c                                  *2C"  
Pc                               1                                    03C"' 

1 indifference curvesC                                      I

Pb                                                      (preference curvesb i
,                        of constant expected

1 I                        utility)1l

a'

1
1

1 1/

0                            1

Pa              1    1      1I i i11
1

1

I i i
1 /             r U

0         rf  Upa   Upb     Pc
P

Figure 1.3.1 : The maximization of utility, with and without the existence  of  a risk-

free asset (risk-free rate of return is r )f

To find Markowitz efficient port folios the following   data are required:

a. the expected security rates of return, wi' i = 1,...,£

2
b. the variances of the security rates of return, a , i= 1,...,£;

ri

c. the covariances of the security rates of return Ki and r. , a. .:=cov(r.,r.),
-J 1,J -1 -J

i,j = 1,...,£.

From the definition in footnote 1 a pair (w ,(2) is called Markowitz efficient
P

if  02 has minimum variance, given   up,   and   w    is the maximum expected  rate of return,
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2given a . We would like to determine all the efficient pairs (u ,02) and the
P                  PP

, corresponding X. It can be shown that the following computational technique can
2

be used to obtain them. Under the assumption that u  = X'E and a  = X' I X arePP
known as function of the portfolio X,X=X  is then and only then a Markowitz-*

efficient portfolio, when there is a X>0, such that X=X  is  a  solution of*

the following parametric quadratic programming problem, min {X'EX - A X'E},
X

under certain conditions. Mostly the conditions which are supposed  are:

£

I  xi = 1 and xi 1 0,  for all i.
1=1

For an elegant proof of the above, where E is assumed to be positive semi-definite,

see for example theorem 2.1  in the Ph.D.Thesis of van Lieshout [ 101] .

To solve the above quadratic programming problem,  the security analyst must
£(£-1)provide estimates of £ expected rates of return, E variances and

2
covariances

of rates of return (besides historical information probably also using subjective

information). When partly risk-free portfolios are also possible, rf is assumed to

be known. So when £ is large, many parameters have to be estimated and finding
efficient portfolios is also time consuming. To solve this problem the so-called

market or single index model is introduced. For better understanding of the back-

ground of this type of portfolio models, we will first review and comment on

some descriptive models for the capital market.

§ 1.4. . Capital asset pricing models

9 1.4.1. The one-factor capital asset pricing model

The general equilibrium models of asset prices derived by Sharpe   [  158] , Lintner
[ 102,103] , Mossin [ 117] ,  and Fama [ 46 ]   are an investigation  of the implications

of the Markowitz model for the equilibrium structure of asset prices or rates

of return. In short, market equilibrium simply requires a set of asset prices

such that supply equals demand for every asset. The above authors all consider

the relationship in equilibrium between a measure of asset risk and its one-period

expected   rate of return. In equilibrium, capital asset prices   have   been adj usted

so that the investor, if he follows rational procedures (primarily diversification),

L
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is able to attain any desired point along a capital market line, which relates

the expected value and the standard deviation of a portfolio rate of return. A

higher expected rate of return on his holdings is only possible by taking addi-

tional risk.

According to Sharpe the market for capital assets is out of equilibrium

unless the portfolio c in figure 1.3.1 is the "market portfolio", that is, a port-

folio which consists of all assets in the market, each entering the portfolio

with weight equal to the ratio of its total market value to the total market

value of all assets. If the market were out of equilibrium, the prices of assets

in portfolio c would be bid up and the prices of assets not in c would fall.

The above authors all make either explicitly or implicitly following assumptions:

1. All investors maximize the single period expected utility of terminal wealth

and choose among alternative portfolios on the basis of expected value and

variance of rates of return.

2. All investors can borrow or lend an unlimited amount at a given risk-free

rate of interest.

3. All investors have identical estimates of the expected values, variances and

covariances of the rates of return of all assets.

4. There are no transaction costs, securities are completely divisible and

information is costless available for everyone.

5. The tax rate is constant for all investors in the market.

6. Everyone in the market has the same opportunities to invest, although the

amount to be invested may differ from person to person.

The assumptions underlying the model seem to be restrictive; however, the

model is useful to understand some forces which affect asset prices. At best

this world is an idealization of the actual case, but it may serve as a useful

approximation of reality and will permit us to focus later on the implications

of departures from the ideal case. We shall now briefly present the reasoning

behind the results of the equilibrium models.

Portfolios along rf c g are formed according to

2=   (1-a)   rf  +  a  fc   '   a,0

Thus when it is possible both to borrow and lend at the rate rf' the only

difference between any two efficient portfolios is in the proportion (1-a)

invested in the riskless asset f. More risky efficient portfolios - those
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above c on the efficient set line in figure ill - involve borrowing (1-a)  < 0)
and  investing all availabe funds, including borrowings,   in the risky combination

c. Less risky portfolios - those along the line segment rf c - involve lending

(0 i  1-a S  1) some funds  at r. ' and investing remaining funds  in  c.
The particular portfolio that an investor chooses depends  on his attitude toward

risk and expected rate of return, but efficient portfolios for all investors are

just combinations of f and c.

Under the assumption that all investors in the market have the same expectations

regarding the risk and expected rate of return from portfolios and that they can

freely borrow and lend at a rate rf' the portfolio c is the same for all investors.

Everyone will risk to hold c in some combination, since everyone agrees that c

is best, except those highly risk-averse persons who will only invest in the risk-

less asset. If everyone wants to hold the same portfolio c, in order for the

market to be in equilibrium, that portfolio must contain all the securities in

the market, because all securities must be held by someone. If some securities

were not in c, then their prices would fall, thereby increasing their expected

rate of return, until they became desirable and were included in c. Since in

equilibrium all securities in the market are in c, the weight of each security

must be equal to the ratio of its total market value to the total market value

of all assets. If the market is to be in equilibrium so that no one wishes to

change his holdings of any security, c must be the market portfolio m. In other

words, in equilibrium the only risky asset held by investors is a portfolio m

which contains all the risky securities in the market in a proportion as given

above. In addition, in the equilibrium situation the risk-free rate of interest

rf must be such that net borrowings are 0; that is, at the rate rf the total

quantity of funds that people want to borrow is equal to the quantity that others

want  to  lend.  The line passing through  rf  and m as shown in figure 1.4.1.1  will be

called the capital market line (CML) and can be expressed as (see equation (1.3.1))

(1.4.1.1) u  =r  +6 0,
P f p

or

(1.4.1.2)             c =  ·   up  -7rf

1

where   is the slope of the CML in Figure 1.4.1.1.
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G

Since the CML passes through the point (up 'ap ), 1 =
Pm

in equilibrium.6    " -rm m  pm f

CML

cp J

a

Pm                           I m

i 2

r                                   11                                                                    U
f             Pm

Figure 1.9.1.1: Capital market  line

The CML provides the equilibrium relationship for efficient pot-tfblio combina-

tions, but does not say anything about the expected rate of return on individual

securities: The problem is to derive the equation for the equilibrium expected

rate of return on a individual asset i. An elegant and short derivation due to

Jensen  [ 86  ]   will be given  now.   If  we  let  x.   be the fraction  of the investor' s
1 Z

portfolio invested in the i t h asset and 1-E  x. the fraction invested in the
i=1

1

riskless asset, the return on his portfolio h can be expressed as

g                     Z

(1.4.1.3) Ph=  E  x. r. + (1 -  E  x.) r .
i=1 i=; 1

1 -1 1 f
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Futher, as long as h is an efficient portfolio lying along the line rf c g (see
figure  ill )   we can express  Eh   as

(1.4.1.4). Rh= a Em + (1-a) rf

2                                                      X.

where #In is  E  w. r. is the return on the market portfolio, wi =  2.1   is the
i=1

1-1
E  x.

j=1  J

g

fraction of the market portfolio invested in asset i, and    a  =  I  x..
j-1  J

Letting x* represent the optimal investment in the i th asset, we can express

the expected return and standard deviation of return  for any investor' s optimal
portfolio h (which is of course efficient) as

(1.4.1.5)
UPh = i 1 X  Uri + (1- i   ) rf =a *P  + (1-a) rf

E    g
2 * 1/2(1.4.1.6)

a   ={ E   I  xi xk cov (Ii ' Ik) 
=a c

Ph   i=1 k=1                              Pm

Now, consider the rate of change expected return (in equilibrium) in the inves-

tor's optimal portfolio a as he increases the amount invested in any indivudual

asset xi by decreasing the amount invested in the riskless asset. To do this we

take the derivative of the investor's expected utility function

'2(u(Ell) ) = 111(11_  , a  ) with respect to x  and recognize that at its optimum the
ph    Ph *rate of change of expected utility  must  be  zero,  so  at  x.  =  x.   for  all  i  we  have11

au           30

(1.4.1.7) 8- Ph+  3£- -&  =  0.
ali     ax.   aa    axiPh     1     Ph

Rearranging we get
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311                     30

(1.4.1.8) Ph= _ (-ik_   -3.L)   Ph
ax.      30     3,     ax. '1 ph Ph 1

where - --2   / _11!L- is the slope of the investor's indifference curve.6)
30Ph   3UPh

At the optimum the slope of the investor's indifference curve must equal the

u    -rP     f
slope fo the capital market line, namely m

, and we then get the followingC
Pm

relation

Bu      11   -r   30Ph P f Ph
(1.4.1.9) )-

axi       apm     axi '

Substituting the derivatives obtained from the definitions of #Ph and c   into
h

the above expression gives

U    -r
P f g

U        -r     =(
m

)     E     x   cov   (4,4)   /  a       =ri    f        ap    k=1                    Phm

-r

(Upm    f
) cov (r. , I

   E  ,   /   ap0                                   -1
Pm                 k= 1              ip

-r

(UPm - rf  a cov (Ii ' En)   C  pm    f ) cov (Ii ' pm)
c a a                 a               a       '
P             P              P             Pm           m            m           m

f.

since  E  xk Ik = a Em '
k=1

The following equation
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0               (P   -r)
r. . D           pm    f1 ' -m

(1.4.1.10) u    = r_ + A =r  +             a
r.    r        o        f        2       r. .D1           pm           0       1-m

pm

where

a        = the covariance between the rate of return on security i and the rate
r. , P1 m

of return on the market portfolio;

will be called the security market line.

Equation (1.4.1.10) can also written as

(1.4.1.11) 0    =r- +A p          a
ri

I ri , pm ri

where

p        = the correlation between the rate of return on security i and the rate
ri , Pm

of return on the market portfolio.

The relation in (1.4.1.10) shows that in equilibrium the expected rate of return

on risky assets is a function of the risk-free rate of interest plus a premium

for risk where the risk is measured by the covariance of the asset's rate of

return with the market rate of return.

In the literature equation (1.4.1.10) is often written as

(1.4.1.12) U   = r_ + B. {31 -r} .
r. 1- 1 D f  '
1           -m

C
r. , P
1  -m

where B. =
1 2

G

pm

is called the systematic risk or the beta-coefficient of the i-th asset, measu-

ring the risk that can not be eliminated by diversification. Non-systematic risk

can be eliminated by diversification.

Summarizing, the important implications of the above model are:
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1. risk averting investors expect more return by increasing risk, so the expected

risk premium is positive,

2. Bi is the only risk measure on the capital market,

3. the expected rate of return of an investment is a linear function of systematic

risk.

A great advantage of the result in equation (1.4.1.10) is that the market

equilibrium prices (or expected rates of return) are solely a function of poten-

tially measurable market parameters. Thus the model fs potentially testable. In

empirical studies (Sharpe [ 157] , Blume [ 18] ) one uses the model

(1.4.1.13)    r . =a. +B.P. +U i = 1,...,2, t = 1,2,...
-t,1 1        1 -C,m -t,i

where It'i is the rate of return on asset i for period t,

p,   is the rate of return on the market portfolio for period t,
-t,m

u  . is the residual term for security i for period t,
-t,1

and           a. Z (1-Bi) rf'1<

So, a. is not bound to an equilibrium value.
1

Black, Jensen and Scholes [ 17] in a recent study present time series analysis

tests of the capital asset pricing model. They argue that if the market model

which is based on the capital asset pricing model, is valid, the rates of return

on securities will be generated by

(1.4.1.14)    It,i   (1-Bi) rt,f + Bi It,m + Vt,i '

If we substract rt,f from both sides of equation (1.4.1.14) and use primes to

denote differences between the return   on any asset   and  the ri sk-free   rate   of

interest, we obtain

(  1.4.1.15)                     rt,  i                 Bi     Pt,m     +    lit,  i           .
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The model can be tested by running a time series regression given by (1.4.1.15)
but allowing a constant term ai to enter:

(1.4.1.16)    r' . = a. + B. P' +U  . .
t,1 1 1 t,m -t,1

Black, Jensen and Scholes applied tests to ten portfolios which contain all

securities on the New York Stock Exchange in the period 1931 - 1965. The results

indicate that the a's are non-zero and are directly related to the risk level B:

that high-beta (B > 1) assets tend to have negative a's, and that low-beta (B < 1)

stocks tend to have positive a's. Thus the high-risk securities earned less on

the average over the period considered than the amount predicted by the traditio-

nal form of the asset pricing model. At the same time, the low-risk securities

earned more than the amount predicted by the model (see figure 1.4.1.1 )

realised and
expected    a
rates of
return

line of expected rates

 »            -=freturn

- , - - ' -E D  line of realised rates
1 0-, of return

-/0---
Vpm

f

0                      1                         beta-coefficient

Figure 1.4.1.Z: Relation between realised and expected rates of return and the
beta-coefficient
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Further the risk-parameters, Bi' are fairly stationary through time but there

is an indication that the a's are not.

This evidence seems to indicate that the capital asset pricing model in its

most simple form does not provide an adequate description of the process genera-

ting rates of return.

The data indicate that the expected rate of return on a security can be repre-

sented by a model of the form

(1.4.1.17)    pri -r f=6+B i {upm -r f-6} =6 (1-Bi) +B i <#pm - rf 

where 6 is a positive quantity.

If the excess rates of return on an asset are regressed against the market excess

of return as in (1.4.1.16) then the estimate of Bi is an estimate of the syste-

matic risk, and the regression coefficient a. can be called the abnormal rate of
1

return, which  is the additional  rate of return left after the stock' s  rate  of

return is adjusted for its systematic risk by subtracting the factor Bi pf m from
. ,

the total excess rate of return. The simple capital asset pricing model says that

there should be no expected abnormal rates of return, or a. = 0. However in1

reality we observe that ai = 6 (1-Bi), where 6 is a positive quantity. So the

actual behaviour of capital markets differs in an important aspect from what it

should be by the simple efficient market model.

An equilibrium model which has the above properties is the so-called two-factor

model of Black [ 16] . Black removed the unrealistic assumption of unlimited borro-
wing and lending  at  the  risk- free   rate. As borrowing or lending is never comple-

tely risk-free, Black has demonstrated that one can obtain an equilibrium rela-

tionship for all assets in a market where no risk-free asset or borrowing or
7);

lending opportunities exist (but there are no restrictions on shortselling  J.

He was able to show that in equilibrium the expected rate of return on an asset

will be given by

(1.4.1.18)    wri = kipz (1-Bi) + Bi upm

where w is the expected rate of return on the so-called "zero-beta" factor,
pz

since the rate of return on this factor has zero covariance with the rate of

./i
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return of the market portfolio, P . The relation in (1.4.1.18) is often called

the two-factor model. So Black has shown that in equilibrium every investor holds

a linear combination  of two basic poltfolios,   and  one of these two portfolios   can

be taken to be the market portfolio m, and the other portfolio is one whose rate

of return has zero covariance with the market portfolio.

In  addition  it can shown  that this porublio  is,  of all possible zero-covariance

portfolios, the one with minimum variance. However empirical testing with the

model of Black has the following disadvantage: the determination of the zero-beta

port folio is complicated and time-consuming  (for an algorithem see Alexander   [1    ] ) .

§ 1.4.2. Further extensions of the capital asset pricing model

A number of authors have expanded the simple capital asset pricing model by

relaxing some of its underlying assumptions. Vasicek [ 179] dealt with the case

when a riskless  investment opportunity is available but investors can not borrow

at the risk-free rate. He has demonstrated that in an equilibrium situation the8)

risk expected rate of return relationship for individual risky securities corres-

ponds to that given by (1.4.1.18). Brennan' [ 23] derives equilibrium conditions
when investors are faced with differential borrowing and lending rates. He con-

siders the cases :   (1) all investors can borrow  at a riskless  rate  r   and  lend  at
a riskless rate rz, where r  > r£ and (2) each investor, i, is faced with diffe-

rent riskless borrowing and lending rates, where rb. > r£ . In both cases,
11

Brennan finds that the relationship between expected rate of return and risk

remains linear. The only difference in the market equilibrium condition in going

from equal borrowing and lending rates to differential rates is that the intercept

of the capital market line is shifted. Mayers [114 ] has studied the situation
when the assumption that all assets are marketable and there are no transaction

costs does not hold. This is of importance, because most investors also hold

nonmarketable claims on future income (labor income, social security payments, etc. )
and  they  can. nat sell these claims in current markets. In addition there  are  many

physical assets, such as real estate, for which transaction costs are relatively

large. He considers marketable and nonmarketable assets, which means that,

although all investors have the same opportunity set of marketable assets, two

investors holding identical portfolios of market able assets could have different

probability distributions on total wealth. Mayers shows that the structure of

asset rates of return given the existence of  nonnarketable assets is identical

A
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to   that we could   obt ain   if all assets were actually marketable. Ftlrther he demon-

strates that the nature of the results remains unchanged when there is no risk-
9)

less borrowing or lending. Brennan demonstrates under the assumptions of the

simple capital asset pricing model that the equilibrium price of an asset still

can be expressed as a linear function of its systematic risk Bi even if investors

are faced with differential tax rates on dividend and capital gains. The intro-

duction of differential taxes on capital gains and dividends only changes the

intercept of the equilibrium risk expected rate of return relationship. Brennan

concludes   that his model  fits the observed data better  than  does the simple model.

Lintner [ 104] has relaxed the assumption of complete agreement among investors
with respect to the joint distribution of the rates of returns of the securities

and has shown that in the special case in which an investor's preference func-

tion can be presented as

1|'i =    (r) - ai C  ,

the structure of equilibrium prices is in many ways similar to that of the

simple model.

§ 1.5    Portfolio analysis using the capital asset pricing model

§ 1.5.1 Introduction
------------

The approach of selecting a portfolio of securities on the basis of the expected

rate of return and variance was introduced by Markowitz. If accurate forecasts

about future expected rates of return for each security, the variance of the

rates of return for each security, and the correlation of rates of return between

each pair of securities could be obtained, then Markowitz's model, employing

quadratic programming, would produce effi cient portfolios. The problem lies in

obtaining accurate forecasts (using probably also subjective information) of the

three types of inputs. Forecasting the complete future correlation matrix  of

security rates of return is not an easy task, and therefore several authors have

tried to see if the one- or two-factor capital asset pricing models in section

1.4 could be used in forecasting the future correlations (the advantage is a
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considerable reduction in the number of correlations).

Sharpe [ 157] proposed the so called "diagonal model", which was originally
suggested by Markowitz [ 112]  as a way of reducing the number of parameter inputs

required in the mean-variance portfolio model. Other authors called the model

the "market model" or "single index model". The model assumes a linear relation

between the rates of return of each security and some market portfolio, and the

basic feature of the model is a simplified derivation of the covariances between

the rates of return. We shall study Sharpe's portfolio model formulation in more

detail now.

§ 1.5.2  Portfolio selection using the one-factor capital asset pricing model

(called diagonal model by Sharpe [ 157]): a reformulation with estimation-

technical results

Sharpe's simplified method of solving the efficient set of portfolios under the

assumption of a regression structure, is in fact based on the ideas in section

1.4.1. In Sharpe's original article [157] the regressor may be the level of the

stock market as a whole, the Gross National Product, some price index or any

other factor thought to be the most important single influence on the rates of

return from securities. However, Smith I 163] and Schreiner [ 155] have shown that

on the basis of the relative agreement of derived covariances with corresponding

true dovariances, several stock market indexes are strongly prefered to other

economic indexes. This is also in accordance with the theory of equilibrium

models  in the preceding sections. Also Blume  [  19] , Cohen en Pogue  98 ] , Sharpe

and  Cooper  [  159]  , and others have recently  used a linear combination  of  the
individual rates of return as regressor in the so called diagonal model (see

footnote 10 for another type of regressor). As the formulation in the literature
10)

gives some statistical difficulties we shall give a different formulation. We

assume that the expected rate of return of security i for period t satisfies the

following relation:

(i = 1,...,£)
(1.5.2.1)

1( It,i I Et,m = Pt,m) = ai + B: P*  t,m  (t = 1,0..,n)

where
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2,

(1.5.2.2)
Et,m    =     :i=  1     w i    Et, i      '

Define

(1.5.2.3)
it,i = It,i - (ai + Bi Rt,m) '

then

(1.5·2.4)
£ C.at,i  Rt,m   =          I'  C it,i Et,m  1  Et,m)1   =

t,m
.

       [R t,m    Cft,i    I   ft,m  =  pt,m )1    =  0
Pt,m

From (1.5.2.3) it follows that

(1.5.2.5) r  . = a. + B. D, +U i= 1,...,£ i t= 1,2,...,n
-t,1 1 1 -M,m -t,i

and together with (1.5.2.2) and assuming that

T (4,i) =0 i= 1,...,£ ;t= 1,2,...,n

we can get

f                      £               2

It,m = . 1 1
Et,m i=1 4i  1   i=1 Wi Et,i

I w. a. + I " B. +  I
1=1

(1.5.2.6)

 (14:,m) = I wi ai +  (Pt,m) .E wi Bi ·i=1 1=1

From the above it follows that

£

(1.5·2.7)      E  w. a. = 0
i=1

1   1
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Z

(1.5·2.8)      E  w. B. = 1
i=1

1  1

£

(1.5·2.9) E w. =0.1  lit,ii=1

When the li are normally distributed we have a special case, which is treated in

appendix 1.1.

In matrix notation (1.5.2.5) can be written as

(1.5·2.10) R. =X v + U.                    i = 1,0..,2-1  -1 'i   -1

where

21'm
R. = (r r  .)'   ,-1 -1,i ""' -n,1

1 En,m,
a.
1

Yi  =                                               '               2·1  =   (1&1.i  '0 0 0'  u    . ) , ;-n,1

Bi

which can be written as a multivariate model

(1.5.2.1 1)           11    =   (I   @  X1)   Y   +U

where

R+ = (81 , · · ·, 112 ) '       '       I  is a Zx g unity matrix ,

Y = (71 '  ,' Yi)'      ,      2 = (UI ,···, Ilt)' ·

Note that y is subject to the linear restrictions under (1.5.2.7) and (1.5.2.8).
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Further we define

ut=  (4' 1
'...

, lt,£),

and assume that

'

V   t=Z

(1.5.2.12) Z {Ut  UT' } = /

0        t   d   T      ,      and     I (U )   =   0   '   t   -   1,2,0. .

Cov (11) can now be written as

Cov  (U)  =  (V  @  I   ) .n

Defining n = (w1 '...' w£)', we can write using (1.5.2.9)

(1.5·2.13) 0'u  =0t

so that

(1.5.2.14)    0' V  0=0.

So we have a model with a singular covariance matrix.

Now    Vt  :   (Ilt,1   '"''  Et,£-1   1  Et,m  =  Pt,m) is sufficient  for the quantity

(Et, 1 '"'' ·Elt,£ | ft   = Pt,m) under the given restrictions. This implies that
,m

r   may be removed without loss of information in estimating Yi (i = 1 ,..., £)-t,£

for given p,t,m
The reduced model is now

(1.5.2.15)     2 = (I @ X1) Y< + 2,

where

11**= (fi ,···, Ri_1)', Y*= (71 ,···, yi-1)', 2  = (1[; ,···, 2£_1)'
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such that

Cov   (2*)   =   (V11   9   In)'   and  V11 is assumed non-singular,

and where further the restrictions (1.5.2.7) and (1.5.2.8) hold. So we can

estimate Yi (i = 1,..., 2-1) by applying G.L.S. under the restrictions, which

amounts to minimizing

(1.5.2.16)    (R** - (I e X1) Y*)'(V-1 0 In)(R** - (I 0 X1) Y*)

under the restrictions

*
£

I  w. a. = 0
i=1

1   1

(1.5·2.17)    '
£

I   w.  B.  = 1

i=1
1   1

There are two nice consequences:

1) The G.L.S. estimators of Yi (i = 1,..., £-1) can be obtained without the
restriction, because the G.L.S. estimator for y£ follows from (1.5.2.17).

2) The G.L. S. estimators are O.L.S. estimators because we have an identical

regressor for all equations.

So we have

(1.5.2.18)
ii =  (X{Xl )     X{ fi i = 1 ,..., 2-1.

-1

We can easily show that i£ is equal to

(1.5.2.19)   12 - (Xlxl)-1 Xi 11£·

Using (1.5.2.13), (1.5.2.10) and (1.5.2.17) we have
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f                   £

(1.5.2.20)
I      wi  ·Ri   =  X1      E      wi   Yi   =   X1    ( f )

i=1 i=1

or

£-1

(1.5.2.21)     I  w. R =X  I) -w  R.
/0.

i=1
1  -i      -1   ' 1 £-2

From (1.5.2.17) we find that

2-1

(1.5.2.22)    w i = d) -  I  wi ii '£ 2
i=1

Substituting (1.5.2.18) and (1.5.2.21) in (1.5.2.22) we get

2-1

of iz = ( ) _  E  wi ((XI X1 )-1 X   i )
i=1

£-1
·0.

= (1) - (Xl X1)-1 X  .E  w. R1 --i
1=1

-1

= wt  (lil X1 )    lii .RL

or

.-1
(1.5.2.23) ig=  (X; X 1 J    XI

·RZ (q. e.d.) ,

We shall now study the asymptotic properties of the generalized least squares
estimators.

The O.L.S. estimators in (1.5.2.18) and (1.5.2.23) can be written as

(1.5.2.24)    i  =Y i+ (X; Al)-1 X  Ui   '   i=1 '...,g

and evaluating its probability limit, we find

X' X  -1        X'  U.
,-1 -1,(1.5.2.25)     p lim ii =Y i+p lim C  n  )   p lim (- nl-1 )  .

n-+00 n-+00 n.+oo
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X X  -1

We assume that p lim (- -1)   exists .
n-+00

If the u  . satisfy the following conditions-t,1

(a)         1< (lit,i)                   =0   'i= 1,...,£ ,t= 1,2,..., n

E  (.4 .i) = aui  'i= 1,...,jt,t= 1,2,...,n

Cov (Et,i , uT,i 
=0    ,i= 1,-.,£,ttz

(b)       f (u . p. ) =0    ,i= 1,...,£ ,t= 1,2,..., n
6-  -t,1 -0,m

E [ (u  . D )21 = 02 i = 1,...,£   t = 1,2,..., n
-t,1 --t,m uiPm

Cov[(lit,i ·Et,m) ' (lir,i Er,m)1 =0    'i= 1,0..,£ 't t r

we have  (see e.g. Chebyshev's theorem in Rao [ 144] )

n

tr1 -ut.i
plim C   n    )            0

n+00

(1.5.2.2 6)          p   lim   (Al I: li )                                      It
n-+00

+f 1  4,m  lit, iplim  (w                      )             0n
n-*°°                                                                            ·3          I.

So the least squares estimators ii (i = 1,...,£)are consistent estimators for y..1

Lets now consider the least squares residuals

(1.5.2.27)    Ili. = RI-Xl i = Xlyi + Ui-Klii =Iii + X1(Yi-ii) 'i=1 '...,£ 0

Defining the matrix

M *  =   (U    , · · · ,   U£)   ,
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we propose as estimator for the matrix V of contemporaneous disturbances

(2*) , CP'*)
(1.5.2.28)    V =- n

Evaluating the probability limit of element (i,j) of matrix V demonstrates

its consistency:

U! U. U! U. U! X
(  1.5·2.2 9)             p lim (-ln-   )   =   p   lim    (-ln.1 )    +   p   lim    (-ln- 1  )   p   lim   (y j    -   ij.  )    +

n-+©O n+00 n-+00 n.-

p   lim   (y i   -   ii )  '   p   lim    (    1 n.i  )   +
n+00 n-+oo

X' X
-1 -1p lim (Yi - li)' p lim (n) p lim (y  - ij ) =v. . ,

n-+- n-+©O n-+00
1,J

(the (i,j)-th element of matrix V). In the above derivation we have assumed that

X' X
plim C

n
) exists.

-1  -1 ,

n-+00

£

We shall now see how for an arbitrary portfolio p, E x r , the expectation
--    i=1  i -t,i

and variance can be expressed as a function of the regression parameters.

As

(1.5.2.30) Rt = X'a + X'B Et,m
+ X'U

-t

where

X' = (x1 '"'' xg) ; B' = (81 ""' Bi) ;

a'    =    (0 1     '     #     '    at )     ;   .2    =    (1 t,1    ' "'  '   lit,£)     i
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the expectation and variance are

f

u  = X'a + X'B w
P            pm

(1.5.2.31)
2

ap   =    (X'B )2    02m      +    X'V X    .

However, in this case V is not a diagonal matrix as in Sharpe's formulation. In

practice the formerly defined consistent estimates for a,B and V can be used and
for U   and 02  the usual sample estimates are used. It should be noted that V
PPis a  sitive Temidefinite matrix, but the procedure for finding efficient port-

folios as described in section 1.3 of this chapter can still be used in this

situation. Using data from Dutch securities we shall now try to demonstrate how

far our formulation of the market model differs from the diagonal formulation of

Sharpe   1  157] , where   only the diagonal elements of matrix  V are taken into account.

A practical example

For 84 Dutch securities (their names are  not given here) monthly rates
11)of return were available over the period February 1961 - December 1972 . For the

12)
rates of return of the market portfolio we have taken the arithmetic average

of the rates of return of the 84 securities.

Testing the diagonal structure of the covariance matrix

We shall first of all try to test if the non-diagonal elements of the covariance

matrix V (matrix V is taken, as it is not by definition singular as matrix V)
11           11

are significantly different from zero. We suppose that we have a sample of n

observations, r.  ., taken from a (2-1)-variate normal distribution, having-t,1
covariance matrix V  . For testing the hypothesis that the population covariance11

matrix V   =V  (where  in  our case we specify V  as a diagonal matrix with11    0

9.. (i = 1 ,...; 1-1) as diagonal terms). Pearson and HartleY[130] recommend the11

following statistic

-                  -1
1  =   n   g n|V o l    -   n    (2-1  )    -   n   gn     V11|+   n   tr    (V         V       )11  0

For large values of n and Z Korin [ 97] derived a X2 - approximation to the

distribution of the statistic t.
2

This X  - approximation is

t # x2fl / (1-dl) '
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where
fl = 1/2 (£-1)(2) and dl = { g-} /6 n.

2(£-1) 1

If the degrees of freedom in the X2-distribution are greater than 100 as in

our case, we can use the following approximation (see e.g. [ 130] ) for the
so-called (1-P) percentage points of the X2-distribution with fl degrees of

freedom:

2           2     /2 3Xf  (1-P) =f  {1 - - + x(P) V- }    ,1 9 f 9f
1                                                   1                                  1

where x(P) can be found from:

i 2
P=

-fx( P )     7 A-      eau          du.

If we use the above approximation, we find that

fl = 3486 , d l= 0.0023 , l i X23486  x 1.0023

giving 3357 as an estimate of the 5 per cent significance level. The calculated

value for the test statistic was 6030, so at the above significance level we

reject the null hypothesis that V is a diagonal matrix.11

It should however be emphasized that comparisons of covariance matrices may well

be rather sensitive to departure from multivariate normality (see e.g. Pearson
and  Hartley [  1301  )   and as there are indications of non-normality   ( see footnote   14)
we should be careful in interpreting the results.

The   difference in corner port folios    for the diagonal   and the non-diagonal model
formulation

13)
We compared Sharpe's diagonal model formulation (called model I) with our

revised market model formulation (called model II), concerning the composition
of the Markowitz efficient   set.   To fill Markowitz efficient portfolios  we

14)
solved the following parametric quadratic programming problem

min((X,B)2 02  + X' V X) - 1(X'a + X'B UPm)X          Pm

subject to '
£

I   x.  =  1

i=1
1

X. > 0 i = 1 ,...,£1-
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Via  parametrisation one finds for certain  X   >  0 the so-called corner portfolios .
For certain X>O a corner portfolio is reached when a change in the basic

variables takes place. So a corner portfolio is an efficient portfolio which

can not be composed as a convex combination of two other efficient portfolios.

In tablel.5.1.1 (model I) and 1.5.1.2 (model II) we presented the  (u   , 0 )-combinations
P    P

which belong to corner portfolios as (w  , a )-combinations of other efficientPP
portfolios can easily be found by convex combinations of two corner portfolios.

From figurel.5.1.1 it can be seen that the efficient line obtained via model II is

different from that obtained via model I in the following sense: For given

expected rate of return of an efficient portfolio, the revised model formulation

gives generally a lower standard deviation of the rates of return of that

portfolio than with Sharpe's diagonal model formulation; or for given standard

deviation of the rates of return of an efficient portfolio, the expected rate

of return of that portfolio is generally higher for model formulation II. The
V

expression  2 in table 1.fll  andl.5.lt, can be considered  as a measure for expected
P

portfolio return per unit of portfolio risk, where portfolio risk is measured

by the standard deviation. For approximately the same portfolio risk the expected

portfolio return per unit of portfolio risk, is in general higher for Sharpe's

revised model formulation in comparison to Sharpe's diagonal model formulation.

Further the following remarks by table 1.51,1 andiS.13 are of importance:  the
efficient port folios in table 1.5.11 are all determined  by a choice  from 28 securi-

ties. When we assume that the rates of return are independently and normally
15)

distributed   , we can test of the Bi of these 28
securities differ significantly

from zero. Of 28 securities the t-value is greater than 1.7, of 27 it is greater

than   2,    and   of   24   it is greater   than   3. The efficient port folios in tablel.5.1.1
are all determined by a choice from 29 securities. In this case 29 securities

have a t-value greater than 1.7, 28 are greater than 2, and 25 are greater than

3.
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Table 1.5.11:     (w ,a )-Canbinations forcorner port folios, the ratio   of   u       and   a    ,PP            PP
and the number of securities in the corner portfolios for Sharpe's

revised model (model II)

portfolio U  in 700 a in 4/0 0 0            u             number of
number securities

p                                  p                                      1
per month per month

0
p            in the cornerportfolio

1 8.703 2.1973 3.961                23

2 8.905 2.1997 4.048               24

3 8.917 2.1999 4.053               23

4 9.157 2.2045 4.154 22

5 9.258 2.2069 4.195                21

6 9.324 2.2109 4.217 20

7 9.485 2.2134 4.285               19

8 9.557 2.2157 4.313 20

9 9.846 2.2269 4.421               21

10 10.406 2.2550 4.615 22

11 10.849 2.2829 4.752               23

12 11.298 2.3161 4.878 22

13 11.575 2.3389 4.949               21

14 11.968 2.3745 5.040 20

15 14.177 2.6399 5.370               19

16 15.342 2.8175 5.445               18

17 16.105 2.9455 5.468               19

18 16.268 2.9739 5.470               18

19 16.614 3.0355 5.473               17

20 16.709 3.0529 5.473               16

21 16.796 3.0687 5.473                15

22 16.880 3.0844 5.473              14

23 17.272 3.1585 5.468               13

24 17.512 3.2057 5.463               12

25 18.085 3.3255 5.438               11

26 18.166 3.3434 5.434               10

27 18.934 3.5227 5.3749                9

28 19.077 3.5585 5.361                8

29 19.407 3.6436 5.326                7

30 21.556 4.3538 4.951                6

31 22.322 4.6648 4.785                5

32 22.612 4.7902 4.720                 4

33 22.941 4.9408 4.643                3

34 23.185 5.0598 4.582                2

35 23.413 5.1880 4.513                 1

1 -*.lilI.IL
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Table 1.5. L.L: (11   , c )-Combinations for corner portfolios, the ratio of u  and a ,
PP            PP

and the number of securities in the corner portfolios for Sharpe's

diagonal model (model I)

portfolio     u   in 700 C      in      7000            1
 2

number   of                 
number securities inP

per month per month p           the corner
portfolio

1 8.21-9 2.2309 3.698                23
2 8.546 2.2332 3.827 22

3 9.171 2.2393 4.095                23
4 9.328 2.2425 4.159 22

5 9.593 2.2492 4.265                21
6 9.731 2.2533 4.319 22

7 9.886 2.2585 4.377                21
8 9.960 2.2612 4.405 22

9 10.210 2.2714 4.495                21
10 11.195 2.3289 4.807 20

11 11.511 2.3533 4.891                 19
12 12.458 2.4431 5.099                18

13 13.253 2.5381 5.222                 19

14 15.347 2.8651 5.357 20

15 15·975 2.9805 5.360                19
16 16.257 3.0347 5.357               18

17 17.222 3.2309 5.330                17
18 17.458 3.2814 5.320                16

19 17.806 3.3574 5.304                15
20 17·916 3.3818 5.298                14
21 18.830 3.5941 5.239                13
22 18.842 3.5971 5.238                12

23 18.979 3.6303 5.228                11
24 18.983 3.6311 5.227               10
25 19.286 3.7062 5.204                 9
26 19.540 3.7712 5.181                 8

27 22.693 4.8477 4.681                  7
28 22.880 4.9236 4.647                6

29 22.885 4.9255 4.696                  5

30 22.955 4.9547 4.635                  4

31 22.969 4.9604 4.630                 3

32 23·076 5.0065 4.609                  2

33 23·413 5.1880 4.513                 1

A.lili
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§ 1.5.3. Extensions of the one-factor capital asset pricing model for portfolio

selection (multi-index models)

Portfolio analysis using multi-index models is suggested by Cohen and Pogue [ 28 ] ,
Elton and Gruber [  40] and Farrell [ 53 ] .
The advantage of a multi-index model over a full analysis of all relations lies

also in a simplified formula for portfolio selection. The multi-index models

can provide substantial reduction in parameter estimation.

Cohen and Pogue [ 28 ] attempted to see if introducing industry effects into
the market model of Sharpe could improve portfolio performance. Sharpe assumed

that the interrelationships between the prices or return movements of stocks

could be expressed in terms of their movement with an index of general stock

prices or return movements. Cohen and Pogue added a second influence - the move-

ments of stocks with their respective industrial average. In order to test this

assumption, Cohen and Pogue employed two models.

In the first model they assumed that the returns of a security are related to

its industry-index, and they allowed the industry-indexes to be correlated. In

the second model they also assumed the returns of a security to be related to

its industry-index, but the industry-indexes were in their turn related to a

general market index.

The results suggested that Sharpe's diagonal model formulation performed nearly

as well (the efficient boundaries were close together in the (u 'c )-space as
P

the more costly Markowitz approach LMoreover the multi-index models did not outperform

Sharpe's diagonal model formulation.

Elton and Gruber [ 39 ] questioned the use of industrial classification as a
method  o f holding certain variables constant. They state  that in finance  the  most

common variable, researchers desire to hold constant is business risk. They

proposed a clustering procedure in order to form different homogeneous groups ..

with constant business risk. For example, in seeking a group of firms which are

homogeneous with respect to business risk, one can use as grouping variable:

the amount of variation in past earnings.

According to Elton and Gruber, this, rather than industrial classification,

should be the basis of grouping. They also proposed other financial criteria

with respect to which one wants to form homogeneous groups.

However, the multi-index approach of Elton and Gruber and Farrell has the follo-

wing drawbacks for portfolio selection:

a) In a recent article Elton and Gruber [ 40 1 themselves examined how well a
single index model and three versions of a multi-index model actually forecast
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future correlation matrices. First   of  all they found  that the market model

produced better forecasts of future correlation matrices than the full

historical correlation matrix. Further, the market model outperformed also
the multi-index models on a 1- and 5-year ahead forecast basis. So, although

the multi-index models used by Elton and Gruber are different from those of

Cohen and Pogue, the results are similar.

In both cases it is found that a market model outperforms multi-index models.

b) The clustering procedure as suggested by Elton and Gruber to find homogeneous

groups is in our opinion arbitrary, given the multitude of available distance

norms and solution methods, in clustering computer programs.

Another extension of the simple market model of Sharpe for portfolio selection
is the earlier mentioned two-factor model in section 1.4.1.A promising  two-
factor model, where the mutual interaction of countries  is also taken  into

account, is for a security i from country j of the following form:

. . = a. + B. p. + Y. P.-t,l,J 1 1 -C,m,W 1 -o,m,j + lt,i '

where ai ' Bi and Yi are stable parameters specific to security i and Et,m,w is

the return on the world market portfolio and
E  the return on the market

,m,J

port folio of country j. Lessard   [ 99] shows   that the above model might   be   of

interest for portfolio selection.

§ 1.6.   Concluding remarks

In the preceding sections we reviewed and commented on equilibrium models with

regard to the capital market and its use for portfolio selection. We reformulated

the so-called market model of Sharpe and illustrated its difference from the so-

called diagonal model for Dutch securities. Besides the determination of effi-

cient portfolios we also showed (see appendix 1.2) how to obtain optimal port-

folios, illustrating its numerical determination for Dutch securities. As in the

single and multi-index models the rate of return on the market portfolio is of

great importance, we shall in the next chapters try to define and test several

hypotheses, concerning the stochastic dependence structure in the rates of return
on the market portfolio itself or in relation with other economic Variables.

This possible information of the stochastic structure of the rates of return on the

market portfolio might then be used in the portfolio selection problem for a future
period.

'.&-
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Appendix 1.1: Conditions under which the linearity in equation (1.5.2.1) holds

and derivation of the conditions in (1.5.2.7) and (1.5.2.8)

When the rates of return on the securities, f = (11 '..., E£)' are multivariate
normally distributed with  tE (R)  =  PR  and  Var(R)  =  ERR'   and

2.

E m: =E w. r., then ' (R I Em = pm) is linear in pm.
i=1

1 -1

This   can be shown as follows.   De fine the vector  Y  as  Y  = M- where

I 0
8-1

A= ;     so that Y - (rl
M..., Kg-1  '  Em)  4 NZ  (AUR  '  A ERR A' ), where

w1  ,  wg
-        -

Det (A I   A') > 0 when ERR is non-singular and w We are now interested in
RR £00.

the conditional distribution of R<  :  =  (r1   'o 0 0'  ·Eft_1 ) ' given Em =  pm.  This  dis-

tribution is equal to (see e.g. Anderson [7 ] )

(R* 1 .Rm = pm) .4 N£-1  (PR< Rip 2            m D *+I 4-c p -v) z ) ,
0       -m   R   Pmm Pm

where

I        =I       Y      -I   *,and I*   , £    
R< | pm    R<R* -  R<pm  a2   pmE         R p     pmEm

m

2
and c are defined from the partioned matrix

Pm
I                           .

ER*R* :R*Pm
A I   A' = , where E

*R*
is a matrix,

RR R
2

I a
p R<    Pm              E     =E   *  is a vector,

.   m                i                     "*pm      pmR

and c2 is a scalar.
Pm

Thus the conditional expectation is

--/lf
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U

Pm          1E  (2    I    pm=   Pm)    =   p    *-   -F-      I   2         +                I-F * P_
R a R D    a

Pm     -m    D   R pm   4'4
-m

or

 (Rle | An=pm) =a*+B<pill ' where a2 = (a1 ,···, ag_1)', B  = (81 ""' BE_1)' ,

2-1 w.
1

and  using  that   rz   =  z    .Em  -     I     -1    r.    ,     we  get
£       1=1 W2  -1

£-1

1-1 w. £-1 w.a.
i=1   1  1

(1 - I w. B.)

  (Ift | Em = pm)    - pm -  I.   1 (ai + Bi pm) = -  I:   -- 1 +                   Pmo
E      i=1 Z i=1    £          Wl

So we may define £-1 2-1

I   w. a. 1- E   w. B.i=1 1 1
i=1

1   1

a£ =
- B  =

WZ             Z          W£

From the above it follows that

2                             £

I   w. a. = 0 E   w. B. = 1.
i=1 i=1

1 1 1  1

By the normality assumption we can write   (Ii I Rm = pm) = ai + Bi pm (i=1,...,2).
Using a result of Rao [144 , see pages 441, 442] it can be shown that

.Ei - (ai + Bi Rm) and (ai + Bi An) are independently distributed, when

(rl  ' . . . ,  ri    ' ·Em) is multivariate normally distributed with non-negative

definite covariance matrix.
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Appendix 1.2: Determining the optimal portfolio for a specified preference

function in the (0  , a )-space
P    P

From  the  set of Markowitz efficient portfolios, that portfolio which maximizes

the expected utility will be called the optimal portfolio. To illustrate how

the optimal portfolio can be found out of the set of Markowitz efficient port-

folios in table 1.ill andl.5.21we took the following specification for the prefe-

rence function in the (0  , a )-space:
P    P

(1)           0 ( Li  , a ) = 31 - 1/2 A (3   ,  A>0

As is mentioned in footnote 4 of this chapter, the utility function u(p) is, up

- APto a monotonic non-decreasing transformation, of the form u(p) = -e , when

the expected utility is equal to the expression in (1). First of all we started

by  fitting an explicit function  to  the  (11     ,  a )- values  of the corner portfolios
P    P

in  tablel.5.2.1  and 1.5.%.1. The following exponential function was fitted  to  the   data

a  + a  p
(2)           c  =a +e 1           2 p

P    0

as the residual sum of squares was a factor four smaller than the fit of a quadra-

tic function. The least squares estimates, and a 95% confidence interval for the
16)parameters, are as follows for the fit to the (u  , a )-values of model I and II.

PP

Model I:

-1.885 + 0.134 B
(3)           a  = 1.700 +e                 P

P

and the 95% confidence interval for the parameters is
t

1.641  2 ao  2  1.759

(4)            •  -2.023  < al  i -1.747

0.129 i a2  <  0.139

The residual sum of squares is 0.025, the residual range is (-0.058 , 0.075).
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Model II:

-2.241 + 0.148 u
(5) 0  = 1.781 +e                 p

P

and the 95% confidence interval for the parameters is

.

1.751  S  ao  <  1.811

(6) 4  -2.325  2  al  ·< -2.157

0.1 4 5      S      82      E      O.1 5 1       .

The residual sum of squares is 0.0086, the residual range is (-0.031 , 0.031).

Assuming that * (U  , a)i s equal to a constant c, equation (1) can be writ-
P    P

ten as

(7)                                
                        0          =     //2      (1 1           -     c)D

P A'

which is an explicit expression for the indifference function (see figure 1.3.1 )
From the above we have also seen that the function

(8)           a  =a  +e
a1 + 82 Up

P    0

can deliver approximately the (p  , a )-combinations of
Markowitz effi cient port-

folios. To find the optimal portfolio for model I and II given the risk aversion

parameter  X,  and  aQ    al  and  a2  ' the following conditions  have  to be satisfied:

.

a  +a u /2 (u   -c)
a  +e  1    2  p  =V     x

(9)

d ''2(UP - c)          d            a  +a  p
1/2.
- ·a+e l   2 P,dy ,'du  OP        A   j           P

giving
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C                                      a   +a u 1/21    2-p   1,   A
91 (up , c) = a2 e

- A <2(11  - c))   = O
P

(10)        1

a + a u 2(#    c,
, 1/2

q2 (Up, c) = al + e 1  2 P - (PA- ) =0.

The above non-linear equations are solved for u  and c, given the parameters
P 2

2
A , al , al ' a2 ' by minimizing the residual sum of squares  I  q. (u  , c)

i=1 1 P

17)
using an algorithm of Powell. The results are:

Model I :

(given X   2,a l   1.700 'a l= -1.885 ,a 2= 0.134)

0    15.76
P

c    7.02

(given A   0.5,al   1.700 , al = -1.885 , a2 = 0.134)

u    22.46
P

c   16.71

Model II:

(given X 2,a 1.781 , al = -2.241 , a2 = 0.1480

p    16.12
P

c    7.51

(given A   0.5,a  = 1.781 , al = -2.241 , a2 = 0.148

11          22.34
P

c   16.87 .

Given that u * and a * belong to the optimal portfolio p , then its portfolio
PP

composition can be determined as follows. Assume that u * lies between w   and

P               Pl
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p   , which belong to two corner portfolios,  then
P2

p =ap + (1-a) U ,0<a<1,
p*      Pl          P2

as an efficient portfolio between two corner portfolios (Pl and P2) can be found

as a convex combination of them. So,

U    -U
pi   P2a=

 P 1 - uP2

and the composition of the optimal portfolio p  (denoted by X *) is, given the
P

portfolio composition of the two corner portfolios Pl and P2 ' equal to

X *  =   9  Xp 1   +   (1 -a)   XP2   '

Another approach for determining optimal portfolios is given by Davies and

Ronning  [  32  ] . Under the following assumptions:

(a)  an exponential utility function;

(b) certain distribution functions for ending wealth   divi ded by beginning

wealth for every security (these ratios are called link relations);

(c)  independence of these link relations; Davies and Ronning and also Castellani

[ 25] have shown that maximizing the expected utility can result in sol-

vable programming problems.
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Footnotes to chapter 1

1) A portfolio X* is Markowitz efficient if:
a.   of all possible portfolios  with  the   same or greater expected rate of return

than portfolio X*, this portfolio has smallest variance; and at the same time

b. of all possible portfolios with the same or smaller variance of the rate of
return than postfolio Xx' thisportfolio has greatest expected rate of return.

2)  E·g. the two-parameter non-normal stable distributions,   such  as the Cauchy  dis-
tribution (see also footnote 13 of chapter 4). However, as the first two moments

of the Cauchy distribution do not exist, we can not use (p  , a)a s parameters.
P    P

Instead   of   them  we   can for example   use the median   and a scale parameter.

3) We shall shortly refer to two other approaches, which however lead to computational
difficulties:
The expectation-variance-skewness criterion:

Besides the first two moments this criterion takes also the skewness into account,
measured by the third moment, s . Using a cubic utility function u(x), with the

P
conditions u'(x) 1 0 , u"(x) < 0, u"(x) 2 0 (necessary for non-increasing local

U'(X)risk aversion, which is defined by Pratt D 35 ] as r(x) = -   .,,  .  , and should have
U''CXJ

the properties r(x) 2 0 and r'Ox) < 0), it can be shown [ 75 ] that negative skew-

nuss as measured by the third central moment will be considered as negative con-
cerning the expected utility, and it leads to the following definition of an
efficient port folio   [   171]  : A portfolio   will be efficient   if   and   only   if:
a. the expected rate of return of the portfolio is maximized for given levels of

variance and skewness;
b. the variance of the portfolio rate of return is minimized for given levels of

portfolio expected rate of return and skewness; and
c. the skewness of the portfolio rate of return is maximized for given levels of

portfolio expected rate of return and variance.
The determination of the efficient set, using the above definition, is equivalent
to the dolution of a double parametric convex cubic programming problem, for
which hardly reasonable algorithms exist.
Several stochastic dominance criteria:
These criteria consider the whole probability distribution of the rates of return

of possible portfolios and not a function of their moments. However, the dis-
advantage of these criteria is the heavy computational effort. For an elegant
summary of the abovd approaches we refer to v. Dongen [ 36 ] .

4) It can be shown (e.g. Chipman [ 26 ] , Schneeweiss [154 1 ) that in the case of afamily of normal distributions for the portfolio rate of return 2, and with
expected utility function

 (U(2) ) =4 (pp , ap) = u p- 1/2 A c  ,A>0, the utility function u(p) is,
up to a monotonic non-decreasing transformation, of the form: u(p) = - e-AP. The
coefficient A is called the risk aversion coefficient by Farrar [ 52 ] .
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5) Using the conditions (1), (3) and the condition that the probability distribu-
tion of a portfolio return comes from a linear  (u   , a )-class, Tobin [ 176]  has

P    P
proved the concavity of the preference function * (u  , a)i n the (u  , c )-space.

P P P    P
A  class of probability distributions, which are completely determined by  u   and  a ,
and whereby every distribution from this class can be transformed in every other
distribution of this class by a positive linear transformation, will be called a
linear (9  , a )-class of probability distributions. It should be noted that this

P    P

definition of a linear (up , ap)-class by Schneeweiss [ 154] is in fact a special
case of the definition of a stable distribution (see footnote 13, chapter 4). A

proof of the concavity of *(up , a)i n the (u  'c )-space can be found in Fama
P          .P    Pand Miller [ 50 ] , using positive but diminishing marginal utility of wealth

and a multivariate normal distribution for the rates of return of the available
assets. Feldstein  [  54  ] has presented an example   for  a two parameter distribution
(lognormal distribution) and an utility function which has the above properties,
for which * is not everywhere concave in the (u  , a )-plane.PP

6) We shall define the indifference curve * (9   , a  )b y the set of combinations
Ph   Ph

of W and c with a given level of expected utility, say b. The curve is impli-
Ph      Ph

citly defined by the function

F=\11(11-  ,9  )-b=0.rh Ph
The slope of the curve, which is the marginal rate of substitution of U for c

Ph     Ph
is then obtained from the differential of F as follows:

dF=et-du   + -ai-da
3U     Ph  Ba     PhPh           Ph

dU

-Ph -- _ 3-L l JL
do       30     3 Ji
Ph       Ph     Ph

7) Speculative short selling on the New York Stock Exchange involves (1) selling
shares   one   does   not own,(2) making delivery with borrowed stock, (3) purcha-
sing the shares later at a lower price, and (4) returning the shares purchased
to the lender.   In most cases stock is loaned "flat", which means  that no compen-
sation is paid to the lender of the shares, however, the borrower must pay to
the lender all cash and stock dividends declared and all rights issued within
the time the stock is borrowed. Brokers are very willing to lend stock because
of the favorable conditions under which such loans are made, one of which usu-
ally is that the lending broker receives at the time of delivery the full market
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price in cash. Another condition is that if the market price of the borrowed
stock goes up, the borrower must deliver additional cash so that the lender
always holds the full market value of his stock in cash. If the market price
falls, then the borrower of the stock can demand that the lender returns that
part of the cash which he holds over and above the market value of the stock.
A short seller may remain short for as long as his broker can find someone who

will lend the stock required.

8) For an exellent exposition of Vasicek's results we refer to Jensen [ 86 ] .

9)  The  result    can be found in Jensen  [ 86  ]  .

10) The model in the literature is

r. =a. + B.Rm + u. , j = 1 '...,1
-J         J J -J

where  Em  is  the  rate of return  of some market portfolio,  uj a stochastic variable

assumed uncorrelated with Rm by most authors, and aj and B  are constant. However,

as  4  is some average  of the individual rates of return, the assumption  that  lij

is  uncorrelated  with  Em  can  not hold, since
Em

contains  u. .
-J

11) We are grateful to Drs.A.Schoorlemmer, who collected the data of the rates of
return of the 84 securities, that we could use for this example.

12) In section 1.5.2 we have used for the market portfolio an arithmetic portfolio
return. Another averagewbich could  have  been  used  is the so-called geometric
portfolio mean. The geometric portfolio mean of Z different one-period returns
uses continuous compounding, and is defined as follows (see e.g. Francis [ 61 ] ,
also for a comparison of arithmetic and geometric mean returns)

g a
gt = exp {  E  w. tn C  t.i )   -1,

i=1
1

t-l,i
a.

a
where is the ratio of the value of investment i at the end of the montht,1

at-1,i
to the value at the beginning of the month, and w. is the weighting of the dif-1
ferent one-period returns in the portfolio.
The montly rate of return compounded continuously on any investment is the natu-

a
t.i ,

ral logarithm of c see e.g.  Lips [ 1051 ) . However regressing the above

at-1,i
continuous compounded rates of return to the geometric portfolio mean, giving

gn (4,i) =a. +B.v +u . leads to complications in finding expressions
a. 1     1 9 -t,i
t-l,i

(in terms of the moments of the individual securities) for the expectation and
variance of a portfolio rate of return, where a portfolio rate of return is defi-

2. ,   -t, i
ned as Et =  E  x. gn C

). Therefore we have used an arithmetic compounded
i=1 t-l,i

1 a

market portfolio. See, also section 2.1 of chapter 2 for some remarks.
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13) Diagonal model formulations for portfolio selection are for example used by
Schreiner [ 155] and Wallingford [ 182] .

14) Recently we noticed an article of Elton, Gruber and Padberg [ 42 ] , who have deve-
loped simple decision rules for single and multi-index portfolio models, that
allow one to decide if a security will belong to the effi cient set or not. The
amount of comput ation (involving the solution   of a quadratic programming problem)
to find (p  , a )-combinations which belong to an efficient portfolio, is muchPP
smaller then. However, as we only recently noticed this article, we have not
followed this procedure. When no short sales are allowed and when there is a risk
free rate of return then the results of the above authors indicate that for the
single index model of Sharpe the following holds for the composition of effi cient

portfolios:

Vri _ rf   ai        rf
x. = 0 when = 8. + pv  -

8.
<C1   Bi 1 +m 1

X. > 0  "       "       "      1, > C
1

where the constant c is difficult to determine.
In conformance with the theoretical results of Elton, Gruber and Padberg, we
noticed the following in the composition of the efficient portfolios for our
models I and II for the indicated period: The efficient portfolios (assuming
a conservative risk free rate of return of zero, which means that the lower part
of the efficient line vanishes, in figure 1.1 this means that the line segment
a', b, c is replaced by the segment rf' c) all contained securities with positive
a.

z.2 values. Further the Bi values which we found for the given period, were all
pi

positive, so that the values of a. (the specific influence of security i) are the1

most crucial for the above procedure.

15) However, we must be careful in testing, as it appeared that the estimated resi-

duals in most equations had extreme thick-tailness, and that normality must
therefore be rejected.

16) To calculate the least squares estimates we used Marquardt's algorithm [ 113] .
The formula's for the 95% confidence interval of the parameters are based on
Wolberg [ 188] .

17) Powell's non-linear equations method is used to solve the above non-linear equa-
tions using program CO 5NAF of the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) Library.
Powell' s procedure is described in Rabinowitz  [  1421 .
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Chapter 2 : Model hypotheses about the rate of return on the market portfolio

2.1  Introduction
------------

In this chapter we shall consider some hypotheses about the rate return on the

market portfolio. Two points are of interest:

1. What proxy variable will be used for the rate of return on the market port-

folio when empirical testing is done?

2. What kind of hypotheses will be made about the information process of the rate

of return on the market portfolio?

Some remarks about the proxy variable to be used for the rate  of return on the

market portfolio will be made  in this introduction.  We have  seen that  in the

capital asset pricing model the market portfolio m is conceptually well defined

as a portfolio consisting of an investment in each security standing in proper-

tion to its share of the total value of all securities. However, no exactly equi-

valent index of market performance actually exists for the time period which we

shall consider. It is our belief that an index that contains all or practical all
the elements of the population is better than an index built on a relative small

sample. Therefore we shall prefer a large base U.S. investment performance index

in testing our hypotheses.
1)

The Standard & Poor 500 Composite Index, a value-weighted index, represents a

close approximation to such a measure (it is based on 500 securities representing

the largest companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange). However, prior to

March 1, 1957, the Standard & Poor Index was based on only ninety securities

(fifty industrial, twenty rails, and twenty utilities), and hence for the earlier

period the index is a poorer estimate of the returns on the market portfolio.

Therefore we prefer to use a proxy variable based on Fisher's link relatives as

it is based on about 1300 securities over the total post war period which we

shall consider. It is however an equal-weighted index. Further, the Fisher per-

formance index is an investment performance index of the stock market. This is

done because the stock market price indexes omit dividends, which leads to the

so-called account effect. With the account effect we mean that on the day when

a security starts trading ex-dividend, there is a price decline which is between

a half and the full value of the dividend (see e.g. Brealey [22] and Elton and

Gruber [ 41] .  As a result  of the account effect,  one can expect  to  find a small
degree of spurious serial correlation in the periodic changes of a price index.

For the New York Stock Exchange, rates of return of the market portfolio obtai-
2)

ned via Fisher's link relatives [59] , would be relatively free from the account
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effect.

However   in our opinion  one   maj or difficulty remains. Namely, in applying  the

Sharpe portfolio selection model (see chapter 1) using different stock market

indexes, it is questionable if this would lead to quite different efficient

port folios    for the different indexes. An import ant article of Frankfurter   [63   1
gives insight into this question. For three different indexes (the Dow Jones

Industrial Average, the Standard and Poor's 425 Industrial, and some special

index) he made an attempt to compare the ex-post performance of well diversi-

fied portfolios which were generated by the different indexes. His most im-3)

portant conclusion is that all indexes basically select the same securities in

the efficient portfolio in remarkably similar proportions. In sections 2.2 - 2.4

various types of hypotheses will be studied.

2.2 The monetarist hypothesis

The monetarists belief that the instability in economic live is in principle

caused by monetary factors. It is their opinion that stability can be guaranteed

by regulating the rate of change of the stock of money. The Federal Reserve

Board distinguishes three important measures of the stock of money. The first

(called ml ) consists of demand deposits of commercial banks corrected for inter-

bank deposits plus currency. The second (called m2) consits of ml plus time de-

posits at commercial banks. The third (called m3) consists of m2 plus deposits

at mutual savings banks plus deposits at the postal savings system. Deposits of

the U. S. Government are excluded from the stock of money definition.

The monetarist point of view is especially defended by the Chicago School

(Friedman), The Research Department of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,

and the Carnegie-Mellon Institute (Brunner).

The monetarists use the following reasoning in explaining the relation between

changes in the stock of money and the returns on the stock market. The main

channel for the influence of the stock of money on dividends operates through

the firm's current and expected earnings. Let's assume a decrease in the stock

of money, which can for example be caused in the following ways:

1. Bank deposits which are transmitted in foreign currency to pay for foreign

transactions.

2. Tax payments to the Government.

3. Buying Government bonds via a deposit at a commercial bank.

When for example the Government issues Government bonds, the rate of return on
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these has to be somewhat higher than usual at that moment, to make the issue

succeed (it must be made profitable for investors to leave their real money

balances). Next, if the public buys Government bonds the reserves of commer-

cial banks at the Central Bank decrease, which makes it more difficult for the

commercial banks to make loans or purchasing other earning assets. So a decrease

in  the  stock  of  money will  raise interest rates and reduce interest  sen-

sitive expenditures,   such as expenditures on durable consumption goods  and

capital investment. The decrease in expenditure, together with the multiplier

effect will then cause a reduction in sales and earnings of firms. The timing

of the effect of the decreased earnings on dividends may depend on the firm's

cash flow and liquidity position, but after a while the effect must be a

decrease in dividends, which in its turn has effects on the stock market prices

and returns. So, in this reasoning the rate of change of the stock of money has

a main effect   on   the   expe cted growth   rate of dividends. According   to   this    ana-

lysis, changes in the stock of money have influence on stock prices through

their effect on interest rates and corporate earnings    and   divi dend expectations.
There also is a direct effect by which the interest rates on bonds can be consi-

dered as a competitive rate of return with regard to the rates of return on

securities: high bond rates cause security prices to decrease.

In chapter 6 we shall test if changes in the stock of money lead stock market

returns. We shall also test if changes in short term interest rates (as a proxy

variable one could for example use "prime commercial paper rates, 4-6 months")4)
and changes in long term interest rates (as a proxy variable we used the Aaa

(first grade) corporate bond rates) are directly related to stock market returns.

2.2.1    Earlier studies of the money-stock price (or stock return) relationship

Sprinkel [ 166] states that he has found empirical evidence which suggests that

monetary changes (rates of change of the stock of money measured as a 6-month

moving average) will provide some useful guidance to future investment timing

decisions. The data he used seem to indicate that changes in the stock of money

lead changes in stock prices. However, Sprinkel's most important conclusion is

based upon graphical analysis of peaks and troughs, and a visual examination of

graphs  can be very misleading. Further, his selection of monetary peaks  and

troughs can be subject to error.

Also Reilly and Lewis [ 146] examined the money-stock price relationship graphi-
cally  and by regression analysis over the period   1960  -   1970.   They used monthly
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monetary variables which are smoothed by moving averages.

They found a weak relationship between monthly changes in stock prices regressed

on current and passed (maximal 5 months) changes in the monetary variable.

Later, in a study of the Federal Reserve Board of St. Louis, Keran [ 95 ] ex-

pressed the quarterly level of stock prices as a linear function of current and

lagged changes in the stock of money, real G.N.P., G.N.P. deflator and current
2

and lagged levels of real corporate earnings. Keran found a high R  for this

model, namely 0.98. Keran's model still has some dificiencies:

(a) He uses complicated lag structures, which are known technically as polynomial

lag models. In these models one has to specify a priori the degree of a

polynomial and the lenght of the lag.
(b) There is still an indication of autocorrelation between the residuals.

(c) Rozeff [ 149] has shown that the prediction errors of a simple martingale
model are smaller than the Keran predictions.

-5)

Homa and Jaffee [80 ] tried to improve Sprinkel's method. In their study,

stock price levels depend upon the current level of the stock of money and rates

of change of the stock of money for current and preceding quarters. Here again
a high R2 is found over the sample period, namely 0.97, but the stock price equa-

tion uses the current and lagged monetary data, and to use the equation for pre-

dictions, forecast of rates of change of stock of money are needed.

In    a subsequent paper, Malkiel    and   Quan dt [109] found   that    Homa and Jaffee'  s
6)model did not outperform a buy and hold policy   whei a revised money supply mea-

sure was used and the test period was extended with one year. Malkiel and Quandt

warned that the models they tested did poorly in explaining percentage changes

in the market index and that the success of prediction efforts is often highly

sensitive to model specification, variable measurement, and time period.

Mc Donald and Osborne [ 35 ] showed that although the Homa-Jaffee and Malkiel-

Quandt studies reported that the variables in their models explained 95% of the

variability in the level of the market index, one should be aware that approxima-

tely two-third of the "explanatory power" stems from a highly significant time

factor and the remaining one-third from the economic variable. They conclude that

we may expect that the widely publicized economic variables will explein only

about one-third of the variation  in the percentage changes  in the market index.

Hamburger and Kochin  [ 72  ] also found for several periods   over   1956-   1970   a

substantial relationship between stock price changes and changes in the stock

of money, with significant lagged terms.

Bicksler [ 15] has investigated the relation of changes in the stock of money

and changes in the level of a market index via the technique of cross-spectral
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analysis using monthly U.S. data from 1920 through 1970. His indication is that

when there are lead-lag structures, they must be complicated, so the use of Box-

Jenkins transfer function models (see chapter 5) may be useful  in the search

for  a  pattern of serial dependence. Bicksler states:    "It is recognized  that

there are a number of subleties (e.g. if it is postulated that the relationship

between the series is characterized by a complicated feedback mechanism) in

cross-spectral analysis which makes inferences tentative and subject to further

validation via more refined techniques".

2.3 The business indicators hypothesis

According to this hypothesis, business indicators are those real economic factors

that lead market trends, either for individual stocks, for groups, or for the

market as a whole. The business indicators hypothesis assumes that it is possible

to forecast stock price (or return) changes by the movements of such variables

as the changes in new orders, in unfilled orders, in business inventory-sales

ratios, in industrial production.

Indications for such a belief can be found in Officer D 24 ], who tested the

possible relationship between the standard deviation of returns on the market
6)

factor and the standard deviation of the industrial production relatives.

Shiskin  [ 161] suggested a possible  lead of unfilled orders.   Also  Plum and Humphrey

[ 1331   indicate  that new orders lead business activity by approximate three months.

In our case we are only interested in factors which effect the aggregate inves-

tor behaviour and the market performance of all firms. There are obviously a

number of factors that are important in the individual case, but which tend to

average out in the aggregate, such as the quality of management, the ratio of

debt  to equity, etc. As long as these factors are unchanged on the average, it

is not to be  expected that they will cause changes in the aggregate stock market

return variable.

We shall test the above hypothesis by using the transfer function-noise appro-

ach as described in chapter 5.

2.4 The efficient market hypothesis

2.4.1 Introduction
------------

An efficient market is one in which prices always fully reflect all available
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relevant information and any information is costless and available to everybody.

Adjustment to new information is virtually instantaneous. There are three forms

of this hypothesis: the weak form, the semi-strong form, and the strong form.

The weak form asserts that successive changes in stock prices or returns are un-

correlated. The semi-strong form asserts that public information is fully reflec-

ted in stock prices or returns. The strong  form  of the hypothesis asserts  that

not only public information but also the kind of information available to security

analysts through their private and individual inquiries is fully reflected in

stock market prices or returns.

2.4.2    The weak form hypothesis

Tests   by   Fama   [   45  ] , Granger and Morgenstern   [  70  ] and others provide evi dence

that for U.S. data the short term (daily, one to three weekly intervals) succes-

sive changes in stock prices are approximately uncorrelated random variables.

They found only insignificant departures from white noise behaviour (see definition
7 in appendix  3.1).  For 18 German stodcs Ronning [147]   came to the
conclusion  that  for the great maj ority  of the share price changes, the hypothesis

of uncorrelateness could not be rejected. For 25 Belgium stocks Wouters [ 189]
concluded by correlation tests that the hypothesis of uncorrelatedness was not

confirmed in a few cases only. He also concluded by the sign test that the number

of positive signs equals the number of negative signs of the movements of stock

prices within small intervals, while over long periods (2 months) the number of

positive signs dominates. Dryden  [ 37] reached similar conclusions on daily changes

in British prices. However, it also seems likely that infrequently traded shares

may   have some price depen dence.    This   is a possible conclusion   from a study   by
Kemp and Reid [ 94 1  of 51 U.K. daily price series. Niarchos [ 122] has found the
same for lightly traded Greek stocks, and Praetz  [  134]    for some Australian shares.
This possibility clearly deserves further study.

Another test of the weak form hypothesis can be reached by the introduction

and  testing of trading rules. An example  o f a trading rule called the "relative

strength"or "portfolio upgrading"rule is formulated by Levy [ 100] and tested exten-

sively by himself and Jensen and Bennington [ 87 ] . These strategies involve ran-

king shares in terms of price performance over some period and investing in the

top x  per cent and disinvesting from the bottom y per cent. Levy has formulated

the relative strength rule as follows:
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Define 3. . to be the average price of the i'th security over the 27 weeks prior
t,1

to and including time t.

Pti
Let pr  . = =-1- be the ratio of the price at time t to the 27 week average pricet,i

-t,1

at time t. To illustrate this we assume that there are 200 securities considered

and the initial value to start with is $ 200.000. For the first week of the test

period (week no. 27) the entire $ 200.00 is invested equally in the stocks whose

relative strength ranks range from 1 through 20 (10% strongest securities, with

the largest value of pr,  . at time t). The portfolio is not modified until one
5,1

or more of these selected stocks become sufficiently weak for their ratio rank

to reach a specified cast out rank, say 160. At that time, the stock(s) whose

ratio ranks have deteriorated to 160 or above are sold; and the proceeds of the

sale are invested (equally) in each of the 20 stocks whose relative strength rank

ranged from 1 through 20 at the moment of sale. In the above example the policy

variables are x = 10% and k = 160.

Another trading  rule  is the so-called "x percent filter", as proposed by
Alexander  [   2    ,     3  ] and tested extensively  by  Fama and Blume  [4 8  ] , Dryden  [3 7  1,

Galesne  [66  ] and Jennergren  [81   ], and which is described as follows:
If the daily closing price of a specific stock moves up x percent from a previous

low, one buys the stock and holds it until it drops x percent from a subsequent

high. At that point, one sells the stock and goes short or the proceeds are7)

deposited  into a bank account (depending whether there is an organized short

trading on the stock exchange in question). One holds this position until the

price rises at least x percent over a subsequent low. At that point, one covers

and buys. Price moves less than x percent in either direction do not trigger any

transactions. So a filter rule apparently involves only one stock at a time, it

is not a portfolio selection strategy. Most trading rules have after allowance of

transaction costs, and adjustments for dividends, splits, and transaction prices

in trading rules,not outperformed the simple buy and hold policy (see Fama and
8)

Blume [48 ]and Jensen and Bennington [87 ] for U.S. data, Dryden [37 ] for U.K.
data,  Galesne [ 66 ] for French  data and for a somewhat different view Jennergren

9)'[ 81  ] for Swedish data and Vermeulen [ 180] for Dutch securities     J .
An important implicit  assumption in the trading rules is that the quoted prices

do not become affected by the trades generated by the traders. Whether this

assumption holds  true,  very much depends on whether  or not there  is a small

market activity in the security considered. But it must be said that as yet the

trading rules were based on current and past information of prices and not on
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information of other economic variables. So in the weak form one only tests the

historical information in the price mechanism itself, without reference to the

relationship to other kinds of information.

2.4.3    The semi-strong form hypothesis

In general semi-strong form tests are concerned with whether current prices fully

reflect all obviously publicly available information. Each individual test, how-

ever, is concerned with adjustment of security prices to some kind of information

(e.g. stock splits, announcements of financial reports of firms, changes in

money supply, changes in business indicators, etc.). Thus each test only brings

evidence about a part of the hypothesis, with the idea that by accumulating such

evidence we hope to get more sure about the hypothesis. Fama, Fisher, Jensen and

Roll [ 49 ] looked at the effect of stock splits on U. S. stock prices. The metho-
"                                                   "

dology they used has been termed the  cumulative average residual approach . The

estimated residuals from the market model are averaged over all securities taken

into consideration for certain points of time  before and after the split announ-

cement. Denoting the average of the estimated residuals at point of time t by lit ,
then the cumulative average residuals are calculated as follows:

c 112 =  I  uf . They found that c u  is clearly positive before the split announ-
t=1

cement, indicating that there is some special influence affecting the price, and

that it is not different from zero after the announcement, The authors conclude

"apparently the market makes forecasts of the implications of a split for future

dividends, and these forecasts are fully reflected in the price of the security

by  the   end  o f the split month". Similar results can found  by  Finn  [ 56  ]    for

Canadian data, and by Firth [ 57 ] for .British data. For a summary of literature

about other kinds of market information, such as dividend and earnings announ-

cements issues, etc., we refer to Firth [ 58 ] .

Other support for a part of the semi-weak form can be found in recent studies of

Rozeff [ 149] and Cooper [ 30 ] . They found that for U.S. data the returns on the

market portfolio are unrelated to past available data on percentage changes of money

supply.

Zero explanatory power of lagged monetary variables is calsistent with the efficient imrket

hypothesis, which implies that the explanatory power of the lagged terms will be

small enough  that   they  can not generate excess profits  when  used  in a trading  rule.

However, it is our opinion that the semi-strong form hypothesis needs further
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research for different information sets, for shares which are traded frequently

or not, and for different countries.

Summarizing we can say that a number of tests with large samples of stocks listed

on the New York Stock  Exchange have indicated that earnings and dividend announ-

cements, stock splits, and other kinds of relevant information have, on the whole,

been fully reflected in stock prices shortly after the information event. The

hypothesis of market efficiency in this sense needs not imply an instantaneous

and   complete adj ustment of prices or returns   to new economic information in every

instance; rather, the adjustment process is sufficiently quick so that strategies

on the basis of this information are not profitable after transaction costs.

2.4.4    The strong form hypothesis

The strong form hypothesis is concerned with whether all available information         1

is fully reflected in prices in the sense that no individual or group has higher

expected trading profits then others, because one has monopolistic access to

relevant information.

There is evidence that the above hypothesis is not strictly valid, because it is

known that specialists on the stock market can use their monopolistic access to         
information concerning unfilled limit orders to generate monopolistic profits,

and that officers of corporations sometimes have monopolistic access to informa-

tion about their firms.

Jensen [ 83   ,   84 ] has thoroughly studied the performance of mutual funds in
the U.S. to determine (a) whether in general fund managers seem to have special

information which allows them to make extra returns and (b) whether some funds

are better in getting such special information than others. The criterion he uses

is the ability of funds managers to get higher returns than a certain norm

(= expected returns from the one-factor equilibrium model) by a given level of

risk. He assumes that high returns are due to special information, but it could

also be due to keener insight into the implications of the publiclY available

information. So his tests are not strictly strong form tests. Jensen's ex post

relation  for the expected return on security  i (for a derivation see Jensen  [8 4  ]  ) ,

I(Ii I Em=pm) ' rf (1-Bi) + Bi Pm'

is used to test his hypothesis. Assuming that Bi can be reliably estimated, then
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one has a combination of a realized return and risk of a mutual fund i, which

can be compared  with the expected return found  via the "market  line".   If  it

falls above the market line Jensen says that it has done better than would be

expected given its level of risk, while if it falls below the line it has done

worse.   In  this  way he comes  to the conclusion  that  as  far  as net returns to inves-

tors are concerned (management fees and other costs are subtracted) in 89 out

of 115 mutual funds, the fund's risk-return combination over the 10-year period

1955 - 1964 is below the market line for the period.

Friend, Blume, Crockett  [ 65  ] also investigated the investment performance  of
136 U.S. mutual funds for the period Jan. 1960, through June 1968. The investment

performance measures are net of management expenses and commissions on portfolio

transactions. The overall annual rates of return on investment in these 136

mutual funds averaged 0.107 for the above period. The rates of return reflect all

capital gains as well as dividends, are adjusted for all capital changes (stock

dividends, splits, etc.) and give each fund an equal weight. These rates for

mutual funds might be compared with the corresponding rates of return for all

N.Y. S.E. common stocks, which consitute   the   maj or   part    of the funds' port folios

or  with the average rates of return   in a market port folio invested  in   N.Y.S.E.

stocks. Two weighting schemes are available for comparative purposes, one in-

volving equal investment in each of the stocks, the other involving proportional

investments (the weights are proportional to the value of the stocks outstanding).

Equal investment in each of the N.Y.S.E. stocks would have yielded annual rates

of return of 0.124 (results of proportional investment will not be presented

here).

In order to come to definite conclusions they consider explicitly not only rates

of return, but also the associated investment risks. Therefore the overall rates

of return on investments are classified in three risk groups. The basic risk

measure used - known as beta - coefficient - is a measure of systematic or non-

diversifiable risk. Another risk measure, the variance of the monthly rates of

return of a mutual fund or of an equally weighted random portfolio id also

considered by Friend, Blume and Crockett. A part of their results is presented

in table 2.4.4.1 and 2.4.4.2.
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Table 1.4.4.1: Comparison of investment performance of mutual funds and random

portfolios (January, 1960 - June, 1968)

Mean beta-
Number in sample Mean return

coefficient

Mutual Equally Mutual Equally Mutual Equally

Risk class funds weighted funds weighted funds  weighted

(beta - random random random
le)                   *)                     *)

coefficient) portfolios portfolios portfolios

Low risk

(B = .5 - .7)     28       17 .614 .642 0.091 0.128

Medium risk

(B = .7 - .9)     53       59 .786 .800 O.106 0.131

High risk

(B = .9 -1.1) 22       60 .992 .992 0.135 0.137

< N.Y.S.E.-stocks only, assuming an equal investment at the beginning of the
period in each stock included. The 136 portfolios (having approximately as

many different stocks as the mutual funds have) were selected from a sample
of 511 common stocks listed on the N.Y.S.E. during the period January 1960
through June 1968.



Table  2.4.4. L: Characteristics of investment performance of mutual funds and random portfolios  with

variance measure of risk (January, 1960 - June, 1968)

Number in sample Mean variance Mean beta coefficient  Mean return

Mutual Equally Mutual Equally Mutual Equally Mutual Equally
funds weighted funds weighted funds weighted funds weighted

Risk class random random random random
*)                    *)                    *)                    *)(variance) portfolios portfolios portfolios portfolios

1

 l

Low risk                                                                                                             ,
,2
'a  = 0.0009 - 0.0015)   48       62 0.00120 0.00118 .731 ·760 0.102 0.128

Medium riek
2

:a  = 0.0015 - 0.0022)   25       51 0.00184 0.00184 .883 .974 0.118 0.142

High risk
.2
fa  = 0.0022 - 0.0036)   18       50 0.00280 0.00279 1.018 1.206 0.138 0.162

2   N.Y.S.E.-stocks only, assuming an equal investment at the beginning of the period in each stock included.
See   also the footnote to table   L. 4.4.1.
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Table 2.£*1 shows   that the annual   rate of return averaged 9.1 percent   for   the

low risk funds, 10.6 percent for the medium-risk funds, and 13.5 percent for

the high-risk funds   (with  the beta coefficient  as risk measure). The table  also

gives the corresponding rates of return for 136 equally weighted random port-

folios of roughly equivalent risk. It appears from the results that equally

weighted random portfolios of the New York Stock Exchange stocks performed on

the average better over the period considered than did mutual funds in the

same risk class. When the variance of the monthly rates of return of a mutual

fund or of equally weighted random portfolios is taken as risk measure, then

table Z.4.4.1 gives somewhat similar results.   The main reason  for the variation  in

the results using different measures of risk (the beta coefficient and variance)

is, that when the mutual funds and random portfolios are classified by the

variance in their return, the random portfolios tend to have higher beta coeffi-

cients, which are particularly large for the high-variance portfolios.

A possible reason for the somewhat inferior performance of the mutual funds as

compared with equally distributed random stock portfolios is that the funds'

performance is net of management expenses and commissions on portfolio trans-

actions. Another possible reason for the differences in performance between the

mutual funds and the random portfolios with equal weight given to each stock

held, seems to be that the weighting scheme implicit in fund portfolios gives

greater weight to the larger issues, which have significantly different rates

of return than the smaller issues.

Finally it appears that other researchers (Malca [ 107] , Solnik  [ 164] ,  Ooms,
Sercu, and Vanthienen [ 1251)also could not find proof of inefficiencies for

American and European mutual and pension funds. The returns of these funds (after

transaction and research costs) seem to be spread randomly around the returns

realized by a  naive  investment policy.

The following question arises now. Why shouldn't the experts have a big

advantage over the amateurs? Because competition is so severe. When a new price

of fundamental  information becomes available, investors scramble to act on

it, and the price moves so fast that few make any money. The fact is not that

stock prices are insensitive to changes in the prospects for a company or for

the economy, rather it is that prices change so fast that practically no one has

time to make money on the information.
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Footnotes to chapter 2

1) On the Amsterdam Stock Exchange the following general stock market index is
published "A.N.P. - C.B.S. - beursindex". For the calculation of this index
the prices of approximately 54 common stocks (on 30-4-1974), subdivided in 5

groups (internationals, industrials, shipping, banking and insurance, commer-
cials and others) are listed daily. For each of the five groups an equally
weighted average of the prices in a group  is calculated. The influence of new
issues of stock, dividends,  etc. is eliminated by taking a correction factor
into account (of importance for the so-called account effect as described in the
introduction of this chapter). Next this average is expressed as a percentage of
the corresponding annual average in a certain base year. The general index is
then calculated as a weighted (using transaction volumes) index of the respec-
tive group indexes. However, as this index is a narrowly (a small sample) based
index, we have preferred a large sample U.S. index.

2) This measure  was  also  used in empirical studies by Blume  [ 19  ] , Sharpe  and
Cooper [159 ] , Fama et al. [49 ] , and others, and it is also readily available from
the Center of Security Analysis of the University of Chicago.

3) The study was based on 94 U.S. monthly data of 522 companies with January
1964 as base period.

4) Prime commercial paper is a short-term IOU of a leading finance company, a bank
holding company, and of non-financial corporations, all borrowing directly from
ultimate lenders, rather than through the intermediation of ordinary bank loans.
Another useful money rate is the Federal fund rate (call money); however, it is
only published from 1965 on in the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

5) A sequence of random variables (prices) ...,Et-1 ' Et ' Rt+1 '" ., is a martingale

if the mathematical expectation of n . conditional upon the sequence of past6-t+1'
prices,    is   current   price,    or     lf(pt+1    1    Rt    '   Et- 1     '"'     =lit    .

Pt
6) By relatives is meant proportionate change, i.e. - , where Pt is a level

variable. Pt-i

7) See footnote 7 in chapter 1.

8) The buy and hold policy is an equal dollar investment in every security listed
on the N.Y.S.E.. The trading rules considered by Jensen and Bennington earned
over seven non-overlapping time periods, roughly equivalent to or less than the
buy and hold policy. In order to compare the riskiness of the portfolios genera-
ted by the trading rules with the risk of the buy and hold policy, Jensen and
Bennington calculated the standard deviation of monthly returns (afther allowance
of transaction costs) and came to the conclusion that on the average the trading

rule  portfolios are more risky than the buy and hold portfolios. Fama and Blume
came to the same conclusion for different trading rules. However, they did not
consider the riskness of the different portfolios.
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9)   In his unpublished Master of Science Thesis Vermeulen  [ 180] found for Dutch
securities unexpected favourable results for one of Alexander's filter rules:
Buy security i when the price moves up more than x percent from a previous
low, and sell it when the price drops more than x percent from a previous high.
This strategy was  especially favourable for risky securities. E.g. using a
10% filter for the security "Ubbink" the starting fortune has increased 41
times its value at the end of the period 1961 - 1972, after transaction costs.

For the buy and hold strategy the starting fortune would only been increased 3
times its value over the same period. The average monthly rate of return of 84
Dutch securities over the period 1961 - 1972 was somewhat higher for the x per-

cent filters than for the buy and hold strategy. However, removing the security
"Ubbink" reversed the conclusion.

Vermeulen also tested a relative strength rule on 84 Dutch securities
over three periods: 1965/1968, 1967/1970, 1969/1972. For two of the three peri-
ods (1965/1968 and 1969/1972) the buy and hold strategy was best.
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Chapter 3: Some reformulations and extensions of the univariate Box-

Jenkins time series analysis approach

3.1 General remarks about the univariate approach

In a series of articles and a subsequent book [ 20 ] ,  Box and Jenkins describe
in detail a strategy for the construction of linear stochastic equations des-

cribing the behaviour of time series. In this section we only shall give a gene-

ral description of this Box-Jenkins approach, after which the more technical

details will be explained in the coming sections. Introductory definitions

about stochastic processes can be found in appendix 3.1.

The Box-Jenkins approach is a multi-stage procedure in quantifying relationships.

The stages are identification, estimation, and forecasting. In describing the

univariate approach we first assume that the time series under study does not

exhibit seasonality. Box and Jenkins assume that such a series is stationary or

can be reduced to stationarity by differencing a suitable number of times. They

assume that there is an integer d such that the series

d                                 1)(3.1.1) It = V  t  or another type of differencing

is stationary, where the difference operator V is defined as Vi : = At  - At- 1 1
d

and Vd At: = V(Vd-1 Zt), thus giving vd 2Et = ,E  (:) (-1)  x. .. It is further
3=0

0 -t-J

assumed that Zt satisfies a stochastic difference equation of the following form

1 q
(3.1.2)

1   1rk It-k =  E  Ks lt-s '  1 0 = KO = 1,S=O

where the li   s  are a sequence of uncorrelated stochastic variables, with expec-

tation zero and constant variance. Combining equations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2)
2)

yields a so-called autoregressive integrated moving average scheme of order

(1, d, q).
3)
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1                q
(3.1.3) E Ik V at-k =  E  Ks yt-s'  AO = KO = 1.

d

k=0 S=O

The solution of the above difference equation in terms of the starting conditions
and u  , u. 1 '... is called the autoregressive integrated moving average process-t  -t-,
(denoted as ARIMA (1, d, q)-process) belonging to that scheme.

Box and Jenkins fit models of the form (3.1.3) to a set of data by an iterative
three-stage cycle of identification, estimation and forecasting. In the identifi-

cation stage values are chosen for the integers 1, d and q in equation (3.1.3).

Next, the coefficients wl 'o'o' 11 ' Kl '"'' K of the chosen model are estimatedq
and finally diagnostic checks on the adequacy of the fitted model to the data are

made. In the forecasting stage a suitable model to represent the data is used to

predict future values of the time series.

The two main tools in the identification procedure outlined by Box and Jenkins

are the autocorrelation function and the partial autocorrelation function. For

a stochastic process {Zt, t € T} which is stationary up to and including the

order  2 the autocorrelation function  is,  when  Var   (Lt )   > 0, defined  as

•Ecitts  -  u ) (It  -  U )
(3.1.4)

Ps   =      Var (Vt)
's= - 1, 0, 1, ...

where U :

= 1(lt , ,V t E T.

The partial autocorrelation function can be explained as follows. Let's consider

the stochastic process {it 't E T} which is stationary up to and including the
I.order 2 and which is

mean-corrected, It =n'It - (It) '   then it
is possible to

r.ask for the best linear approximation oflt in terms of/t-1 '..., 21:-k 'k= 1,2,...
k

Here we mean with linear approximation that combination   E   aj it-  for which
J=1

k

E Qt - .E  a. 2,-j )2 is aminimum as a function of (a1 '...'ak). This is if
J=1  u

and only if the case when

f

71 - al YO - a2 71 ...   _ ak Yk-1 -
-0

72 - al 71 - a2 YO
...

_ ok Yk-2 = 0
(3.1.5)      1

Yk - al Yk-1-a2 Yk-2 - a  y_   = 0,k  0
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9,0                 0
where  Ys  = t lit+s  pit )  is the covariance  of  lag s. Dividing the equations  in

(3.1.5) by yl gives:

.

... -a  P    =0Pl - al PO - 02 Pl k  k-1

(3.1.6) :

Pk - al Pk-1  - a2 Pk-2 . _ok PO
=0

or in matrix notation

r  A=R
k

where

01           Po Pl '  Pk-1                10

Pl PO
...

Pk-2

A= 'r k                           ,R=

ak           Pk-1 Pk-2  "'  PO                 Pk

In the Box and Jenkins terminology the k-th component of the optimal A is called

the k-th partial autocorrelation coefficient (assuming that it is uniquely

determined), and it will be denoted as akk.

The series {akk 'k= 1,2,... }i s called the partial correlation function. The

partial correlation coefficients can be determined using Cramer's rule, namely

Iril

(3.1.7)           -

akk - TI   

where I'  is the matrix rk with the k-th column replaced with R.

A simple recursive method for finding the partial correlation coefficients is

given by Durbin [ 38 ] .
The following results which form the core of the Box and Jenkins identification

strategy will now be presented (for technical details we refer to section 3.2).
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(i) When the autoregressive moving average scheme of order (1, q),

1q
I  1;  x    =  I  K  U   , with 1r  =x  =1 (denoted as ARMA (1, q)-scheme),has ak -t-k -  S -t-S

k=0 S=U

wide stationary solution at in terms of lit ' Mt-1 '...' (denoted as ARMA (1, q)-

process), then it can be shown that the autocorrelation function tends to zero.

In practice, of course, one never knows the true autocorrelations and partial

autocorrelations and one must estimate them from the available sample data.

The estimator of the autocorrelation function which will be used in this

thesis is as follows

n-k

_1   E    (24  - 2) (At+k  -  x)
(3.1.8) 4=ln

n t=1
, k = 0, 1, 2, ...

n I     (At  -  2)2
t=1

This definition is based on the following grounds.

One may show that in many cases the biased estimator in the numerator of

(3.1.8) for the covariance of a process which is stationary up to and inclu-

ding the order 2, has a smaller mean square error than the unbiased estima-

tor, where one divides by n-k. While this seems to be true in general, a

rigorous proof  has   not   as   yet been found   ( see Schaerf  [  153]  , for proofs   in

various special cases).

The behaviour of the above estimator Ik has been investigated for non- statio-

nary processes by Wichern [ 186] . Wichern has determined the expected value

of the above estimator for some important non-stationary processes.

For the following schemes:

(1)       V x  =u  -K u-t -t -t-1

(2)       V X  =U  -K  U    -K  U
-t   -t    1 -t-1    2 -t-2

1

(3)        I  1. (V x  .) = u
(lr 0   =    1) ,

j=0
J    -t-J   -t   '

he finds that in general the expected value of the above estimator fails to
die out rapidly.

It is assumed that when a process 2  is non-stationary, that by a linear
d       d        4)

operation of the form V  3t or V V X it can be made stationary.S -t
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(ii) Suppose that the original process It has been differenced a sufficient num-

ber of times to produce a stochastic process It which is stationary up to

and  including the order  2,   then  Box and Jenkins  [ 20  ] and Jenkins and Watts
[ 82 ] have shown that the autocorrelation and partial correlation function

of the It process behave as follows:

(a) If the 2.  process is an AR(1) process (which is an ARMA (1, q)-process

with q= 0), then the autocorrelation function p  .k= 1,2,..., willk.
damp out for large k, according to a mixture of damped exponentials

and/or damped sine waves, and the partial autocorrelations will obey

akk =
0 forallk>1.

(b) If the process It is a MA(q) process (which is an ARMA (1, q)-scheme

with 1 = 0), then the autocorrelation function will obey Pk = 0 for

all k > q, while the partial autocorrelations will damp out approxima-

tely as a mixture of damped exponential and/or damped sine waves.

(c) If the process Xt is an ARMA (1, q)-process, and if q-1<0, then the

whole autocorrelation function Pk ' for k = 0,1,2 '..., will consist of

a mixture of damped exponentials and/or damped sine waves. If, however,

9-1 , 0  there will be q-1+1 initial values p -n ''..,
pq-1,0 ' rl

which do not follow this general pattern.

The autocorrelation function can be estimated by using formula (3.1.8) and the

partial autocorrelation function by using the estimated p  ,..., Pk-1, in equa-

tion (3.1.7).

As a rough guide for determining whether the autocorrelations are in fact

zero,  Bartlett  [  131 has developed an approximation formula  for the variance  of
the estimated autocorrelation coefficient of a stochastic Gaussian process which
is stationary up to and including the order 2. Various authors have extended

Bartlett's results in one way or another, the most general of these being

Anderson and Walker  [  10 ], who proved the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1

Let  {Z  } be a stochastic process, defined by

00

It=U+ E t = ... -1, 0, 1, ...
j=o "'j -ut_j

00 00

where E  |44| < m and E  |j| 4 < -and{lit}is a set of independently and
j=o

d
j=0

identically distributed random variables with E (lit ) = 0 and 'E ( 2 ) = a2 < -
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Let r  =c  /c  ,k= 1,2,...,n-1, where Sk and £  are defined by-k  -k  -0

n-k

&k = t 1 (It - i)(It+k -i) /n   ,   k= 0,1,...,n-1.

Then the joint distribution of 62 (Ek -  Plc)'  1 i k i s, where

pk = cov (lt , It+k) / var (lt), tends to N (O,W) when n + m and W = (wij) is

given by

00

2
wij =  E   (pv pv+i-j + pv pv+i+j + 2 pi pj pv - 2 pi pv pv+j - 2 pj pv pv+i)'

V--00

with W a function of the Pi only.

The above theorem establishes the robustness to nonnormality of the identifica-

tion procedures.

Remark to theorem 3.1

If we assume i =j  =k,  then for n+o o the distribution of 4 :  = Vr (4 - Pk)
tends to N (0, wkk)' where

00

2    2
(3.1.9)   Wkk = Var  (lk)  =    E      (p  +  pv Pv+2k +  2  Pk   Pv   -  4  Pk Pv  Pv+k '

V=_00

Defining the variable x  : = =r  - pk' one gets Var (vi) = ·1 Var (Xk) =-k -H            n

1

Var (Ek) = n Wkk '

Assuming that Pv = 0 for v > n<, then for k > n< we have the following approxi-

mation formula:

2                  2n n2    1,Var   (r. )   =  1     E      .      p     =  -  l l   +     E        p2   )
-K n f         v         n

v=-n V==1

ve
As p =0 for v>n and p =p we have that at least one factor in the last

V                   V   -V

three terms in (3.1.9) is always zero, so that only the first term remains.

From the above it follows that when {/t} is a white noise process, then we have

the following large sample result
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/

Var    (rk   =n
1

(3.1.10)

Cov (r r   )=0  ,  j>  0.
-k ' -k+j

Under the null hypothesis that {It}  is a white noise process, the use of plus

or   minus ·  about zero should provi de a reasonable    gui de in assessing whether    or

not the quantities pk are in fact zero.

Quenouille [ 141] has shown that for a 1-th order autoregressive process, the

variances  of the estimated partial autocorrelations are approximately  l  for  k  >  1.
Box and Jenkins state that the estimated partial autocorrelations are asymptoti-

cally normally distributed, but they do not prove it, nor give any reference

where it can be found. In section 3.2 we shall prove its correctness under fairly

general conditions.

The coefficients of equation (3.1.3) are estimated by minimizing the sum of

squares of the residuals u  conditional on the parameters  1' . 'Hli K 1'  ,'Kq

andy1,···,Yn' where Yt =   Vd xt' utilizing anon-linear regression routine (the
moving average part in (3.1.3) in fact causes the conditional u 's to be non-

linear functions of the parameters).

The non-linear regression routine requires initial values for the parameters to

start off the iteration process. These can be obtained from a relation between

the sample autocorrelations and the parameters. Under certain conditions (see

section 3.2) large sample standard errors and confidence intervals for the popu-

lation parameters can be used.

In the diagnostic checking stage the sample autocorrelations of the estimated

residuals u ' can indicate any departure from typical white noise behaviour in

the residuals and may suggest an alternative model specification.

Suppose that one has constructed an appropriate model for the data x1'...'xn
and requires point forecasts of the future values x (1 = 1, 2, ...). It cann+1
be shown that the "best" pont forecast (in terms of minimum mean square prediction

error) of xn+l based on (...x-1 ' xO , x1 '...' xn) is simply its conditional

expectation at time n. How to use the conditional expectation for an ARMA (1, q)-

and ARIMA (1, d, q)-scheme will be explained in the coming section and also how

to construct prediction intervals  for the future values  of the process.

For describing a combination of a seasonal and non-seasonal time series, Box

and Jenkins propose a difference equation of the following form:
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1
1 s  q 

(3.1.11)  E  1 j kEO 0ks Vd V S 2 -j-ks = lrO Kl gEO  egs lit-1-gs

where {Bt} is white noise and ,TO = 0  = K  = GO = 1, or written in operator form:

1s

(1 + #1 B + ... + 11 Bl)(1 + 0  Bs + ... + 0  B s ) Vd Vss Et =ls               1 S
S

(1 + Kl B + ... + Kq B )(1 + els Bs + ... + eqss Bqss) Mt

where   the   Vd  and
Vss

operators are defined before   and  Bl  Et    :   =  2Et-1 '
The principles of model identification, estimation and forecasting of the above

difference equation are essentially the same as for the ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme

(3.1.3). Therefore we refer for details to Box and Jenkins  [ 20 ] .

At the end of this section we shall summarize the major advantages of the

univariate Box-Jenkins approach, as it is described in this chapter (the advan-

tages of the transfer function- noise models are summarized in chapter 5):

a. The relationship between the variables used in the approach are very general

and include the relationship used in other methods as special cases: Box and

Jenkins [ 20 ] have demonstrated that the forecasts of the exponential smoo-

thing models of Brown  [24    ,      78   ]    can be approximated by those   of an ARIMA-s cheme,

and  Cleveland  [ 27  ] has shown the s ame   for the so-called Census-method, which
is fully described in Shiskin, Young and Musgrave [ 160] .

b. It has high forecasting accuracy. Reid[145] found that the univariate Box-

Jenkins approach achieved better overall accuracy than other methods on 70%

of 113 economic time series. Naylor, Seaks and Wichern [118] showed, in a
recent study in which forecasts of four economic variables obtained from the

Wharton Econometric Forecasting Model were compared with Box-Jenkins forecasts,

that the average absolute errors of the Box-Jenkins forecasts were substanti-

ally smaller than those obtained from the more elaborate econometric model.

Nelson [ 119] came to the same conclusion in comparing the FRB-MIT-PENN- model

with ARIMA-models for the U.S. economy. Further results along these lines are

given by Cooper and Nelson [ 31  ] .  In a survey of the performance of macro-
economic forecasts Granger and Newbold  [ 69   ]    came  to the following conclusion:
"
It  appears that large-scale macro-economic models, fitted without considera-

tion of appropriate time series error structures, when extrapolated for the

production of one-step ahead forecasts over a moderately long span of time,
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frequently perform on the average rather poorly in comparison with simple

univariate time series models". Far furtier remarks about econometric fore-
casting and time series analysis we refer to Granger and Newbold [ 69 ] .

c.  Ashley and Granger [ 11 ] propose to use the univariate ARMA (1, q)--schemes

in econometric model building: They build univariate ARMA (1, q)-schemes

for the residuals of each equation in a given econometric model, and then

re-estimate the extended econometric model. This is based on the fact that

mis-specification is extremely common in econometric models, giving corre-

lated residuals.

3.2 Technical details about the univariate Box-Jenkins approach

We shall study now more thoroughly the different stages in the univariate Box-

Jenkins approach.

3.2.1. Random shock representations of ARMA (1, q)- and ARIMA (1, d, q)-schemes

and the asymptotic distribution of a certain form of the random shock

representation of an ARIMA (1, d, q)-scheme

In this section we shall study under what general conditions the ARMA (1, q) -

and ARIMA (1, d, q)-scheme have a unique wide stationary solution and if some-

thing can be said about its asymptotic distribution and how to use this result.

Therefore we shall start to define some things more precisely.

Definition 1

An autoregressive scheme of order 1 is a stochastic difference equation of the

form:

1

(3.2.1.1) I  1T  x    =u    ,   t=...-1,0,1,
k=o  k -t-k  -t

1

where {lit} is white noise and lr(z): =  I  wk zk 4 0 on  z' 2 1 (so 10 4 0).k=0

Further it is assumed that *1 4 0. The scheme will be denoted as AR(1)-scheme.
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Definition 2

The uniquely determined wide stationary solution /t of the AR(1)-scheme is

called the autoregressive process of order 1 belonging to the scheme. (e.g.

H.Tigelaar  [173] has shown  that  such a uniquely determined solution exists).

Definition 3

The  process   {2 1:} is called a moving average provess   (MA)   when  we can write:

CDC'

(3.2.1.2)  t =  E   K  U    - ( Summable in quadratic mean), t= ... -1, 0, 1, ...k -t-k 'k=-00

where {u } is white noise.-t

The MA-process is called one-sided when Kk = 0, k < 0, and two-sided otherwise.

A one sided moving average process is called of finite order q when

K k=O,k 2- q+1,K  4 0.q

It is denoted as MA(q) process.

Definition 4

A mixed autoregressive-moving average scheme of order (l,q) is a stochastic linear

difference equation of the form

1q
(3.2.1.3) Ehx =EKU ,  t = ... -1, 0, 1, ...

k=1  k -t-k   j=0  j -t-j

where {  } is white noise and lr(z): =  E  nk zk 4 0 on   z I  < 1. Further b        4 0.
k=0 1 3 Eq

It will be denoted as ARMA(1, q)-scheme.

Definition 5

The uniquely determined wide stationary solution A of the ARMA(1, q)-scheme is

called the ARMA(1, q)-process belonging to that scheme.
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An explanation why mixed time series models arise in practice might run as

follows. Many economic time series, such as GNP, or employment are aggregates

and there is no particular reason to suppose that all the component series obey

the same model. Now Granger and Morris [ 71] have shown that when two independent

component series follow an AR-scheme, then the sum of the two independent pro-

cesses is a mixed scheme. Other basic ways by which mixed schemes can arise are

given by Anderson  [    6   ]  .   Some  of  them  are :
(a) If a series follows a pure 1-th order autoregressive scheme, then forming any

running  mean of length  q, say, results  in a mixed 1-th order autoregressive,

q-th order moving average scheme.

(b) The accumulation of a 1-th order autoregressive series, over m intervals,

gives rise to a mixed scheme with a q-th order moving average  scheme, where

q is the integer part of (1+1)(m-1) / m.

(c) Neglecting the influence of leading indicators (depending variables) can also

give rise to a mixed scheme.

We shall now present a theorem which is important in studying wide stationary pro-
cesses.

Theorem 3.2

Let's define the following linear stochastic difference equation

1 q
(3.2.1.4) Elrx =I K V

1  = KI = 1,   t = ... -1, 0, 1, ...k -t-k
k=0 J=O  j -t-j   ,    0

where 1, q = 0, 1,...m,
and the generating functions 1(z) and K(Z) are defined as follows

1

#(z) : =  E  #k zk , K(Z) : =  E  K  Z k=0 j=0

for all complex z.

When  the  1  roots of lr (Z)  =  0 lie outside  the unit circle, tha equation  (3.2.1.4)

has for a given wide stationary process {223 (needs not be a white noise process,

which we have denoted by {Mt}) exactly one wide stationary solution. This solution

is given by
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00

(3.2.1.5) Et =  E  0. v  . ,  (summable in quadratic mean)
j=0

J -t-J

where the weights 4  can be determined from

CO

0(Z) :
-

=  E  0. z  , Iz'  1 1.Kizl          j
t r(z)                         Jj=0

When {ft}  is a white noise process {2 }, then Box and Jenkins call the represen-

tation in (3.2.1.5) the random shock form.

The representation where Xt is expressed in terms of   s can be formulated in

an analogous way. When again {Xt} is a white noise process {Bt3' then Box and
00

Jenkins call the representation Bt =  E  6. x  ., the inverted form.1 -t-1
1=0

For an elegant and general proof (1 = -, q = oo) of the above we refer to van der

Genugten [67]. Formally the representation in (3.2.1.5) can also be derived with

the help of lag-operators.

1

Write  E  ,r  x    = (1+  1 8+ ... Irl Bl)  t = 5(B)  tk -t-k
k=0

1

where w(B) =  E  wk Bk. Then (3.2.1.4) can be written as  #(B) /t = K(B) Xt
k=0

and formally dividing gives

K(B)
2it    -       Vt    =   * (B)    It    =       E       *       v               .

j=o  j -t-j

However, these manipulations  only  have a fcrmal value.   Box and Jenkins  use  this

way of reasoning, which can give course to troubles: (a) it is then not clear

in which way the series converge and under what conditions, (b) they do not prove

that there exists a unique wide stationary solution of the difference equation

or not.

The following example demonstates the use of theorem 3.2.

Example

Let's take an ARMA(1,1)-scheme of the following form
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(3.2.1.6) 4 - 1'1 4-1 = 4 - Kl lit-1

where {22} is white noise, and the root of 1-1 1 z=0 must lie outside the unit

circle, so 1# 1| <  1.

The coefficients *  (in (3.2.1.5) can be determined from the relation

00

E    (1-1 z)=1-K
z- so that

j=o  v
1     '

4 0=1,0 1=1 r  -K    ,1,  =,r  (1rl - Kl) '43=1r (1r  -K) ....,1    1 ' 72 1 1          1

j-1
*j = "1   (1Tl - Kl) 3  j k-1.

So the ARMA(1,1)-process belonging to the above scheme is

00

(3.2.1.7)              4    =   4    +       E       161     (#        -    r)    u
j=1

1     1  -t- j '

The  representation  of lit  in <  s  is as follows:

00

j-1 ,
(3.2.1.8)    Mt = Lt +  E  Kl   (Kl - 1rl) at-j 0

j=1

The importance of theorem 3.2 will be shown now. I  for the ARMA(1, q)-scheme

(3.2.1.4) with xt white noise, the roots of,r(z) : =E  Irk zk =0 lie outside the
k=0

unit circle, then the ARMA(1, q)-process {3 } can be written as (3.2.1.5). As {Xt 

is a white noise process, the variance of the ARMA(1, q)-process Et can easily be

calculated:

00

(3.2.1.9)             Var    (at )   =   02      E      *2
j=0

This formula is of importance for the determination of the variance of the forecast

error (see section 3.2.5). Using the random shock representation it can be shown
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that  3t} is Gaussian if and only if {Mt} is.

The importance of the so-called inverted form will become clear in the estimation

and forecasting stage.

We shall now study the properties of the so-called autoregressive integrated

moving average processes. There is a large class of non-stationary stochastic

processes, which can also be reasonable described by difference equations. Box

and Jenkins found these difference equations useful in studying and controlling

the behavinr of certain economic and chemical processes. As the following type

of non-stationary models is not always handled correctly by Box and Jenkins, we

will present the results more throughly here. First, an autoregressive integra-

ted moving average scheme (here after an ARIMA-scheme) is defined as follows:

Definition 6

An autoregressive integrated moving average scheme of order (1, d, q) (ARIMA(1, d, q))

is a stochastic difference equation of the form:

1        d                  q
(3.2.1.10) E  1rk ('E   a. x  .  ) =  E  Ks Bt-s't=... -1,0,1, ...

k=0 J=0 S=OJ -t-J-k

where

(a)  4} is a stochastic process of identically and independently distributed
2

real-valued stochastic variables, with mean zero and finite variance a  ;U
1

(b)  w (Z)   :   =     E     / Z has no zeros inside or on the unit circle;
k

k
k=0
d

(c) A(z) : =  E  a. zJ  has all its zeros on the unit circle;
j=o  .

(d)   K l    '    ad    '    Kq   are   not   Zero.

Definition 7

When in the ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme (3.2.1.10):

d

(a) I : = It  is wide stationary;
j =o   aj   lit_j

(b) {x ,..., xl }   is a set of starting conditions:-d+1

At = xt  with probability 1,  t = -d+1 ,..., 0;
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then the unique solution of the difference equation (3.2.1.10) is called the

ARIMA(1, d, q)-process belonging to that scheme.

Remark

In their analysis of non-stationary processes,   Box  and  Jerikins  use  the  1',-,J.low i ril.

difference equations

1        d             q
(3.2.1.11) I  nk (v o at-k) =  E  K  u    ,k=0 S=O

S -t-S
.

for representing non-seasonal non-stationarity  in  {24},  and

1        d q
(3.2.1.12) I  K k(V I V D X   ) =  E  K  us -t-k S -t-S 'k=0 :=0

for representing a combination of seasonal and non-seasonal non-stationarity in

{3 }, where the difference operations are defined as before.

So it is easily seen that the equations (3.2.1.11) and (3.2.1.12) are rliec' jal
cases of equation (3.2.1.10). For equation (3.2.1.11) the Fnerating function
A(z) is (1 - z)d and for equation (3.2.1.12) it is (1 - z) 0(1 - zs)D . Also

equation (3.1.11) is a special case of equation (3.2.1.10) with generating fune-
1

1s
ks

tions H(z) = (I  w. z ) (r  0ks z  )
P-0

J k=0

A(z) = (1- z)d (1 - zs)Us and K(z) = (I r l zl) ( >:So  zgs).
1=() g=0 gs

We shall now present a theorem about the solution of an ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme.

Theorem 3.3

q                            -

Defining K(z): =  ZO Ks zs , 0,z : - 1T(z) = jEO *j
c ) - giz)

zj , Izi S 1, then the

ARIMA(1, d, q)-process can be written as
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t-1 00 00

*
(3.2.1.13)    Zt =w t+  E  Bk  E  *. u  .   =u  +  E  B    u    ,  t=1,2,3,...,k=0    j=0  J -t-J-k  .t   1=0  t,1 -t-1

where ut is in general the sum of a polynomial in t and a finite linear combina-

tion of powers of t and sinusoids.

The coefficients B  1 can be determined as follows:

(a) when 1 1 t-1, B ,1 is the 1-th Taylor coefficient of    in a neighbourhood

o f z=0;

(b)  when   1  2.  t   ,      Bt  l  is  the
1-th Taylor

coefficient  of   k 0  Bk  zk}.   4(Z),   | Z|    <   1,

and where Bk can be found by taking the k-th coefficient in the power series

development of A Ty ina neighbourhood  of   z   =   0.

A proof of theorem 3.3 can be found in appendix 3.2.

Remark 1

To prove theorem 3.3 it is not necessary that the y 's are identically and inde-
pendently distributed, only wide stationarity and €(ut) = 0 is required. We
shall however need it to prove theorem 3.4.

Remark 2

When d=0 and {Bt} is white noise then (3.2.1.10) is an ARMA(1, q)-scheme. In

this case A(z) = 1, and there are no starting conditions, so that (3.2.1.13) is

in this case

00

Et  =    I     Bl lit- 1  '
1=0

where Bl is the 1-th Taylor coefficient of *(z), |z| 1 1. In this case Bl does
not any longer depend on t.

From (3.2.1.13) it follows that

, M,
C Ust)       =    11t

(3.2.1.14)  ·                 m

Var (2Et) = a  E (B '1)2 .1=0

Formula (3.2.1.14) proves to be of importance in calculating the variance of

the forecast error.
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Following a procedure given by Stigum [ 169] we shall study the asymptotic

behaviour of the ARIMA(1, d, q) process. We shall show that a certain form of

the ARIMA(1, d, q) process is asymptotically normally distributed. The procedure
outlined here considers a more general definition of an ARIMA-scheme than

Stigum does. Stigum considers the case that the roots of A(z) = 0 are all 1, we

consider the more general case that the roots of A(z) = 0 all lie on the unit

circle.

Theorem 3.4

When in the ARIMA-scheme in equation (3.2.1.11) do 2 1 (denoted as case (i)) or

in the ARIMA-scheme in equation (3.2.1.12) d  + D 2 1 and s 2 2 (denoted as case
(ii)), then for large k, Bk in equation (3.2.1.13) satisfies the approximate

relation5)

(3.2.1.15) B   =f k
(M-1)

k

where

<dl in case (i)
M=·

D   +   dl   in   case   (ii)

and f is a constant, which is

(d · 1:      in   case    (i) ,      and

(3.2.1.16)

(1/2)
D(s-1)

- in case (ii)..D
S-1

,1r 1 ,
.    H     sin   Cs   ).        (d   +  D-1 ) 2
1=1

. 3

For large t, ut in equation (3.2.1.13) satisfies the approximate relation

(3.2.1.17)    pt t = a  (a constant).
-(M-1)

Further it can be shown that
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-(q* + 1/2)            1    fg  e-u  /2 822
(3.2.1.18) lim P {t .Et< g}= - du,

-00

t-*00 421 8

*
where q  =M-1,

2,
, 2  2f lE *j laU

-2 j=0a =
, and the *  can be found from 0(z) in theorem 3.3.

(2 qi + 1)

For a proof of theorem 3.4 we refer to appendix 3.4. We shall give two examples

to clarify theorem 3.4.

Example 1

When we taken the following special form of equation (3.2.1.11)

1

(3.2.1.19) E  5  (V x   ) =M t   '   1 T O=1,k   -t-k
k=0

1
k

then the condition that  (z): =  E  1T  z  =1+ 1r  z=0  has its root outsidek 1
k=0

the unit circle, means  that   |lr 1|   <  1.   Then the ARIMA(1,   1, 0 )-process  can  be

written as

t-1 00

X  =W  +  I  A   I  * .U     . ,--t t
k=0 -k j=o J -t-k-J

where

Ut = x  3 Bk = 1, 0 I ki t-1 ,  and 11'j = lr  ,  j = 0,1,...

SO

t-1 00
x=x  + I Elru .•3
-t 0 k=O  j=0  1 -t-k-J

X
About the asymptotic

distribution of · - 2
the following can be said:

x                        2      2
lim  p{ 2   <g}       =     '_1            f    e-u      /2   0          du,
t.- t V211 8
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2
CO                                               0

2 1 j i 2  2_    u
where a  =I I   1 1  0

J=O        u = (1-w2)2

Example 2

For the ARIMA(0, 1, 0)-scheme

(3.2.1.20)    V xt = ut '

the ARIMA(0, 1, 0)-process is

t-1
+ I 11 t = 1,2,...,4 = xo it-k  'k=0

6)
which is a special case of a random walk process

In our case Vt has expectation zero, which need not be the case in a random walk

process.

Using theorem 3.4 gives the following result: the assymptotic distribution of

2it
-   is  N(0,  a )   (this  is the well-known central limit theorem).
lt

We shall now give an explanation why theorem 3.4  is important in constructing

prediction intervals for future values of the stochastic process.

Assume that &t satisfies the ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme

1d q
(3.2.1.21) E  ik (  E  a. x.  .  ) =  E  Ks Ft-s 'k=0 j=0 S=0J -t-J-k

m

then xt
:

'11 w,
at-,

satisfies the ARIMA-scheme

1        d                 qm
(3.2.1.22) Elr. (Ea ) =  E   E  Ks Wg Bt-s-g 'k=0  K   j=0  j It-j-k    s=O g=1

q2 + 1/2
From (3.2.1.22) it follows that theorem 3.4 also applies to Yt / t , and

as the w  are arbitrary, it follows that t  -      +  1/2) { 2Et  ' · · · '  x     }  is  asymp-
t-m

totically m-dimensionally normally distributed. As we shall see later on (section

3.2.5) the "best" forecast for x at time n,to be denoted by R ,is of the-n+1 -n+1,n
following form in an ARIMA-scheme
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00

(3.2.1.23) 3n+1,n = jrl Ej Al+1- j '

7)

where the  1 Ej | decrease exponentially to  zero  for  j  + m.

Now

n - (q<+ 1/2)   -{ I  E. x .}  can be split as follows
I-•  J In+1-J
J-1

N_ 00

n - (q< + 1/2 )   E  E. x + E 4. x .}

j= 1       J   -n+1-j          j =N +1       J   -n+1-J

Define

(3.2.1.24) fin= -fi -+& -  ,  n= 1,2,... ;  NO= 1,2,···,O'- - 0'U

where

NO
z.-            =n-    (q*   +    1/2)       E Ex 1,1

j -n+1-j--i\Il, n
j=1

(3.2.1.25)  1

W.  _ =n- (q< + 1/2) £ 6. x , 111 .J -n+1-j-NO,Il j=NO+1

We   shall   use the following theorem proved by Anderson [8] (theorem   7· 7.l i n

Anderson's book).

Theorem 3.5

Let

4= 4 + W- -
n = 1,2,... ;   NO = 1,2,...,

0,11  -f10,Il

Suppose that for every £ >0 there is a m=m (6) (independent of n), such that

for  N   >  m we  have  Var  (36      )  < E. Further suppose
0,n

P (i -n E z) =F N  n (z) +F N  (z), as n +m, and lim  F   (z) = F(z) at every
0'                            O. -O N+oo 0

0

continuity point of F(z).
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Then

lim P (S  < z) = F(z)-n-
n+00

at every continuity point of F(z).

First we start by studying the variance of W_
-1\1 ,n

The sequence {Al     Z       } is summable in quadratic mean, which means that
,n   '  -2,n""

lim           (·ZN     ,n    -   A  )2    =    0.
N -*co          0
0

SO

Var (S  - Z_ )+ 0 , N +oo.
-n          -IN     ,n                                                   00

Using the Cauchy-.Schwarz inequality we have

*              CO

Var (W„ )<n      E  E: Var(x .) +
- 2 q  -1

-iN    ,n.   -                                                                  J                   -n+1-J
0                 j=NO+1

oo co  Var   (2 n+1-j)   Var   (A +1-k )

2 I E  E E I/
j >k,NO+1      j     k\ / n 4 q*+2

X
-n         -2                    -2 n2q*+1

From theorem 3.4 it follows  that  lim Var ( ) =8,o r lim Var (x) =c-n
n-+00

ne
+ 112 n-+00

-2 i :2 q* +1
and more generally we also have lim  Var (x ) =a  In1

In/+00 -11

So for a large index we may use to a certain approximation the above formula for the

variance of  Ag' and for the sum of the variances of x with small index we may-n

use a constant, because we have a finite number of them.

So from the above it follows that

*
m                        :2 q +1 00   CO

In+1-ji
Var  (W       ) S d l     E       E.               *                     2

+2 d   E E
E. Ek *-NO,n j=NO+1  J H 2 q +1 j >kz]No+1 J

     In+1-j  1     2    9   +1     In+1-k 1     2   qi   +1n 4 q*+2
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When N  +1 1 1 (where l i s a positive number), then

*                   2               *           *
. 2 q +1 . 2 q +1 2 q +1 2 q +1

1(n+1-3 )
1 = 1(1 + 9) 1 1 1,91

Sljl

so we get

00

Var  (1    -)  Sdi E 64 IJI          +
2 i . i 2 q2 +1

-770, Il '
j =NO+ 1       J

00 00

1 /1: 12 qi: +1 Ik 2 q2 +1 ,
2 d2 2 E

'i   'k     Wj >le:NO+1

and so

(3.2.1.26) lim Var   (Wp    _ )  + 0, uniformely in n.
N -+0 --110, U
0

We already know that AI  _ has a normal distribution when n + oo, and that in our
0,Ii

case FN (z) in theorem 3.5
is t2

0                               2 a 

F„(z)=fz                         e                       dt     ,
10

1'0                    - m   aN
0

where

2

aN        =  Var   (lim     4     - )    0
0                    1          0'11

In showing that                           2t
-

1          
           

202

FN   (z)  +  fz_                      e dt, for N  + =
0

O            --   /22 0
1

22
we have to prove that lim aN + a

1

N -*oo     0
0

From (3.2.1.26) it follows that for every E>0 there exists a N l (independent of n)

such   that   for  N0   >   N l    '   Var   (*N     - )   <   e.   Now   for NO
large enough  we   get

0,„
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(3.2.1.27)    Var (4) = Var (4 ,n) = Var (EN ,n) + 2 Cov (4,n ' E I ,n)

s  var   (LI ,n)    +   £ +   2|    Var    (A,0, ).

As Var (40'n)
is bounded for fixed NO, it follows that

Var   (4 )  i Var   (40,n )   +   E 1    0

We also have

(3.2.1.28)    Var (4) 2 Var (4 ,n) -2   e Var (i,n)

2  var   (&NO,n)   -   E2   0

So, lim Var ( 1) = al exists and is equal to lim lim Var
cio,n )n«O N +co n-*e

0

Under fairly general conditions we have shown that is asymptotically
an+1,n

ne+112
normally distributed. For the same reason as above the normalized forecast error,

n - Cq  +  ) (x
--n+1 -  11+1,n )' is also asymptotically normal]y distributed, N(0, 02),

where

2                   - (qi + 1)
02 = lim Var {n

(A +1   -  in+1,n)   ·n+00

Defining

2     -2(qi +  )c =n Var (x    -2     ) .
n                      -n+1  -n+1,n

we know that

n  -   (q i  +   3)(2 n+1  -   
-n+1,n 

C
n

converges to a standard normal distribution.

An approximate (1-a)% prediction interval for  n+1 is: (for an ARIMA-scheme under

the conditions in theorem 3.4)

*   1q +a
(3.2.1.29) x +c d n

n+1,n  -    n    f                          '
2
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where d  is chosen so that
a
2

,da- 22t
1

75- e d t=1-a.

--da
2

As

Var (.En+1 - 4+1,n) = -E (Al+1 - At+1,n)2 =

1-1
2a I (Bl   .)2
u j=0    n+1,3

(see equation (3.2.5.5)),

equation (3.2.1.29) reduces to

(3.2.1.30) 2

. 11 ' ,=,
n+1,n - a n+1,J  :I, (8*   02

As the distributions of may financial data are not Gaussian (see e.g. Fama [45 ]
and our own data in the next chapters), theorem 3.4 can be of help in construe-

ting prediction intervals when using ARIMA-schemes for those data.

Remark

When for an ARMA(1, q)-process the {Bt  process  consists of independently and
2

identically distributed variables with mean zero and finite variance au' then

using lemma 1 in appendix 3.2 leads to the following result:

T x       1    a -u /2-8
22

limP{  E  i <a} = f Ne du ,
T+·= t=1 /T  3;7 3

where
00

32     =   1   j E O   '1'j   1 2 ai and *. are the coefficients of the random3

shock form.

However, this result of the asymptotic distribution of a certain form of the

ARMA(p, q)-process, is difficult to use to say something about the distribution
of the best forecast.
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3.2.2    The identification stage

As we have seen in section 3.1 in the identification stage tentative values are

chosen  for the parametersl End q in the ARMA(1, q)-scheme  and  for  1,  d  and  q  in  the

ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme. The two main tools in the identification procedure are
8)

the autocorrelation and the partial autocorrelation function. The following can

now be said about the behaviour of the autocorrelation function of the wide

stationary solution of an ARMA(1, q)-scheme. The wide stationary solution has an
...0        0

absolutely continuous spectrum, or equivalently Ys : = *C x  x   )i s the s-th(- -t -t+S
Fourier coefficient of an integrable function (e.g. Feller [55 ] ). Using a theo-
rem of Riemann - Lebesgue [ 178] , which states that the Fourier coefficients of
an integrable function  f  tend to  zero  as   |s|   +  -, it follows  that the product
moments Ys tend to zero. So, for an ARMA (1, q)-scheme with a wide stationary

solution, the autocorrelation function tends to zero. In section 3.1 we saw that

when the estimated autocorrelation function fails to damp out, it is an indica-

tion for non-stationarity and then one or more difference operations of the base

series may lead to stationarity of the transformed series. So the behaviour of

the autocorrelation function determines the number of differences that is perfor-

med. When the number of differences (d and/or D) is determined in the above way,

then an indication of the orders of the autoregressive and moving average schemes

can be found by using the remarks under (a), (b) and (c) in section 3.1. The

exact behaviour for the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions

for AR(p)-schemes and an MA(1)-scheme can be found in Box and Jenkins'book [20 ] .
In the following example we shall see what can be said about those functions for

an ARMA(1,1)-process, and what the behaviour is for higher order mixed processes.

Example

For the ARMA(1,1)-scheme

Zt +1Tl Zt-1  =B t + Kl Bt-1

we  have   seen  that   the  ARMA( 1,1 )-process   is as follows

00

At = lit + (111 - 1<1) jEl lr -1  lit-j .

SO

E  (.2&,t   lit+1)    _     (1    -   1r 1     '  1  ) (lr 1     -    Kl  )P= -2
1             -E (<) 1+K - 2 K  K

1              11
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and
k>2.

Fk = - 1,· 1 pk- 1   '     -

The partial autocorrelations can not easily be calculated, as the determinants

of the matrices in G. 1.7) are difficult to determine. However, it can be shown

that the behaviour of the partial autocorrelation function of an ARMA(1, q)-

process   can be approximated  by the weights obtained by representing  the  ARMA( 1,   q)-

scheme in autoregressive of inverted form. This can be done as follows. Assume

that in the ARMA(1, q)-scheme in (3.2.1.3) the zeros of <(z):=     ,<  z  are
j=0

outside the unit circle, then the inverted form representation is as follows

00

u=I 6
-t j 2-t-j I

j=0

From this follows the following form for the autocorrelation function

Pk = - 61 Pk-1 - 62 Pk-2   "' '

which can be approximated by

 k = - 61 Pk-1 - 62 Pk-2   "' - 6N Pk-N

as the 6  weights are damping to zero.
We know that for the N-th order (N sufficient large) autoregressive process as

approximation for an ARMA(1, q)-process the following holds for the partial auto-

correlation coefficient

'NN=- 6N '

As these autoregressive weights damp out, so does the partial autocorrelation

function.

The autocorrelations of an ARMA (1, q)-scheme have an irregular pattern at lags 1

through q, and then tail off.

It is natural to ask whether the sample autocorrelations reproduce the patterns

of their theoretical counterparts. The answer to this question involves the

sampling distribution of the autocorrelations. We refer to theorem 3.1 of this

chapter for distributional properties of the estimated autocorrelations.
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About the distributional properties of the sample partial autocorrelations

the following can be said.

Box and Jenkins state that the estimated partial autocorrelations are asymptoti-

cally normally distributed, but they do not prove it and give no reference

where it can be found. This can however be shown as follows.

Let x1 ' &2 '..., be a sequence of stochastic vectors in R ' where

En : = (I n ) '..., . n))  and  n ) is formula (3.1.8), then using theorem 3.1

in section 3.1 ,/-r {(r n) '...,  11 ) ), _ (p 1 '· ··'
Pk '} is asymptotically

distributed as N (O,E).

The partial autocorrelation coefficient akk = f(Pl '.o ' Pk) =

  rk+11            sum of products   of  F l    '" "Plc
=                                is a rational function of P 1 ,, * , pk

rk|      sum of products of Pl ',, 'pk

which is continuous differentiable when |rk| 0 0, V Pl '"'' Pk '
Then Ack is asymptotically normally distributed [ 187] .

3.2.3. The estimation stage

The general problem of fitting the parameters 1k (k = 1,...,1) and

K  (s = 1,...,q) in the ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme
S

1d q

(3.2.3.1) E   1rk ( .E  ai A-j-k) =  E  Ks lit-s ' lr 0 = 1,  ,<0 = 1,
k=0 J=O v S=O

is equivalent to fitting to the wide stationary / 's the ARMA(1, q)-scheme

1 q

(3.2.3.2) E   1rk pit-k =  E  Ks St-s  '
k=0 S=O

d
where

It E   a. x.  . ,  and the a  are given.j=0
J -t-J

An estimation procedure using directly the (possib]y transformed) observations

{11 '"' ' In}  is as follows.
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Let' s   assume   that   the   j oint distribution   o f any finite   set   of  the  /t is normal,
N(O,V      (e,  102)),   then the logarithm  of the likelihood  of  the   datan u

1n       =  {11   ""'  ln  '   can be written as follows : 9)

(3.2.3.3) 1   2 (Yn) = -3 log 2*-1 log |Vn (e'a )1 - 12 Y A {Vn (e'a )}-1 Yn

e,au

where

e = {*1 '...' Hl   '   x 1 '...' Kq}

Vn (e,a ) = {vrs (e'a )} ,  (1 s r  ,  s i n)

vrs(e,a ) =    (pls ZI')  .

Define

Vn    (e'0 2)    =   -1    V     (e,q i)     ,
0

U

then

(3.2.3.4) 1   2 (Yn) = -3 log 21  02 -1 log |V,;(e,02) +

0'au

YA  vn(0,02)}-1 Yn

2 a2
U

It would be natural to consider estimation of e and a2 by the method of maximum

likelihood, but this is awkward because of the term     -   log | (Vr  (e,a )1.
Even for low order AR- or MA-models, this involves solving highly non-linear

equations (see footnote 6), and the determination of this term as function of

the  parameters   e  and  au  is very complicated  for a general ARMA(l,q)-scheme. However,
Box and Jenkins  [ 20  ] and Hannan  [ 74 ] demonstrated  that for moderate and large
values of n, (3.2.3.4) is dominated by the last term, so that when n is fairly

large it should make little difference if only the expression

0  Y, {VA (e,02)}-1 Yn(3.2.3.5) 1         2    (Y n)   =   -  92   log   2m    qu   -      n                             2

0,au 20
U
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is maximised. The estimates which are obtained by minimizing YA {V, (0,02) -1 Yn             u                  n

for 0 are called the least squares estimates for this procedure.

Whittle [ 185] proved the following useful theorem about these least squares

estimators.

Theorem 3.6

Under suitable regularity conditions and the assumption that the *s in (3.2.3.2)
are independently and identically distributed as N(O,c ), the least squares
estimators of the parameters in a time series model, which can be put in a

unique one-sided moving average representation, are consistent and have a limit

distribution which is normal, and their asymptotic variances and covariances are

the same as those for the maximum likelihood estimators of a Gaussian process.

Walker  [ 181] generalized the above result in theorem   3.6 i n the following  way.
Suppose the normality assumption for the .11' s does not hold. In this case Walker
rigorously proved  that,   for a stochastic process {Xt}' represented  as

00

Lt  =   E    11'j  .Bt-j' 1110=1, where the Jljs are independently and identically  dis-
j=0

00

tributed, with Y(lit) = 0,0 < E (.1 4) < °°,  E  *  < 00, and *j is a function of
j=0

the parameters ei and 02, and some regularity conditions hold, the least squares

2
estimators of  0. and a  have still the property of consistency and asymptotic1 U

normality.

It can be shown [ 20 ]  that for large samples the least squares estimates ob-

tained from the above procedure do not differ much from those obtained from the

procedure which shall be described now.  Box and Jenkins [ 20 ] suggested a con-
venient way of evaluating YA {Vt (e,02)l-1 Y in formula (3.2.3.5) as the deter-u n

mination of {V' (e,02)}-1 is very difficult. They proposed to approximate an
U

ARMA(1, q)-scheme by a MA(Q)-scheme and then showed that the quadratic form

Y' {v' (e,02)}-1 Yn can be approximated byn n
n

s(e) =      E       [u    1  0, Ynl 2  ,
t=-(Q-1)

where [-ut le, Yn]
denotes the conditional expectation of Bt conditional on e

and Yn' and in practice the values [.u   |  0' Yn   can be computed recursively with

the summation proceeding from some point  t  =  1  - Q beyond which the [ u ] 's  are
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negligible. The computation of [ ut  |  0, Ynl involves a problem of start-up

values. Consider the ARMA(1, q)-scheme:

(3.2.3.7) lit = -K l lit-1 +  0'0  - K 1 4-q + It + 1rl lt-1  + ' '0  + 171 It-1 0

Computation of ul requires q+1 start-up values:

U  1     =      (U      ,     u_ 1       ,  ···,     111 -q)  '

 +1 = (Yo ' y-1 ""' y1-1 ''

According to the method of establishing these start-up values, one has either an

unconditional or conditional least squares procedure. Given  the  1  values  of  Y<
1+1

and the q values of U<  . values of the series conditional on the choice
q+1'

(Y<   - U<  ) can be computed recursively by equation (3.2.3.7), and the likeli-1+1 '  q+1
hood function can be determined under the condition that we go out from this

choice of starting values. Instead of setting arbitrary values for Y<   and U 
1+1 q+1

03ox and Jenkins suggest the use of [lit | 0, Y  = 0' t = 1-q ,..., 1, because

the loss of information will be unimportant for moderate and long series), the

unconditional sum of squares process generates estimates of start-up values

using the given information of the Yt series. Some observations which will be

lost  at the beginning  of the recursive process,  can be found by "backward  fore-
casting". This method  is  used for forecasting the unknown starting values
YO ' Y-1 ,··· (see appendix 3.3). This is done as Box and Jenkins state that:

(1) for seasonal schemes the conditional least squares estimators become less

satisfactory and the unconditional sum of squares should ordinarily be
computed;

(2) the conditional least squares approximation can be poor if some of the zeros

of the autoregressive generating function are close to the boundary of the

unit  circle, and there fore we decided to calculate the unconditional least

squares estimates for all our applications, also because a computer program

for it was readily available.
10)

The calculation of [ u' |0' , Y  't= 1-Q ,..., 0, 1, ..., n (for given initial
0.parameter vector  e   )   is   (for   ease of notation we shall neglect the brackets   and

the conditional sign)
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e

U _Q = yl-Q + n  y-Q + ... +  1T  yl-Q-1

0

u -Q =-K  ut-Q + ',2-Q + .0 v + ... + lT  V
1 "-Q+1 1  v 2-Q-1

(3.2.3.8)   1  :

'4        --'11   "01   +   ...   -BO  ul  +   yo   +   1 1   yl,   +   · · ·    +  "'   y- 1

4        =-E    4- 1   +   ···   -Kt   ·0_q  +   yt   +  ·t   y,- 1    +   ...    +  '   y,_1

(t = 1, ... , n)

An iterative  procedure for calculating  the least squares estimates will shortly

be described now. This procedure we have also used for our applications.

Expanding  [u t   |   0,   Ynl   in a Taylor series about its value corresponding  to  some
guessed set of parameter

values  eo =  (0   '....  eo    )  =  (lr   '..., iT01,  K   ,...,  K ) ,'  1+P
we have approximately

1+q
(3.2.3.9)

I ut    1    0,   Yn]    =   [ Ut    |     ' '    Ynl    +   ix       C ei   -   e )   r t   '      t   =   1-Q   ,...,   n

where

0                 31 u     1    0,   Ynl  1
rit

=
3 ei     *      00=e

It  should be noted that [ ut  |  0,  Ynl  is in general a non-linear function of the
parameters.

In the above expression  0'  is a vector initial values  for the
 arameters.   Theadjustments ei - e' in  (3.2.3.9) are obtained by minimizing    E    [ ut  |  0'  Yn] 2

t= -Q
using the approximate relation (3.2.3.9). Because the u 's in (3.2.3.9) will not

be exactly linear in the parameters 0, a single adjustment will not immediately
procedure least squares values. Instead, the adjusted values (el = (ei - eo) + 09 ,1

i = 1 ,..., 1+q) are substituted as new guesses and the process repeated until
ccnvergence occurs. The estimation procedure just described is by no means wholly

satisfactory since the iterations may converge very slowly or not at all on
occasions. Many nonlinear regression routines in current use are refinements of
a procedure proposed by Marquardt [ 113] which is essentially a compromise between
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the above linearization technique and the method of "steepest descent". The11)

derivatives rit may be obtained analytically or numerically. The computer pro-

gram we have used in our applications uses Marquardt's algorithm to calculate

the least squares estimates and determines the derivations r.  numerically (see
1t

Box and Jenkins  [ 20  ]   for  the  way  this  is  done). The final iteration  also  pro-

vides an approximate variance-covariance matrix for the parameters:

-          -1 -2
(3.2.3.10) I-  = (R'R) G

e

with 02 =  I  u2 / (n-1-q) and R'R the matrix of sum of squares and cross products
t=1

of the {r. } at the final iteration.
1t

With the development of non-linear optimization routines, procedures have come

into use to calculate the exact maximum likelihood estimates (taking also into

account the term log | Vj (0, 02) | in (3.2.3.4)) and eventually restricting the

parameters to the admissible region (see e.g. Osborn [ 126] , Newbold [ 121] ,
Dent [ 33 ] , Prothero [ 138 ,139 ] , and Ljung and Box [ 106] . It is however the

question if these exact maximum likelihood estimators, which are complicated to
12)

calculate, are better than the least squares estimators, when the normality

assumption of the observations is not satisfied. As thick-tailness  often occurs

in financial data (see e.g. Fama [ 45 ]  and our own data in the next chapters

which point to non-normality) it is the question if the complicated exact maximum

likelihood estimators should be preferred over the less complicated least squares

estimators. The admissible parameter region, is the parameter region in which the

model can be written in the inverted and random shock form (see appendix 3.4

how to construct such an admissible region).

When the parameters are not restricted to an admissible region the following

troubles can occur:

In determining the exact maximum likelihood estimators for an MA(q)-scheme it can

be shown [ 126] that rounding errors become important when some zeros of the gene-

rating function of the scheme lie inside the unit circle and some outside it, so

that estimates obtained under these circumstances will be doubfful. To our opi-

nion rounding errors   can  also  be the reason  why  Ljung  and  Box  [ 106] found  that

least squares estimates can di ffer considerably from the exact maximum likeli-

hood estimates, when the moving average parameters are close to the boundary of
the admissible region. In order to avoid the effect of rounding errors and the
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identifiability problems (see Tigelaar [174] ), the parameters in an ARMA(1, q)-

scheme can be restricted in determining maximum likelihood or least squares

estimates.

Osborn [ 1261 also found that for an MA(q)-scheme the exact maximum likelihood
estimation procedure often "missed" the function maximum contained within the

admissible region, when one or more zeros lay moderately close to the boundary.
This   can be avoided by constraining the parameter space.   Kang  [ 93 ] found  simi-
lar results.

To overcome the above problems by unconstrained optimization as we have done, it

may be feasible to check if the estimated parameters lie within the admissible

region, and if not so, to restart the iterative process to find a solution inside

the admissible region. A more elegant way is to set up the estimation as a

problem in constrained optimization as Osborn does.

Another problem in using the iterative estimation technique is the question

of local optima versus a global optimum in the admissible region, or the exis-

tence of multiple solution. When there exist various local optima in the admissi-

ble region, the iterative process would converge to one of them, depending on

the starting point.

So,for example, inspection of the residual sum of squares for different values

of the parameters in the admissible region might show whether there is an

indication of multiple solutions.

3.2.4 Diagnostic checking

A number of diagnostic checks on the adequacy of representation of the estimated

model can be applied. An examination of the statistical significance of the

estimates of additional parameters will indicate whether or not they should be

included in the model.

Box and Jenkins further propose a number of tests on the estimated residuals

from the fitted model.

Denote these as Vt and their sample autocorrelations as rk(2). On the assumption

that the true residuals u are white noise, r (-u) has mean zero and standard
-1/2-

error approximately n (see Pierce [131]).

However, Pierce has also shown that for ARMA(1, q)-schemes and for small k  the
1

rk (u) can be highly correlated and their variances can be much lower than -. Forn
instance, for the AR(1)-scheme

2St      =    lr  1     lit-  1      +    lit                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     2Tr

Var (rk( )) = 1  {1 - tr (k-1) (1 - Tr )}, and so Var (rl(a)) = -   ,
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though for moderate and large k

Var   (rk   (-u) )   .      .

Rather than considering the rk (u) individually, an indication is often needed

of  whether the first K autocorrelation  of  the   ' s taken  as a whole, indicate

inadequacy of the model. Suppose that we have the first K autocorrelations

rk (i) (k - 1, 2, ..., K) from the ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme (3.2.1.10), then it is
possible  to  show,  see  [ 131] ,  that,  if the fitted model is appropriate

K

i=n I r  (i)
k=1

2
is approximately distributed as X  (K -1- q), where n i s the number of observed

yt's in the scheme (3.2.1.10) and zt =  I  a.J -t-j
j=0

However, it is now generally recognized that the asymptotic theory, on which this

chi-square test is based, is inappropriate to relatively short series length

(for instance, see the discussion by the paper of Prothero and Wallis [140])·

3.2.5 Forecasting
-----------

Let {x  ,t= ... -1, 0, 1,...} be a stochastic process with discrete time para--t
meter. When the observation period belonging to that process is very large, then

this period can without objection be taken infinite in the mathematical model,

especially when the analysis of the model becomes more simple as in our case.

The infinite observation period is taken as {... -1, 0, 1,...,n}. In the mathe-

matical model we assume that we have observed (..., x-1 , xO , x1 '  .' xn) of
the stochastic sequence  ( . . . ,  x- 1  ' 2&0  '  2&1  " "' 2En )
So let {x  ,t= ... -1, 0, 1,...} be a stochastic process observed over the

-·t

period {... -1, 0, 1,...,n} ,n=1,2, ...

Let X(n  be the set of all possible realisations of (...,xl'x  ,x  ...., x)-1- -0 -1 -n

and Xt the set of all possible realisations of Et (t > n). A point predictor

x    for It (t > n) based on the period {... -1, 0, 1,...,n} is a function of-t,n

x(n) to x .
t

Assume that the stochastic process {lt} has finite second moments, then the mean

square prediction error is defined as

- 2
3 {X. - X,}
L -5, n   -t
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-(1)
A point predictor x for 32 is called at least as good as the point predictor-t,n

x(2) for x when
-t,n -t

1(;(1) - x )2 < 'f (x(2) -x )2
L.-    -t, n         -t         -   U.    --t, n         -t

and is called better when the smaller sign holds.

According to the above definition the best point predictor can be found by

choosing x such that
-t,n

  ( t,n - i)2 = 'E( t,n ("- E-1 ' 4 ' x1 ''0-' Al) - i)2
is as small as possible.

The best point predictor x.    in the class of all point predictors for Zt is-t,n
with probability 1 uniquely determined and given by

(3.2.5.1)
Et, n     :     =    Yi(Et      |       '   -  0      x- 1       '    4      ,    211      '  ·  ·   ·   '    2En  )

Moreover we have:

t I.*

 (· t,n  =.E  (.Et ,

(3.2.5.2)          ,     (E  (it,n   -  Et )2   =    r (2  )    -   'E  (1  'n)

I 6,       I )
- ip /-2
= C ix,  )-6 , n -0 -'0'n

The results in (3.2.5.1) and (3.2.5.2) shall now be applied to an ARIMA(1, d, q)-

scheme, in first instance assuming that the parameters in the scheme are known

(an ARMA(1, q)-scheme can be handled in an analogous way and will therefore not

be worked out). Later on we shall see what can be said about the forecasts when

the parameters are not known, but must be estimated.

When in the ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme

1                    q
(3.2.5.3)

E  A  V At-k =  E  Ks Mt-s '
d

kk=0 S=0
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q

the generating function K(z): =  E  Ks zs has all its zeros outside the unit
S=O

circle, then equation (3.2.5.3) can also be written as

00

(3.2.5.4)
.Ht          ifo   6 i   It-i    '

where the coefficients 6. can be determined from
1

00                                    1

6(z): =  -   (1-z)(i =  E  ai zi , Iz' i 1, where 1(z): = E wk zk.
i=0 k=0

CO

When,r    =  K,  =  1,    then      6,  =  1    andwe  get    2it  -4  -    I    6.  x    .   0
0                                                 i=1  1 -t-1

So,  when  the  Bt are mutually independent,   the best point predictor for xn+ 1

given  ( . . . 2&-1' .xO  ,  xi  ' . . . ' 21 1)  is

00

(3.2.5.5)
E( +11 '. ' 'x-1,2&  'xi'"' '·En)  -  £(-En+1-:iI  6i  .2£n+1-i | '' '2£-1' i ,2&1 '' '' '2&n)  -

00

= -I   6.x     . =
i=1

1 -n+1-1 -n + 1,n '

The best point predictor for 3  2 given (... x   , x ,x '...,  n) is-1 -0 -1

00

(3.2.5.6)        f.(Zn+2| ...3.-1 'Zo,211 '...,Ai)  =  -61  2 1+1 -n-  I  6 i  n+2-i  = 2 1+2,n  ''  i=2

etc.

The variance of the forecast error can be determined as follows:

'r(A,+1,n - A,+1)2 = 8 +1) - E.(i +1,n)  '

Fzr r: ARLMA(1, d, q)-process we can use expression (3.2.1.15)

00

(3.2.5.7) x  =1 1  +  I  B    U
*

4 t t 1 -t-1
1=0   '
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from which we get

00

'E( +1) = ji +1 + qi .I  (Blt,j)2.
J=0

As   in+1,n  =    E (.E +1   1  2Sn  '  Al-1   ' . . . )     and  the  lit are assumed  to be independent

with 1(lit )   =   0,   then  we   get   via   (3.2.5.7)

00

(3.2.5.8)                                      -                   +      I       Bn+1,j   (Ph+1-j     |    Al    '   fn- 1 '...).In+1,n - Pn+1
j=1

Using the result (3.2.5.4) we get

00 00

r (i   I   Et   '  i. 1
'...

)  =F C .I-  ai At-i  I  At  '  at-1  ' · · · )  =   I   6i kEt-i = Et  '
J=u i=0

so that formula (3.2.5.8) is also equal to

00

*
(3.2.5.9)

Bn+1,n = Pn+1 +  I  Bn+1,j En+1-j '
j=1

Finally we obtain

·r(i +I,n) = jin2+1 + ai .I   (B +1, i )2  ,
J=1

and so

n 1-1
(3.2.5.10)  (111+1,n -  +1)    u      n+1,J'2 = 0,  I  (8*   .)2

j=0

In the above we have assumed that the parameters #k and K. in the ARIMA(1, d, q)-3
scheme (3.2.1.10) are known, and so also the 6. in (3.2.5.4). However in prac-

1

tice they are not known, but must be estimated. In the estimation stage we saw

that under general conditions the least squares estimators are consistent. As 6.-                                  0
is a continuous function of the parameters #k and K  , 6. is a consistent esti-S -J
mator for 6.. So, for large samples we may proceed in deriving the best forecast

a

as  if 6 i is known and replacing 6 i by 6i  '
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Under fairly general conditions (see definition 6 and theorem 3.4) a (1-a)%

prediction interval for a future  observation from an ARIMA-scheme is given by

formula (3.2.1.30). However, as we noted at the end of section 3.2.1, it is

not possible for us to construct a prediction interval under general conditions

for a future observation from an ARMA-scheme. When we assume that in an ARMA(l,q)-

scheme (see definition  4) the {4}-process is normally distributed white noise,
then the (1-a)% prediction interval is the same as in formula (3.2.1.30), with

B      , the j-th Taylor coefficient of tl,(z): =  ·  , |z' 1 1.n+1,j
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Appendix 3.1 2 Introductory definitions in studying stochastic processes

A stochastic process {3  ; T} on the set of events 0 is a set of stochastic

variables 3  on n for all t ET. The set T is an index set, which is (...-1,0,1,...)
for discrete processes, and (-oo , oo) for continuous processes. In this thesis

only discrete stochastic processes will be studied. The following introductory

definitions are important when studying stochastic processes.

Definition 1

The stochastic process {/  i t€T}i s called Gaussian when (2£+           )0. '...,2/tn
is simultaneously normally distributed for all finite n and t1 '...' tn E T.

Definition 2

The stochastic process {3  i t E T}i s called strictly stationary when

P{X EA
-t     1 ""'

Atn E An} = p{2£1:1+T € Al '...' Etn+T € An}
1

for all finite n = 1,2,... and tl'...'tn' r ET, and for all measurable sets

Al,".,An'

Definition 3

The stochastic process {2Et; i t€T} with '82&2) < - , V t€T i s called wide
stationary when

.f(21tl 2£1;2 =f(.2 1+T lit2+T) foralltl ' t2 ' T ET.

Definition 4

The stochastic process {3  ;t E T}i s called stationary of order n,

n =  1,2,...,M, when
.824; 1 .lit;2  ...  2Stn    = 1 (24; 1 +T   ... At +T )  for all tl  ,...,  tn,  r € T,n

and stationary up to and including the order n when it is stationary of order k
13)for k = 1,...,n.

Definition 5

The stochastic process {It ;t  E T}i s called covariance stationary when the mean-

corrected process  {2it - lit  't   E T}  (with Vt= 1(Et ))  is wide stationary.
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Definition 6

The autocorrelation function of a stochastic process which is stationary up to

and including the order 2 is, when Var (lt) > 0, defined as:

T(At+s-  u)   (4  -  u)
ps : =

Var
(24)

s = ... -1, 0, 1, ...

where  u   :  =t (Et ) '  t  E  T.

Definition 7

White noise is a stochastic process {Mt' t E T}  with

'
2

0<C <o o     when k=0
U

f (.Ht; ,   =  0,   cov   ( t   '   lit+k   =

0            when k 0 0

Definition 8

Normally distributed white noise is white noise which is Gaussian.

Definition 9

The sequence {xi ' x2 '... } with  E {x:} < - ,  i= 1,2,..., is called summable-1

in  quadratic  mean when there exists a random variable  S  with 'E'(&2 )   <  00

that

n
2

lim    Z {  I   4  - S} = 0.
n-+00 k=1

The  variable S is called the  sum of the sequence  {31  '  12  ' . . . }   and is denoted

by

00

S= I X
-                   -k

k=1
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Appendix 3.2 :Mathematical details corresponding to section 3.2.1.

Proof of theorem 3.3

d

Defining zt = , then equation (3.2.1.10) can be written as
iro   ail   lit-j

1 q

(1)            E   k /t-k =
I K U

S -t-S
k=0 S=O

1
k

It is well known (see theorem 3.2 in chapter 3) that when w(z) : =  E   k z
k=0

has no zeros inside or on the unit circle, the equation (1) has only one wide

stationary solution

00

c 2 )                               4   =   j lio   11,1 j   -*- j    ,

where the coefficient *    can be determined from the power series development of
00

4(Z) : =  ·  =E  *izj ,lzl  s 1.
J=0  u

The following procedure is now applied:

CO

B o            zt             =     B O                 I         *j    lt_j
j=0

CO

Bl   Lt-1 = 81 I*u
(3)         ·                  j=O  j -t-j-1

00

Bt-1 21   = B E *t-1 j E-j+1 0
j=0

By a suitable choice of B  ,·.·,Bt-1 it is possible to sum the equations to

t-1 00

(4) X +
+ .   + ld-1,t x-(d-1) = k o Bk j 0 4j lit-j-k-t 90't XO
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From the above equation it follows that

d-1

lit    :   =ECAt )   =   -      E      g.         x   .    .
j=0  J,t  -J

Equation (4) can now be written as follows

t-1 00

(5)
At = lit + k o ek jfo *j i-j-k .

Further we have

t-1 d-1

kIO    Bk  It-k   =   lit   +   j  0    Fj 't   x-j

or

t-1      d                    d-1
(6) I B{E a } = x. + I 9.   X. .k       j lt-j-k

-t   j=0  J,t  -Jk=0 j=0

As A(z) = 0 was defined as the characteristic equation belonging to the difference

d
equation  I  a. x  . =0, the coefficients

Bk (0·S k i t-1) can be determined by
j=O  J  t-J

the equality

t-1

(7)
(E  Bk zk) A(z) =1+F O t z t+ ... + Fd-1,t zt+(d-1) .k-0

Assuming that A(0) 0 0, the equation (7) can be written as

t-1
k

E  B  z  = K(z) + P(z) ,k
k=0

where K(z) is the power series development of 1/A (z) in a neighbourhood of z=0

and P(z) is a power series with leading term of power t.

So the
Bk coefficient (0 3 k S t-1) can be determined by the power series develop-

ment of 1/A (z) in a neighbourhood of z = 0.

Equation (5) can be written as
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t-1 00

(8)           kt = Ut +  E  Bk  E  *1-k Et-1 =k=0 1=k

t-1         1 . t-1

pt +  E   (I  Bk 01-k) Mt-1 + E
I  Bk 01-k  Yt-1 '

1=0 k=0 1=t  k=0

Moreover we have
Bk   ,   k€ t-1

t-1            1

I  Bk 41-k
= where B    =  E  ik t 41-k k,tk=0 k=0   '

0   kzt.

CO t-1

Define Bt(z) =  E  Bk-t zk,  then  Bt(z) =  I  Bk zk .
k=0 ' k=0

Now equation (8) can be written as

00

(9)
  -Vt +  E  Bt,l  t-1

*

1=0

where,
*(Z) .a) the Bt,1 coefficient for 1 i t-1 can be found by developing A(z) in a power

series  in a neighbourhood of z = 0;
t-1

b) the Bt,1 coefficient for l i t can be found by developing {I  Bk zk} 4(z) for
k=0

 z  i 1.

We shall now show that the function #t is the sum of a polynomial in t and a

finite linear combination of powers of t and sinusoids, and determine its form.

The following conditions

(a)           u =x ,  t = -d + 1 ,..., 0;tt

d

(b)            Eau . =0 t = 1, 2, ..., ;
j=0

J "t-J

(c; the roots of A(z) = 0 all lie on the unit circle;

imply that the general solution of the difference equation under (b) is:

d

pt =  I  cj fj,t '
j=1
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where c , j=1, 2,..., d are constants and the functions f  t 'j=1, 2,...,d

can be of the following form:

(i)      tl, O i l<m l<d, when there exists the real root 1 with multiplicity ml;

(ii) t  cos tn, O i l<m  <d, when there exists the real root -1 with
1

2

multiplicity m2;

(iii)    tl cos.tb  and tl sin t b , 0 2 1<m 3<d, when there exists a pair

of complex roots: cos bj + i sin b , with multiplicity m3j.

The characteristic equation A(z) = 0 so has, when there are n different pairs of

complex roots, the following general form:

m                     m            n
A(z) = (z-1) 1 (z+1) 2   H  {z - (cos b. + i sin b.)} m3j *

j=1
3 3

{z - (cos b  - i sin b )} m3j =

m m n      m3j
(z-1)    1    (z+1 )   2        H     [ z2   -   (2   cos   b. )   z   +    1]                             0

j=1
0

n
and this is a polynomial in z o f degree ml +m- +  I  m   =d.

2   j=1  3j

Summarizing the above gives

m           m +m
1 12 i-m -1

i-1                 1
u  =  I  c. t + I c. t cos t  +
t        1        i=ml+1  1

i=1

n      g(j )
+  I     I       c. t cos (tb. + d.)i-g(j-1)-1

j=1 i=g(j-1)+1 1 J 1

j
where m   =0 and g(j) =m l+m 2+  E m (q. e.d.).

30                                  3kk=0

Proof of theorem 3.4 (section 3.2)

From equation (10) it follows that for large t, ut satisfies the approximate

relation
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(11) , t za,-(M-1)
t

where M = max {m3j' j = 1,...,n ; m2 ; ml 

We  shall  also  try to determine an approximate relation  for  Bk in equation   (5)

for large enough k.

As is known the Bk (0 s k i t-1 ) can be determined from the development of

1/A(z) in a neighbourhood of z=0 where A(z) is a polynomial of degree d (positive

integer) which has all its zeros on the unit circle.

We shall consider two cases:

(i)           A(z) = (1-z)d (d 1 1)

The power series development of X -ry =    1  d ina neighbourhood of z=O i s
u    (1-z)

- d+k-1 00

1       I  (  k  )zk=  E  B  zk.
(1-z)d k=0 k=0

k

Using Stirling's approximation for n:, namely n:= ( 21r ) n e
1/2  n+1/2 -n

we may approximate Bk for large k by

1   +k-1       (d+k- 1)                    e
d+k-1 -(d-1)

V  k        k          (d-1):k

which on its turn for large k may be approximated by

-(d-1)

(1   +   d 1)k   (d+k- 1)d-  1   e(d-1) '

So for large k, Bk satisfies

B

(12) B =c k
Cc  = (d-1)1' in the sense

that lim - = C
* d-1 , * 1                                                                          k             2

k                                                      d-1k#- k

(ii) A(z) = (1-z)d (1-z )      d=D , 1,s 1 2.
s.D

1

Denote the power series development of in a neighbourhood
s.D

(1-z)d (1-z )
CO

o f z=O a s E Bk zk, then we shall try to find an upper bound for Bk
k=0
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for large k by applying the following partial decomposition of a

fraction:

1                                                        1

(13)                        =
(1-z)d (1-zs)D s-1       -21r il

(Z-1) H (z -e    )
d+D s D

1=1

s-1  D     c         d+D   c'
P.1             PE I f ,+I   -

1=1 p=1 lz-e 21 1- P  p=1 (z-1)P

s-1  D - d+D  .
k                  k

E I I b Z + E   E b' Z =
1.p,k p=1 k=0  P'k1=1 p=1 k=0

00 s-1 D d+D
=E{E Ib +Ib' }Z

k

k=0  1=1 p=1  1,p,k   p=1  P'k

00

k=IB Z.
kk=0

To study the behaviour of Bk for large k we proceed as follows.

2,ril
The power series development of 1

(a = e -5-)  in (13) is:
(z-a) P

1  1  = -P
=                 I    (     )  (-z)k  ,     z    < 1 and so the coefficient b

(z-a)P (-a)P  k=0   k
u 1,p,k

can be written as:

-2Ail

b =c (-1)P(e  s  )P+k (P+k-1)
1,p,k, P,1

Further we have
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D s-1 D  s-1
E I b s  I   I  (P+k-1) I c    1<1,p,k -

P,1   -p=1 1=1 p=1 1=1

D s-1 s-1            DE  (P+:-1)  I  |c  | <E|c   |I (9* (kp-1) =)2(kD-1). 14)
p=1 1=1 P,1  - 1=1 P,1

p=1

In a similar way

d+D
E b' =  52   (kd+D- 1 P,kP=1

d+D
So in approximating Bk for large k we must consider the expression  E b' .,

P-1 P,K
because  it   is of highest order /*.   Now the second  part of equation
(13) can be written as

oo d+D d+D 00

k
E  I b'   z = I  c' I (P+ -1) zk =

k=0 p=1
P,k

p=1
P k=0

. d+D

I     {  I      c    (P+k- 1) }    zk   .
k=0 p=1

So Bk is

2        d+D+k-10-(c,  C    ))d+D k    '

and using the result in (i) we may say that Bk' for large k is approxi-

mately equal to:

C'
d+D d+D-1

(14)          B              kk = (d+D-1):

The constant c' can be determined as follows.d+D

1We shall study the Taylor series development of in somed+D
(Z-1) f(z)

2,r ilS-1       -s D
neighbourhood of the point z=1, where f(z) =  H  (z -e    )

1=1
(see equation 13).
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15)
Since  f(1)   0  0       ,  then  f(z-j-  can be written  in the following  form:

1  + 1 (z-1) + 12(z-1)2
+ . . .01

f(i)(1)where 1. =
1     i:

SO

1            1                   1
1            0          1                        

d+D-1=

(Z-1) f(z) (Z-1) (Z-1)
.d+D .d+D d+D-1 Z-1

+1 (Z-1) + ... ,d+D+1

where
i

11_ (_1_)
i  f(z)  z=1dz

li =     il

we are interested in 10 = f -iT = cd+D ', which when worked out gives:

-DS-11    1   = Il 1

(15)
cd+D = f(T)   s- 1

2,r il 2,r il

It  1-es, 2 1=, 1_«-s
1=1

-1T i1 -1T i 1

S-1       S         S-1      S
(H     e       )D= (H    e        )D-#il Hil ,171\1-1  - -

1=1 2i sin (--s)S        S
e     -e

S-1

'1                           -lriD  R  (  - 1/2)
s-1      s                 D(s-1) e

-1ril- - 1/2) 1=1

 H
e

)D = (1/2) s-1
'11'

1=1
2 sin (-1                ( H sin

 1T   DS
1=1

(1/2)
D(s-1)

s-1          ·
,wl.D( II sin l-)

S
1=1

Summarizing case (i) and  (ii) gives for large k the following result
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(16)          Bk  =f k
(M-1)

d    in case (i)

where M =

D+d  in case (ii)

and f is a constant, which is

1

(d-1)!
in case (i)

(1/2)
D(s-1)

in case (ii)
S-1 .lrl  D

{ H sin (-s)} (d+D-1)1
1=1

For large enough t equation (5) can now be approximated by

t-1

(17) x  =a t    + E B   w
M-1

-t k -t-k '
k=0

where
Mt-k

is defined as

CO

Et-k   = .E  *j Et-j-k '
J=0

Multiplying equation (17) by the factor (t-(M-1/2)) we get

t-(M-1/2) x  = A- + t-(M-1/2) t 1 B w =
-t Vt k -t-k

k=0

-(M-1/2)
N-1 t-1

-87= + t {E B W
+       I        Bk   Et-k     ·Vt k -t-kk=0 k=N

For large t and Nlargeenough and using (16) we get

-(M-1/2) M-1
t-1

(.8\ t-(M-1/2) x =t E f k     w
-t -t-k '

k=N

N-1

because lim  =0 and lim {t-(M-1/2)   E  B w   } =0 with probability 1.
k -t-k

t- t- k=0
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For large t we can now conclude that for all g E (-- , -)

(19) lim P {t Lt < %} - limp {t E   f k
Kt-k < g '

-(M-1/2) -(M-1/2
t-1

M-1

t- t-*« k=1

Assume q* = M-1, then equation (19) is

-(q*+1/2)
t-1   *

(20) lim P { f t E kg w < g} ,
-t-k

t.+90 k=1

and as the process  Ht  is strictly stationary we also have

t-1   *
(21)          lim P {t-( <+1/2) &t < g} = lim P {f t-(q+1/2)  I  kg Ek < g  .

t-*- t-*= k=1

We shall now use the following lemma of which a proof can be found in an article

of Stigum [ 170] .

Lemma 1

Let {Et ;t= 1,2,...} be a real valued stochastic process defined by

00

W S E K U t = 1,2,...,-t S -t-S
S=O

where {u  ;t= ... -1, 0, 1, ...} is a stochastic process of non-degenerate,-t

real-valued, independently and identically distributed variables with zero mean
2

and finite variance a  and Ks a sequence of real constants, which satisfy theU

following condition:

-             16)

E|K s l  < -   
S=O

Let f (\) denote the spectral density of   ' thusW

CO

fw(X):=|I  Ks e
1

au  ,  A  E [  Ir  ,  l r) .

-isAl2  2
S=0
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Let further

s      :   =           t <   it        '        T  =   1,   2,    . . . ,-T
t=1

iwhere q  is non-negative integer, then for all g E (-- , -):

2  -2
1    .g   -u /20lim P {T-(q*+1/2) ·s,r <g} = -j-e du ,

T.+= '/213 --
where

-0         -(2q2+1)
T* *

fw(0)
0- : = lim T L    r     Sq    T (Et  K  )  =

T.+00 t,s (2q<+1)

As in our case the polynomial A(z) has all its zeros outside the unit circle,

CO 00

we know that for 41(z) : = 44    I  *j zj, the coefficients *  satisfy:  I  |4,| < m .
ACZ)

3=0 J=O  J

Applying lemma 1 we get

-(q2+1/2) 1           fg     e-u212-0
2

(22) lim P {t
2St < g 

--
-99 du ,

t.+00 ,/5 3

where

f2 fw(0)
(23) c  =limt-2        -(261 ) f2  :  rqi sqi  (Er Ks ) = (q. e.d.) .

t.+00 r,s (29<+1)

Two special cases for ut in (10) considered more closely (section 3.2)

The expression for 11  in (10) can be split as follows vt = Pt + rt where

m
1

(i)           pt=  I   ci t
i-1

i=1

is a polynomial in t of degree ml' and

m +m
1 2 i-m -1           n     g(j)

(ii) S = I    c. t cos t  +  I      E      c. t1                               i-g(j-1)-1*
t i=m +1  1                  j=1 i=g(j-1)+1  1

cos (t b. + d.)
J      1
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is a finite linear combination of powers of t and periodic functions. We shall

consider two cases, namely st = 0 and st # 0. When s  = 0, then m2 = 0 and

m3  = 0,  j = 1, 2, ..., n and so ml = d. In that case A(z) = (1-z)d and the

difference equation (3.2.1.11) looks as follows

1                     q
(24) I  

k (Vd at-k) =  E  Ks Mt-s  '
k=0 S=O

which is called an ARIMA(1, d, q) model by Box and Jenkins. Further we know that

in this case

(25) V  U  = 0,
d

t

so that

d
i-1

(26) Wt =Pt =  E  ci-l t
i=1

where the coefficients c. can be determined as follows
1

'

CO = AO

d-1

(0 - Cl + ... + (-1)    C      =Xd-1      -1
(27)         

d-1c - (d-1) c1 + ...  (-d+1)   c   =0 d-1 X-(d-1)

When the polynomial A(z) = 0, has real and complex roots on the unit circle,

then s  0 0.
t

A polynomial equation which has both real and complex roots which all lie on the

unit circle, is:

A(z) = (1-z)d (1-zs)D = 0.

When s is even, this polynomial has the following roots:
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Z              ..... = Z =1
1                                                              d

zd+1
. . . =

zd+D
=1

Z                                 -1
d+D+1 ..... = zd+2D

(28)
Z ..... = Z = a
d+2D+1 d+3D        1

- =Z = a
zd+(s-2)D+1 -

""

d+(s-1)D s-2

i b.
where a. = e = cos b. + i sin b..J

J                             J                  J

In this case

s-2
d+D

(29)          ut =  I  c  tJ-1 +  I  b (-1) t -1 +  I  tl-1  I  (p  cos b  t +
j=1 j=1 1=1 j=1

q. sin b. t) .3 J

When s in uneven the roots of (1-zs) = 0 are 1, a1 '...' a    which are equal toS-1
2                                  s-1                                                                     21r                                           2,r

1, a, a , . . . ,  a       ,  where  a  =  cos  -   +  i  sin  -  , and according  to de Moivre 's
S               S

k     A k 21r k ,theorem wehavea =cos - + i sin - (see e.g. Spiegel [165]).
S                 S

When s is even the roots of (1-zs) = 0 are 1, -1, 01 ' , ' as-2

SO vt can when s is even also be written as

s-2
d+D            D                   D

(30)
Lit =  E  c  t -1 +  I b (-1)  t -1 +  I  tl- 1  E  a. cos ·* 1

j=1 j=1 1=1 j=1
J

When s is uneven vt is equal to

S-1

d+D            D        2j-1 1-1 ti(31) pt =  I  c. t +E t I   a. cos
j=1 1=1 j=1   J

J                                             s
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Appendix 3.3:A backward forecasting procedure for finding starting values  in

an ARMA(1, q)-scheme

Assume that the Zt's satisfy the ARMA(1, q)-scheme

1 q

(1)           I "kzt-k=  E
K U

, *0 = Ko = 1,   t = ... -1, 0, 1, ...S «-S
k=0 S=O

so that

(2)           Bt = -Kl Mt-1 "0 -Kq Vt-q   + Fit +  1 yt-1 + 0 " 1rl Yt-1 ·

Let KO ,..., KO and A O '..., 1 1 be initial estimates of K1 ,···, '<q and *1 '"''  1'
Obviously if the calculations were to start with ul' values for yQ,

 -1 ' ' ' V-1+1' uo '...,
ul- 

are required. The problem of the choice of starting

values will be discussed now.
1

kAssume that /t satisfies (1), where {u } is white noise and lr(z) : =  I  1rk z
k=0

q

and K(z) : =  I  Ks zs have the roots outside the unit circle, then there exists
S=O

a white noise process {Et  , such that zt also satisfies

1                q

(3)            I  *k lt+k =  I  Ks St+s 'k=0 S=O

and ft can be expressed in terms of /t - It
.. as follows:

'   +1 '0

CX)

e = I  6. V
-t J --t+J

j=0

where the 6. coefficient can be determined from
a

00

44   =    E    6.  ZJ      ,      I Z I  -fl.KCZ)
j=0  J
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From (3) we have

00

pit = et - j 1 6 j Lt+ j '

and setting t=O w e have

00

(4)                         20  =  50  -  j 1   5  Zj   .

Assume that the St are independent, then &  in (4) is independent of 11 '  ' ' In'
and the best forecast  for zo using the information 21   ' . . . '  In  can  then be
obtained by taking the conditional expectation

n

-E(yolll " ' " 211) = - jil 6j lj.

Setting t = -1, etc. we can in an analogous  way obtain the forecasts for

1-1    ""'   ·Il+ 1    '
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Appendix  3.4 : Conditions  that the roots  of a polynomial are inside  the unit circle

Simplified determinantal criterion [ 91 ]

The necessary and sufficient condition for the roots of p(z) =

n-1
an zn + an-1 z    + ... alz + aO = 0 (with a  , 0) to lie inside the unit circle

is given by:

1. The matrix A-, where 8-   =X -Y and
n n-1 n-1 n-1 '

....
a a     a      0 0·...Oan    n-1              2                                   ·0

Oa .....   a
n                3                      ·

Xn-1 =                                  Yn-1
= '..

0    0               a4               0    0    ao ..... an-4

0    a    a  ...
· 01 . an-3

0 0. . . .0
a n a    al   a2 "' " an-2,I I

17)
is positive innerwise.

def
2. For n-odd, n   2m-1, either

b. >O b > 0 or b
2i    ' 2m-1 2i+1 > 0, bO > 0,   i = 0, 1,...,m-1

Note that b = p(1) and bl = -p(-1).2m-1
def

For n-even, n=2 m,

b2i+1  >  0, b  > 0, b23 , 0, i =  0, 1, ... , m-1.

Note that bQ = p(-1) and b   = p(1).2m

S+1

The  coefficients bk are fozndty applying the transformation z= -t o equation
S-1

p(z) = 0, given the polynomial f(s) = 0 as follows:

.n  ,s+1.      n        n-1
f(s) = (s-1)  ni-) =b s  +b s + ... b s+b  =0.

='s-1     n      n-1            1     0

The coefficients b 's are obtained from the coefficients in p(z) = 0 by using

the following relationship.
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n
bn-k= E a-- . [(n7j) - (1) (kIi) + ( ) (kI2) + ...

j=0  n-J    k

+ (-1)k-1 (kjl) (n j) + (-1)k (j)] .

We shall now apply the above theorem to some ARMA(p, q)-schemes.

a) AR(1)-scheme:

X  +H  X    =U.
-t              1   -t- 1         *-t

The associated polynomial is *(z) = 1+91z  which has its zeros outside the

unit circle, and so equivalently w (z) = z+al must have its zeros inside the

unit circle, giving:

|"1|  <  1

b) AR(2)-scheme:

X  + 1r X +l r    X       =U
-t    1 -t-1    2 -t-2   -t

the roots of w (z) = z2 + Ilz + I2 = 0  are inside the unit circle implies:

1T  +1T  > -121
A  - A  <  1

1          2

1"21< 1

c) AR(3)-scheme:

X  +A  X    +1 7  X    +A  X    =U
-t    1 -t-1    2 -t-2    3 -t-3  -t

*3 2
the roots of   (z) =z  + #z  +H z+7 1'  =0  are inside the unit circle1 2 3
implies:

1  + A +# +* >01 2 3
3 + w  - lr  - 3,r >01 2 3
1 -1 -I

3    C     -    1)  ,  023

1_1 1+1r2-15 >0
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d) AR(4)-scheme:

2it  + 1r 1 ·2it-1  + lr2 3t-2 + lr 3 2£1;-3 + lr4 21·t-4 = lit

The roots of #*(z) = z4 + Hlz3 + *2z2 + A3z + A4 = 0  are inside the unit

circle implies:

1   - Trl  + lr2   - 1'3 + lr 4 > 0

1          +   ' 1       +   H 2         +   1r 3   +  1r 4 > 0

4 ( 1    -   ;r 4 )   +   2 (lr 3   -   1r l
) > 0

4(1 -  4) + 2( 1 - 53) > 0

(1      -   N 4)    (1   -  Tr 2)   +  H 3 (lr 1   -  1r 3)    -  Ir   1r    (lr      -  1r    )   +4 1 1   3
1r 4      (1   -  'r 4)      (lr 2   -  1r    )      >      04

e) AR(5 )-scheme:

X +A X +W X + lT +A Y +#    -
-t    1 -t-1    2 -t-2 3 at-3    4 =t-4 5 i-5 - at

5432The roots of w<(z) =z  + I z  + I z  + I z  + w z +I  =0 are inside the unit1 2 3 4 5
circle implies:

1   -   1   +  #2  -  15  +  lr4  -  #5   >    0

10 - 2 1 - 2 2 + 2 3 + 2 4 - 10 5 > 0

5    +     3 1     +    lr2    -    lr3    -     31r 4    -     51      >     0

1+1
1 + A2 + 13 + A4 + 15 > 0

(1-1T4) +  5 (*1 -  5  ,  0

(1- 4) (1 -  2) +  3 ( 1 -  3) +  5 ( 1 -  5) (1 -  2) +

1r 5   11 3   (lr2   -   1'4 )   -   'r 4    (11 1    -   lr5 )    Clr 1    -   * 3 )    +   'r 4    C 1    -   1r 4 )     ('r 2   -   'r 4 )    +

Tr  *  (1r  - 1r ) (n  -l r) - ir   1 (1 - 11'4) (*2 - 114)  +5 1 1 5 1 3  5
-   lr5    (Ir 1    -   lr3)    +   15    ( 1    -   lr 4)    (   lr 3   -   lr 5 )   -   19   113    ('r2   -   'r 4 )   +

 5 'r 3 (lr 1 - lr5 ) (lr 3 - 1r 5 ) > 0
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Seasonal ARMA-schemes

f) First order seasonal MA-scheme (seasonality s)

3t = Mt + Ks Bt-s

The roots of K (z)= zs + Ks = 0 are inside the unit circle implies:

1 Ks' < 1

g) Second order seasonal AR-scheme (seasonality s)

x  + Nx +A X = 11
-t    S -t-S 2s -t-2s   -t

2,.    2s      s
The roots of w lz) = z +1r Z +A = 0  are inside the unit circle is

s      2s

equivalent with: the roots of 1 (y)= y2 +  sy +     =0 are inside the unit2s

circle, giving:

Tr   + lT  > -1
2s    S

1   -     <1
s     2s

IA  I < 1.
' 2s'
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Footnotes to chapter 3

1) For other types of differencing see footnote 4.

2) Later on we shall see that to prove something about the asymptotic distribution
of a certain form of the solution of the stochastic difference equation (3.1.2),
we  need the additional condition  that  the  Mt ' s are identically and independently
distributed.

3) For a more general autoregressive integrated moving average scheme we refer to
definition 6 in section 3.2.

4)  The  operation  Vs  4   is de fined as follows:   Vs   t   :   =  Et  -  2it-s   '   and
vD x: =V (VD-1 St)' giving VD x =  E  (:) (-1)  x.   . Now Vd VD x  can be
S -t S-t -t-j S S -t

j=0  J
d   i D

written as I (d)      ( -1  )A      .E         (D)      ( -1  )j    Et-k- j s      '

k=0 J=O  U

5) This is an approximation in the sense that lim -Bk       =    f.
M-1k+= k

6) A random walk process {/t 't=0,1, 2,...}  is defined as follows

t*
xo =0;x t=  E  Mi '  t=1,2,3'...

i=1

where { }  is a process of independently, identically distributed variables
(see e.g. Feller [ 55 ] ).

7) Equation (3.2.1.23) can be obtained using (3.2.5.4) and (3.2.5.5). In that case

we    know   than   when    K (z)    =   0       for        |z I    2    P o    >     1        then

w(z) (1-zd) .                                                  
       m

2(Z) ls analytic for any   z  < p , and so can be written as  E  6r zr,IZI< po.
r=0

00

So for any p < p  we have:  E  6r pr < 00 * 6n P  + 0, n + oo.  As pQ > 1 we get
r=0

6  + 0, n + oo, which in fact means that 6 decreases exponentially to zero for n + =.n n

8) The concept of identification in this section should not be confused with the

concept of identifiability, which is defined as follows.
Suppose we observe the stochastic process {zt} during t = 1, 2, ...,n, so we have

at our disposal 31   ' . . . ,  x  .  Let the distribution  of this vector be denoted  as

 e    and(n )                  (n )   :   =     p(n )-  E   € 6}.
The function *(0) is said to be identifiable

with respect to the class 9 n , when *(el) 0 *(e2) + Pe  4 P . Conditions under

1    e2
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which *(0) in an ARMA(1, q)-scheme is identifiable are given in Tigelaar [174] .

1                  q
9) For the following extended ARIMA-scheme  I  Ik (It -u) =  E  x u , whereS -t-S

€(It) = u, and assuming that {11' ...' z  is N(u, Vn (e,aB)), Box and Jenkins

[ 20 ] have shown how to obtain a least squares estimate for the additional para-
meter U and Dent [33 1  how to obtain a maximum likelihood estimate for it. However,
in many instances the mean of the It can be assumed to have value zero.

10)  Recently we noticed a Monte Carlo analysis  by  Dent  and  Min  [ 34  ]  , who compared  a
variety of estimators for non-seasonal schemes (three with the best performance
were : conditional and unconditional least squares and exact maximum likelihood
estimates). However, we believe that their conclusions about the ranking of the
performance of several types of estimators are doubtful, as they are based on
estimated criteria (bias, variance, mean square error) for which the authors give
no variances, while some types of estimators differ slightly according to some
estimated criteria, without knowing if they differ significantly.

11) Recently Ljung and Box [ 104 found that in calculating the exact maximum likeli-
hood estimates in ARMA(1, q)-schemes, a quasi - Newton algorithm based on the
work of Gill and Murray [ 68 ] appeared more effi cient then Marquardt's method.

12) For a first order pure autoregressive process the exact ML estimate is the

solution of a cubic equation. For a similar second order process the simultaneous
solution of a quartic and cubic is required (see e.g. Min [116] ).

13) It should be noted that a stochastic process which is wide stationary, is not

necessarily stationary up to and including the order 2.

Example : 2St =u cos tA + v sin tA , 0<A< Tr, and u and v orthogonal,

Y(11) 4 0 or I(v) 4 0,  and 'E(112) = 'E(v2).
Assume  X(v) = o and 'E (11) = a, then

r(Et )  =  a  cos  tx
E(x  x   ) = £(22)  COS  SA,  0<A<l r.-t -t+S

14)  The 511 symbol  will be defined as follows:
f(x)

f(x)  =0    (u(x))    for x + .0 lim -,-t- =  c 4  0.Ulx)
X+00

2,rilS-1       -
15) f(1) =  H  (1 -e  s)D 4 0,  because it can only be zero when the index l i s O

1=1

or s, which values are excluded.

00

16) This condition assures that  E  K  u    is summable in quadratic mean.
S -t-S

S=O
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17) Let 8 = AN be an NxN matrix. Form matrix AN-2, which is N-2 * N-2 from 8, by

deleting rows 1 and N and columns 1 and N. Continue until it ends forming
8  .A  -8 .. 8    for N-odd and 6  -

84 '..., 8N-2
for N-even.1'  3'  5"" N-2 2'

The appropriate set is called the inners of matrix A. If the determinants of
all the inners, as well as of the matrix, are positive, we designate this
matrix as positive innerwise.
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Chapter 4: Univariate time series modelling of U.S. monthly rates of return

on the market portfolio and of some U.S. monthly monetary and

business indicator data

4.1 Introduction
------------.

This chapter reports an attempt to identify and estimate univariate time series

models to time series data originating in the money and capital market and to

several business indicator data of the United States of America. As we are

primarily interested in the behaviour of the rates of return on the market port-

folio, we shall give a complete description of the stages in the time series

approach for the U.S. monthly rates of return on the market portfolio, togither

with some forecasting results and a measure for the accuracy of these forecasts.

The univariate modelling of the other series is done because it is needed in

studying the empirical interaction between the monthly rates of return on the

market portfolio and those other variables. In the coming chapters it will become

clear that this univariate modelling is needed to identify the possible dynamic

relations between the variables. As the analysis of those series is analogous

to that of the rates of return on the market portfolio, we shall summarize the

results in a table.

Further we shall test if the residuals of the fitted models are normally dis-

tributed. This is done for the following reasons:

(a) In chapter 1 we have seen that normality is of importance concerning the

question whether a Markowitz efficient portfolio is also an expected utility

maximizing portfolio (see section 1.3). However, as the test statistics on

distributional properties suppose independent observations, which is probably

satisfied for model residuals but not for the original variables, the tests

are done on the residuals. When the residuals in an ARMA(1, q)-scheme are

normally distributed, then so are the original variables.

(b) Several authors  (e.g. Box and Jenkins [2 0] , Anderson [5  ] ) use in different

stages of their books normally distributed disturbances, assuming that this

assumption is satisfied in practice. Therefore we thought it useful to test

whether in our case (11 time series) normality is satisfied, and when this

assumption is rejected, to try to fit a distribution with finite moments to

the residuals. This is done because the assumption of normality of the

residuals or the existence of certain moments (see chapter 3) of the distri-
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bution of the residuals are needed for the identification stage (in testing

if an estimated autocorrelation coefficient is significantly different from

zero) and in the estimation stage (to prove consistency and asymptotical

normality for the least squares estimators). The results indicate that the

residuals are all more or less non-normally distributed, indicating that

the theoretical results for non-Gaussian processes as summarized in chapter

3 are of importance.

4.2 Data description

In this section we shall give a data description of the U.S. data sour-

ces and the period over which the identification and estimation will be done.

The x1.t series (monthly rates of return on the market portfolio)

We  shall use the "Fisher arithmetic link relative" [ 59  ] to measure the  rate  of
return on the market portfolio. To compute the rate of return on the market

portfolio for a single month, one proceeds as follows: The price of each stock
1)(adjusted for dividends, splits,   etc.   that have taken place during the month     )

is divided by the price of the stock at the end of the previous month, then

these results are added and divided by the number of stocks,  after which we

substract one. If we use the rate of return plus one we have a "link relative".

The formula for the Fisher arithmetic link relative is:

1 nrt,i
I

i=i Pt-i,i
at=     1 , and the rate of return on the market portfolio is

1  Pi .
E  (   ,1  - 1)

i=1  Pt-1,i
Pm,t = at-1

= ,  where1

p       .    =   price   of   the i-th stock in month   t adj usted   for divi dends, splits,    etc.t,1

1    = number of stocks listed on the N.Y.S.E. taken into consideration

(approximately 1300 in our case)

a    = Fisher's arithmetic link relative

pm,t = rate of return on the market portfolio.
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The U. S. monthly rates of return on the market portfolio are obtained from the

Research Center  for Security Prices of the University of Chicago over the

period Febr. 1926 - Dec. 1972. The identification and estimation for the post-

war period is done from Febr. 1947 - Dec. 1971, and this is done because the

behaviour of the series of the post war period is quite different from that of

the pre-war period. We shall only study more carefully the behaviour of the

series over the post-war period. For the rates of return on the market portfolio

the symbol xl,t will be used.

The x2,t series (percentage changes of the money supply)

We shall use the following definition of money supply: money supply includes

currency plus demand deposits at all commercial banks other than those due to

domestic commercial banks and the U.S. Government and in addition savings depo-

sits, time deposits open account (consists of accounts with the requirement

that there be 30 days' notice before withdrawal), and time certificates of depo-

sits (C.D.'s) other than negotiable C.D.'s issued in denominations of $ 100.000,-

or more by large weekly reporting commercial banks. Time deposits of the U.S.

Government and of domestic commercial banks are excluded.

The money supply data are seasonally adjusted data and available on a monthly
base from Jan. 1947 - Dec. 1974 and they were obtained from the Research Depart-

ment of the Federal Reserve Bank of St.Louis. As the rates of return on the

market portfolio are also defined as a percentage change, we shall also use a

percentage change definition for the money supply data. When we denote the

variable "money supply"  as  m. '  then the perentage changes  of the money supply
m-m

are defined as x  , =  t    t-1 . For identification and estimation purposes we
2,.      mt-1

use the same sample period as for the xl,t series. The data can also be found in
The Federal Reserve Bulletin.

The x series (4 - 6 month prime commercial paper rate)
3,t

For the U. S. interest rates on the money market one may use:

a. the federal fund rate,

b. the 4-6 month prime commercial paper rate.

However, in the Federal Reserve Bulletin the federal fund rate is only published

from 1965 on. Before that time there were probably too little transactions in
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federal funds to publish the rates. For this reason (too little data) we shall
use as an indicator for the interest rates on the money market, the 4-6 month

prime commercial paper rate. A definition of the variable can be found under

footnote 4 in chapter 2. The monthly prime commercial paper rates (x series)
3,t

are calculated as averages of daily offering rates of dealers. The data of the

x3,t series can be found in
The Federal Reserve Bulletin, and we used the same

sample period as for the xl,t series.

The x4.t series (Aaa corporate bond rates)

As an indicator for the interest rates on the capital market we have taken the

Aaa corporate bond rates. Bonds which are rated Aaa are judged to be of the

bet qiality. They carry the smallest degree of investment risk. The monthly

Aaa corporate bond rates will be denoted as x4,t. They are obtained from The

Federal Reserve Bulletin, and the sample period is the same as for the xl,t

series.

We shall now consider several business indicators.

The x5.t series (percentage changes of total manufacturing and trade inventory)

One of the business indicators is the total manufacturing and trade inventory,

where manufacturing consists of durable and non-durable goods industries and2)

trade consists of retail trade of durable and non-durable goods stores and of

merchant wholesalers of durable and non-durable goods establishments.   The  manu-

facturing and trade inventory figures are expressed in millions of dollars,

seasonally adj usted, and obtained   from the United States Department of Commerce.

The monthly percent age changes      of this variable   will be
denoted   as   x5,t 0    The

data can also be found in The Survey of Current Business, and the sample period

we used is Febr. 1948 - Dec. 1971.

The x6,t series (percentage changes of total manufacturing and trade sales)

Another business indicator is the total manufacturing and trade sales. The manu-

facturing and trade sales are expressed in millions of dollars, seasonally adjus-

ted, and obtained from the United States Department of Commerce. The monthly
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percentage changes of this variable will be denoted as x6,t. The data can also

be found in The Survey of Current Business, and the sample is the same as for

the
x5,t

series.

The x7,t series (percentage changes of the ratio of the total manufacturing and

trade inventory and the total manufacturing and trade  sales)

The ratio of the total manufacturing and trade inventory and the total manufactu-

ring and trade sales, the so-called "business inventory-sales ratio",   is   also  an

indicator for business activity. The monthly percentage changes of the business

inventory-sales ratio are
denoted  as  x , ·t.   The   data  can

be found  in The Survey

of Current Business, and the sample period is the same as for the x5,t series.

The x8,t series (elasticity of inventories with regard to sales)

X
We   also   use as business indicator   x.    .     =  --111    ,   which   is the elasticity   of   the

0,t   X6,t
inventories with regard to the sales in period t.

The x and x series (percentage changes of manufacturers' unfilled orders
9,t 10,t

and of manufacturers' new orders)

Two other variables which can be suggested as business indicators are: manufac-

turers' unfilled orders and manufacturers' new orders, both of which are expres-

sed in millions of dollars   and are seasonally adj usted.   The data which  are  pu-

blished by the U.S. Department of Commerce hold for all manufacturing industries

(durable and non-durable goods industries). The monthly percentage changes of

the unfilled orders are denoted as x , those of the new orders as x The
9,t 10,t'

Survey of Current Business is the source where the data can be found. The sample

period we used is the same as for the x series.
1,t

The x series (percentage changes in the industrial  production index)
11,t

As last business indicator we shall use industrial production. The U.S. industrial

production index as published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin measures the physi-
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cal output of industrial production. The industrial production index covers pro-
duction from manufacturing, mining, electricity, and gas industries. The use of

industrial production can be justified on the grounds that it more closely re-

presents the activities of the companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange

than other measures such as Gross National Product. The monthly percentage

changes of the industrial production index will be denoted as x The base
11,t'

period for the industrial production index is 1967, and the sample period is

the same as for the xl,t series. The data can be found in The Federal Reserve
Bulletin.

4.3 Univariate modelling of the U.S. monthly rates of return on the market

portfolio
---------

The identification, estimation and forecasting results for the monthly rates of

return on the market portfolio are given below.

The estimated autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of the rates of return

on the market portfolio are given in table 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

Table 4.3.1:  Estimated autocorrelations of the rates of return on the market

portfolio

lag    1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10

0.146 0.017 -0.028 0.097 0.077  -0.004  -0.103 -0.162 0.025  -0.059

lag    11      12      13      14      15      16      17      18      19      20

0.045 0.030  -0.108 -0.087 0.024 0.057  -0.003  -0.010  -0.120  -0.086

lag    21      22      23      24      25      26      27      28      29      30

-0.029 0.028  -0.022  -0.021  -0.059 -0.004 0.023 0.065  -0.025  -0.050

lag    31      32      33      34      35      36      37      38      39      40

-0.008 0.012 0.059  -0.086 -0.008 0.011 0.023  -0.012  -0.062  -0.032

lag    41      42      43      44      45      46      47      48      49      50

-0.081  -0.035 -0.053 0.085 -0.020 0.051 0·031 0.121 O.047 0.113
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Table 4.3.2:  Estimated partial autocorrelations of the rates of return on the

market portfolio

lag     1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9      10

0.146  -0.005 -0.030 0.107 0.049  -0.026  -0.096 -0.145 0.060  -0.080

lag    11      12     ,13      14      15      16      17      18      19      20

0.079 0.065  -0.129 -0.058 0.021 0.014 0.004 0.008  -0.091  -0.096

lag    21      22      23      24      25      26      27      28      29      30

-0.055 O.043 -O.010 0.019  -0.027  -0.025 -0.052 0·052  -0.029  -0.029

lag    31      32      33      34      35      36      37      38      39      40

0.011 -0.017 0.007 -0.115 0.044 0.043  -0.021  -0.016  -0.088  -0.057

lag    41      42      43      44      45      46      47      48      49      50

-0.070  -0.038 -0.009 0.089 -0.038 0.066 -0.015 0.078 -0.007 0.111

The approximate standard error of an estimated autocorrelation, if the xl,t series
is a white noise series, is (see equation 3.1.10 of chapter 3): -1  = 0.058. As

/556
can be seen from table 4.3.1 a number of autocorrelations are outside the approxi-

mate two standard error limits. For the partial autocorrelations the approximate
1standard error for a white noise series is also - = 0.058.

,/388

To remove the first order autocorrelation we tried an AR(1)-scheme:

(4.3.1) X    t h x =0 +u.
-1,t    1 -1,t-1    0  -t

The estimation results are:

(4.3.2)       x    -  0.149
xl,t-1

=U
1,t                       t

(0.058)

where the constant 0  is not significant; and the figure between brackets is the

approximate standard error of the estimated parameter. The estimated variance of

the disturbances is 0.192.10-2, and the variance of the base series is 0.196.10-2.3)
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The estimated autocorrelations of the residuals can be found in table 4.3.3.

Table 4.3.3:  Estimated autocorrelations of the residuals of scheme (4.3.2)

lag     1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9      10

0.001  -0.002 -0.048 0.092 0.068  -0.002  -0.083 -0.159 0.060  -0.072

lag    11      12      13      14      15      16      17      18      19      20

0.052 0.043  -0.102 -0.077 0.027 0.059 -0.009 0.011  -0.112  -0.069

lag    21      22      23      24      25      26      27      28      29      30

-0.026 0.037  -0.022 -0.011 -0.060 -0.000 0.016 0.067  -0.027  -0.049

lag    31      32      33      34      35      36      37      38      39      40

-0.007 O.004 0.073 -0.098 0.000 0.009 0.023  -0.005  -0.058  -0.011

lag    41      42      43      44      45      46      47      48      49      50

-0.073  -0.017 -0.063 0.101 -0.039 0.051 0.005 0.114 0.015 0.109

For the AR(1)-scheme

Et   -   'r 1   Lt- 1    =  lit

Pierce [ 131] has derived the following approximation formula for the variance of

the estimated autocorrelations of the residuals u  :
-t

2(k-1)
(4.3.3)

Var   (r     C·u))   =  1  {1   -
1r (1 - n2)}

n       1             1•

For scheme (4.3.2) we get:

  Var (rl (u)) = o.o086,  Var (r2 (u)) = o.057,  Var (r3 (u)) = o.058.

As  can be  seen from table  4.3.3  and the above calculations we  see  that the first
order autoregressive scheme has removed the first order autocorrelation.
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The overall performance test (see section 3.2.4 in chapter 3) of the autocorre-

lations of the residuals was Q = 54.42 with 49 degrees of freedom.

The chi-square values from the chi-square table are:

P{2 .f.49 2 66.34} = 0.95,  P {X  f.   f 62.04} = 0.90.49

So the overall performance test statistic Q indicates that the null hypothesis
that the residuals satisf'y a white noise process, Can not be rejected at a 5 or
10   per cent level.    In the following we shall study the forecasting power of model
(4.3.2). The forecasting procedure for model (4.3.1) is as follows. Using the4)

ideas in section 3.2.5, the best point forecast for  n+1 given (...2Ll ' 30,···,2 n  
is

,

 +1,n  =  -lr 1  Al

(4.3.4)

xn+1,n = -'r 1 Al+1-1,n  (1 2 2).

The variance of the forecast errors is in this case

1-1

(4.3.5) 2 1-
x   )2 = au2  E  (-H 1 )  ·6  ban+1,n   -   -n+1 k=0

In the next section the forecasting accuracy is investigated.

4.3.1.   Measuring the accuracy of point forecasts of the U.S. rates of return

on the market portfolio

One frequently wants to measure the quality of a set of forecasts by means of

some number. Suppose one has n pairs (xi , xi) of corresponding realized and pre-

dicted growth rates.

Theil [172] proposed the following measure
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n-1          - .2
n    E  (x. - x.)

i=1
11

U=
-1  n    2
n    Ex.

i=1
1

which compares mean squared error of a forecast with that of the "no change rule

(future values are forecasted by last available observed value) if x. is taken to
1

denote actual change and xi predicted change.

It is seen that U=O i f and only if the forecasts are perfect, and U=1 when

the prediction procedure leads to the same mean squared error as naive zero growth

rate extrapolation.

In the following table the results of the one period ahead forecasts and the

estimated variance of the one period ahead forecast errors are presented together

with Theil's measure of forecast accuracy

Table 4.3.1.1: Realizations, one-period ahead forecasts, estimated standard devia-

tion of the one-period ahead forecast errors, and Theil's measure

of forecast accuracy

point of time realization one period
ahead forecasts

301 (Jan. 1972) 0.06055 0.01659

302 0.02984 0.00902

303 -0.02843 0.00445

304 O.00668 -0.00275

305 -0.01054 0.0010

306 -0.04440 -0.00157

307 -0.01909 -0.00662

308 0·03179 -O.00284

309 -0.02731 0.00474

310 -0.00658 -0.00407

311 0.06739 -0.00098

312 (Dec. 1972) -0.01702 0.01004

Estimated standard deviation Theil's coefficient is:

of the one-period ahead U = 0.90

forecast errors is:

0.0438
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Conclusion

The forecast accuracy coefficient of Theil indicates that model (4.3.1) is

slightly better in forecasting power (one-period ahead forecasts) then the

no change extrapolation. This implies that the past of the series itself contains

little information to predict the future in any considerable measure.

4.4 An analytic derivation of the autocorrelations of the U.S. quarterly

rates of return on the market portfolio, assuming that for the monthly

data the univariate ARMA-scheme is known

Assuming that the U.S. monthly rates of return on the market portfolio follow

an AR(1)-scheme (see section 4.3), we shall derive the autocorrelations for the

quarterly rates of return, to study the dependencies in the information process

when a longer observation period is taken. Call jt the monthly rate of return on

the market portfolio, then by assumption, /t satisfies

(4.4.1) ft =  1 4-1 +  t 1"1<1

where

r  (4)      = 0, Vt

,    2
C      S = O, V t

U

E (Rt · +s )

0   , S 0 0, V t

It can easily be shown that the autocorrelation function for the 1t process is

E C.Et  Et-s ) S

's =                  w     ,  s=0,1,2, ... .
'E  (2 2)                              1

The quarterly rate of return on the market portfolio is defined as follows
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(4.4.2) Xt = (1
+x )(1 + X )(1 +x  ) -1  ,   t=1,2,3, ...3t-2 -3t-1 -3t

After some computation using the properties in appendix 4.1, we get

(4.4.3)
Var (Z.t) = c(3 + 4 1rl + 2 lr ) + c2(3 + 81rl + 12 lr  + 12 tr  + lr ) +

c3(1 + 4 12 + 10 #4),   t = 1, 2, 3, ...

where

2
a
U

C- 2  '
1-A

1

(4.4.4) COV (Zt   Zt+S   = c(1T + 211' + 3 w +2# +  1 )+
, 3s-2 3s-1      3s 3s+1 3s+2
1111

c2 (2 lr s-1 + 2 lr s + 6 13s+1 + 4 ;r: s+2 + 4 ;r: s+3 + 2 *6s-2   +

4 1     +6.1  +4 I S+1 +2 , s+2)   
6s-1      6s
1

3 , 3s 3s+2 3s+4 98  ,
C  (1T +47T +41 + 6 b „ s = 1, 2, 3,...1111

The autocorrelation function for the quarterly rates of return on the market

portfolio is

Cov (It ' It+s 
PS

=
Var

(Iti
,  S = 1, 2, 3'...

As the post-war monthly rates of return on the market portfolio satisfy approxi-

mately the following model

x  = 0.15 x   +u-t -t-1   -t

where 02 =  0.002,
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it follows from the above formulas that the autocorrelation function of the post-

war quarterly rates of return   on the market port folio   has the following derived

autocorrelations

01 = 0.05604  ,  P2 = 0.00019  and  pk (k = 3, 4,0.0,)  are

approximately=zero.
In this manner  we  see that the dependencies  in the information process decrease

when a longer observation period is taken.

4.5 An explanation of the nearly white noise behaviour of the monthly and

quarterly rates of return on the market portfolio

In this section we shall try to give a possible explanation for the nearly white

noise behaviour of the monthly and quarterly rates of return on the market port-

folio. With the definition of a white noise process in mind (see appendix 3.1

of chapter 3) we can say that it means the following in our situation. In the

white noise model it is assumed that the successive rates of return have expec-

tation zero and zero serial autocorrelation. We shall try to give an explanation

for it using the efficient market hypothesis.

A market is efficient with respect to a data subset dt if the price at time t

fully re flect s  d  .  The data sub-set dt refers to a sub-set of any data at time

t that can possibly be used to give relevant information about the market value.

The price refers either to the price of a single asset or a price index of seve-

ral assets. "Fully-reflects" means  that the investors  have  used  the  data  sub-

sets (possibly in various ways) to arrive at information about market prices

conditionalupon this information. Therefore if price fully reflects d ' investors
can  not earn excess profits using  dt .  Also data availability  is a relevant  cha-

racteristic. Data availability to a broad  segment of the investing public is

called publicly available data. Weak and semi-strong form tests of the efficient

market employ publicly available data, while strong form tests employ data that

are not publicly available (called inside information). In this study all the

data we have used are publicly available. Fama [ 47] has defined an efficient

market as a market in which prices always fully reflect available information,

but as he notices it is too general to test since no one can test the hypothesis

with respect to all information. When a particular data set is specified, the
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efficient market model can be tested with that data set information.

The efficient market hypothesis is developed by Samuelson [ 150] and Mandelbrot
[ 110] , and the conditions under which it holds are extended  by Fama [ 47 ] .

They are:

1) Transaction costs are low in comparison to the value of the marketable secu-

rities.

2) For all or a sufficient number of participants on the market the available

relevant information is costless or nearly costless.

3) The investors have homogeneous expectations, meaning that they agree about

the implications of the available information on the market prices. Together

with Fama [47 ] we believe that absence of agreement between investors about

the available information does not harm the efficiency, unless certain groups

of investors succeed in forecasting future prices systematically better than

others.

Assume that the market is effi cient, that is, current price fully reflects the

data  sub-set d ' which means  that the market  uses all available information  and
uses it correctly, which implies:

 Em    (Rt+ 1      1     dt)    =      E   (Rt+1      1     dt )         '

d  = the set of information that the market participants use to determine security

prices at t;

dt = the set of information available at time t, which is relevant for determining

security prices at t.
5)

Together with the assumption that the security prices Et follow a martingale

we then have

(4.5·1)
'E  (Rt+ 1   1   dt )  =  Pt

That is, the expected value of the future price. n   . conditional upon dt is1 ;t+1'

current price, Pt. Define the change in price from time t to time t+1 as

(4.5.2) V Et+1 = Et+1 - Pt  '

then the expected price change conditional upon dt is given by

(4.5.3)
.E     (V   Rt +1      1      dt)     =     0.
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Equation (4.5.3) is an implication of the efficient market hypothesis and the

above assumptions. It follows directly from (4.5.3) that a trading rule using

information  from  d   can nit be profitable, since the expectation  of the future

price already incorporates d.  . Define

r    = Et+1 - Pt as the one-period rate of return for period t+1 (where p    is
-t+1

Pt
t+1

the price with reinvestment of any intermediate cash income from the security),

then

(4.5·4) E (Et+ 1 1 dt) = [1+ r (A;+1  1 dt )1 pt'

where

(4.5.5) E (It+1 1 dt ) = 0.

Equation (4.5.5) is a consequence of the martingale model (4.5.1). When we assume

that the successive prices changes (or rates of return) are identically and

independently,distributed, then we call it a random walk model.

In studying the serial correlation function of the monthly and quarterly

rates of return on the market portfolio, we see that current rates of return are

weakly related to lagged rates of return. Serially uncorrelated rates of return

are in agreement with the random walk model, while the weak relation that we

found between the rates of return on the market portfolio indicates that when

the general market movement goes up or down, the information of former periods

might be of some help for predictive purposes.

The Theil forecast accuracy coefficient is 0.90 for the monthly rates of return,

which indicates that the forecast accuracy of the AR(1)-model used, is not much

better than the no change extrapolation which is in agreement with the martin-

gale result  (4.5.5).

4.6 Univariate modelling of monetary and business indicator data

The identification and estimation results for several monetary and business indi-

cator data will be summarized in table 4.6.1.

.ws remarks will be made regarding table 4.6.1:

(i)  For the x and x series the test statistic Q on the estimated residu-9,t 10,t

als still indicates some dependence in these residuals. However, we believe
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that for pre-whitening purposes (see chapter 5) the schemes as indicated

in table 4.6.1 are sufficient.

We are strengthened in our belief, as for some schemes we found that

extending them to more complex ARIMA-schemes did not improve their forecas-

ting performance. We belief that this can be clarified as follows.

The appearance of thick-tailness of the distributions of many economic data

(see also section 4.7.3) leads to some difficulty in the model identifica-

tion because of the occurance of extremely large outliers (see the simula-

tion  study of Rosenfeld [ 148]   on this point).  Thus an excessively large

estimate of autocorrelation or partial autocorrelation might be the result

of relatively many large outliers rather than the model structure itself.

(ii) Using the result of appendix 3.4 of chapter 3 we have checked if the roots

of the associated polynomials of the schemes in table 4.6.1 are outside the

unit circle. This means that we check if the least squares estimates have

converged to a point inside the admissible region. This is important for

the following reasons.

It is of importance for representing the schemes in the so-called "random

shock  form"  (e. g. of importance for calculating the variance  of  the  fore-

cast  errors)  or the "inverted  form" (of importance for forecasting).

Our conclusion is that the roots of all the associated polynomials are out-

side the unit circle.



Table 4.6.1:  ARMA(1, q)- or ARLMA(1, d, q)-schemes fitted to monetary and business indicator data

(U.S. monthly data)

Fitted schemes Variance of Estimated Q(d. f.)-
Series (approximate standard errors variance                *)base series statisticunderneath coefficients) of the

disturbances

6)                                                        -4
1. x series       x =x -  0.522 (x -x ) 0.106.10 0.556.10-5    57.60(48)

2,t 2,t 2,t-1 2,t-1    2,t-2(0·056)

-  0.220 (x -X )+ U
2,t-2    2,t-3     t(0·056)

2. x series +  0.525 (x -x ) 0.393.10-5 0.268.10-5 72.01(48)
3,t X3't = X3,t-1 3,t-1 3-t-2

(0.050)

+ u +  O.144 u
-6

t                   t-3                                                                                                          6%
(0.059)

-5            -6
3.

x4,t
series

x4,t = x4,t-1 +  0'228  (x4,t-1 - x4,t-2)
0.104.10 0.990.10 32.50(48)

(0·056)

+  O.00016  + u
(0.00007)

t

-2
4. x    series       x    = - 0.496  x    , - 0.201 x 0.283.10 0.205·10-2    14.27(47)

5,t 5,t (0.058)  5,t-'  (0.058)  5,t-2

+ u  - O.286  u
t  (0.056)  t-12

-3
5. x6

series
x6   =  0.175  x6,t-5 + Ut 0.297.10 0.288.10-3    44.38(49)

,t                 ,t   (O.058)



continuation of table 4.6.1

-3
6. x    series       x    =  0.103 x +u 0.249.10 0.230·10-3    56.0(48)

7,t -1    t
7,t   (0.050)  7,t

+  0.295  U
(0.055)

t-12

7.
x8,t

series
X8't = Ut

8 x series       x    =  0.262 x +  0.229 x 0.695.10-3    0.366.10-3    74.9(44)
9,t 9,t   (0.057)  9,t-1   (0.058)  y,t-2                                                      -

S

+  0.362  x  *-3 -  0.184  x9,t-4
(0.055)

9'.
(0.058)

+  0.133  X + + uf -  0.261  ut-12
(0.057)

9,#-5
'   (0.055)

-2
9 series x    =  0.147 x +  0 169 x 0.123.10 0.110.10-2    80.72(48)0 x

10,t 10,t  (0.056)  10,t-3   (0:056)  10,t-6

+U
t

-3
10. x series      x       0.305 x +u 0.193.10 O.175.10-3    58.22(49)

11,t 11,t= (0.055)  11,t-1    t

2
*  Chi-square  values from table: x2   (48)   65.17,   2   (46) = 62.83,   2   (47) = 64.0- v (49) = 66.34

0.05 X0.05 X0.05 Io. 05

Y2 (44) 60.48..0.05
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4.7 Distributional properties of the residuals of the fitted ARIMA-schemes

4.7.1 Introduction
------------

In section 4.1 we have given the reasons to test the normality assumption of the

residuals for the schemes in table 4.6.1.

To test the normality assumption, we shall use three test statistics based on

the empirical distribution function, of which Swo statistics have high power in

testing normality with unspecified parameters, and the other is sensitive for
7)outliers

As the test statistics based on the empirical distribution function depend on

what is known about the hypothesized distribution F , we have to distinguish

two cases: the distribution F  is completely specified or one or more parameters
have to be estimated from the data.

In  our  case  it is clear  that the variance  of  the  lit ' s  can not speci fied,  but  we

shall see if g(. t) can be specified.

q-s
When the roots of K(z) =  E  ES z  =0  lie with probability one outside the

S=O

unit circle, then the estimated ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme

1                      q

ir   E-j   (V d lit- i )  =    S   2,  it-S
j=0 S=O

can be written as

=1
-    d

(4.7.1.1)
lit   =      E     An      E     E-j.    V     .At-j-n'

n=0 j=0

where the 6  can be found from the power series development of
--n

00

D(z)    :   -  -1.-     E      6      zn.
5(z)   -  n.0  -Il

From (4.7.1.1) it follows that the u 's are linear in X, where X: = (x1 '...' x) ,n
n -2

and in general non-linear in the parameters. So,  I  u  (X,0) is quadratic in X
t=1

and in general non-linear  in  e  :  =  (1 1  ' . . . ' wl  '  Il  ' . . . '  Kg) •  When we define
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n
w (X,0) : =  I  112 (X,0), it is clear that W (X,e) is an even function in X for

t=1

given 0.8  Let's further define min 9 (X,0) = 9 (X,6 (X)), and assume B (X) is
e

uniquely determined, then we have min W (-X,e) = 9 (-X, 8 ex)) = 9 (x, 8 (-x)),
0

and so 0 (X) = e (-X). So the least squares estimators, fj (j = 1, . . .,1) and
K   S = 1, . .  . ,q) ,    are   an even function   in   X9 ).
-S

The  's (4.7.1.1) are also an even function in 3, as they are a function of the

least squares estimators, Es (s = 1,...,q), which are an even function in 3. So,

lit (X) is an uneven function in X, which means that u  (·X) = - ut (-X) with
probability 1. When we assume that & is symmetrically distributed around zero,

then  for the density function  f(X) the following holds :

f(X) = f(-X), so that E(ut (X) ) = E (-ut (-3) ) = -E (ut (X) * E (ut (X) ) =0.

However, tests on symmetry or on skewness, assume independence between the

observations 1 1' . . . 'x , which seems  not  to be satisfied in the cases  we  have
-11 10) 'considered. Therefore lt lS to our opinion better to work with an unspeci-

fied  value   for   E (.Ht ) in testing for normality.

4.7.2    Three test statistics for testing normality based on the empirical

11)distribution function

4.7.2.1  The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic originally provided a means of testing

whether a set of independent observations are from some completely specified

continuous distribution, F . This test statistic  tends to detect the presence
of one or possible more outlying observations from an otherwise good fit.

It  is   shown  by Kac, Kiefer and Wolfowitz    [ 92  ] that asymptotically  this  test
statistic and the hereafter  following Cramdr-von Mises test statistic are more

Fiwerful than the chi-square test, in testing normality with mean and variance

unknown.

The test problem is:
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H O:F=F O  against  Hl :F 4 FO.

The test statistic is defined as follows:

1      sup  ifn(x) - Fo(x) 1,
-00<X<00

where I·11 (x) is the empirical cumulative distribution function defined by

In(x) = (number of xi's S x) / n.

For small values of t the hypothesis H  is not rejected. As Im(x) is a step
function  and In(x)  and F (x) are non-decreasing,  we  have  that:

t: sup       1 11(x)    -   F (x)|    =      max         t.-                                                                                                                    -1
-00<X<00 1<i<n

--

where

li = max{ FO(x(i)) - Fn(x(i-1))1 '  'FO(x(i)) - Fn (2&(i))1 

and

(2(1)  ""'  3(n))  is the ordered sample belonging  to  (xi  '...'  Al ) '
Stephens [ 167 ,   168]   has been able to modify the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statis-

tic for finite samples  and under the hypothesis that the distribution function

F (x) is the normal distribution function, N(V , 02), with U and a unspecified.

The procedures and tables to do this can be found in Pearson & Hartley [ 1301  or
in   Stephens   [  168]  .    The modi fication   of  the K-S statistic for testing normality,

u and a unspecified is:

0.891  :  =  l{   '/K  -0.01  + -Ff-}   .in

4.7.2.2  The Cramdr-von Mises test statistic 12)

To test whether a random  sample 11 '...' Al has been drawn from a population

with a specified continuous distribution function F , the Cramdr-von Mises test
statistic may be used. The Cram6r-von Mises test statistic is defined as:

E: =n/1 {Fn(x) - FO(x)}2 d FO(x).
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For the ordered sample

·x(1)  5  2£(2)   €   '  '  '   5  2i(n)    '       with   li   =   FO (x(i))'

E can be written as:

n
2i-1 ,2    1

E  =   i  1   (z(i)   -  -2n      i     +  TE   '

The test problem is again: H  :F=F   against Hl :F t F . The Cram&r-von Mises

test statistic is powerful for alternatives with a shift from F (x) in mean. This
test statistic is also modified by Stephens [ 164 for finite samples and for
testing normality with w and c unspecified. The modified test statistic is:

2  : =E  (1  + Rf.).

4.7·2.3  The Anderson-Darling test statistic

For the same testing problem the Anderson-Darling test statistic called after the

authors who first studied it in detail, may be used [9] :

n

-[ E  (2i-1) {ln z(i) + ln (1 - z       )}]-(n+1-i)
i=1a                                                     -n- n

where   z(i)   =   FO (x(i))'
Stephens also studied a modification for this statistic in testing normality with
unspeci fied parameters. Tables  can be found in Pearson & Hartley  [  130]  .   The  modi-

fied test statistic is defined as

a*:  =(a- 0&11)  (1  + t6 -8'·3)  ,n

and  in  this  case  &  i    =  0   (21( i)  - 5), where  0(x)   is the standardized normal

distribution function,    x the sample   mean,    and   s the standard devi ation.
In testing normality in finite samples with w and a unspecified, Stephens showed

by an extensive Monte Carlo study that 61 appears to be the most powerful statis-

tic for deviations in the tails, in comparison to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statis-
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tic, the Cramdr-von Mises statistic, the Kuiper statistic, and the Watson statis-

tic.

4.7.3    Applications and comments

For the residuals of the schemes in table 4.6.1 the results of the test statis-

tics are summarized in table 4.7.3.1. As we can see in table 4.7.3.1, in all the

cases the null hypothesis that the residuals pt's are normally distributed will

be rejected at  a 5 or 10 percent level (except  for the residuals of the xl,t
scheme, which is not rejected at a 5 percent level for the modified Kolmogorov-

Smirnov statistic). It should be noted that the residual  series belonging to

the x8,t scheme is in fact the original series.
In studying the empirical distributions of the residuals of the fitted models we

observed that all had fat tails and were highly peaked, so that one might try to
fit a stable non-normal distribution to the data, because it has the observed

13)

properties.   It   can be shown  [  115]   that  for a symmetric non-normal stable distri-

bution with characteristic exponent a, the following holds

Y 121 a  < - for all a<a

and

r Ix' a
= 00 for allaia.

For the thick-tailed and peaked distributions with a<2 the second and higher

absolute moments do not exists, and so even moments from two onwards do also not

exist. Concerning  the  use of stable non-normal distributions   it  is our belief
that it is generally better to fit distributions with finite moments to the empi-

rical data, for the following reasons:

1. As all the data we used can only range on a finite interval, the moments should

be finite. When the data can only range on a finite interval, but  the variable

is still defined on an infinite interval, its moments should at least be finite.

2. In using time series analysis techniques, distributions which have finite moments,

at least to a certain order are required to prove certain useful properties.

3. The typical characteristics which the non-normal stable distributions have (more

fat-tailed and peaked  than the normal distribution)   are also shared by mixtures

of distributions (see e.g. Press [136] ), or by Johnson's
SU

distribution functi-
ons, where both types of distributions have finite moments. As the mixtures Of
distributions  can  lead to estimation problems  [136]  , we shall  try  to fit Johnson' s
S   distribution functions to the residuals.U



Table 4.7.3.1: Theoretical 5 and 10 percent critical points and calculated values of the earlier mentioned test

statistics for the residual series  (not completely specified null hypothesis)

Residual Series  Critical points Calculated Critical points Calculated Critical points Calculated

(modified Kolmogorov- values (modified Cram&r- values (modified Anderson-  values
Smirnov statistic) von Mises statis- Darling statistic)

tic)
5%      10%                           5%     10%                      5%      10%

1. residuals

belonging 0.895 O.819 0.827 0.126 0.104 0.143 0.787 0.656 0.842

to xl,t
scheme

2. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 0.970 0.126 0.104 0.193 0.787 0.656 1.147

to x
2,t

scheme

3. residuals                                        
                                                    

                        '

belonging O.895 0.819 1.829 0.126 O.104 1.359 0.787 O.656 7.306       
to x                                                                                                                1

3,t
scheme

4. residuals
belonging O.895 0.819 3.040 0.126 0.104 3.216 0.787 0.656         *)

to x4,t
scheme

5. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 5.538 0.126 0.104 11.106 0.787 0.656         1)

to x
5,t

scheme

6. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.438 0.126 0.104 0.517 0.787 0.656 3.806

to x6,t
scheme



continuation of table 4.7.3.1

7. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.064 0.126 0.104 0.321 0.787 0.656 2.471
to x

7,t
scheme

8. residuals

belonging 0.895 0.819 6.391 0.126 0.104 14.010 0.787 0.656         *)

to x8,t
scheme

9. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.774 0.126 0.104 0.919 0.787 0.656 5.408
to x

9,t
scheme

10. residuals -

belonging O.895 0.819 1.697 0.126 0.104 0.590 0.787 0.656
3.758                     14

to X
10,t                                                                                                                    1

scheme

11. residuals

belonging O.895 0.819 1.810 0.126 0.104 0.752 0.787 0.656 4.590
to x

11,t
scheme

*) The modified Anderson-Darling value could not be calculated in this case as there is at least one extreme

X

value x , which is so large in comparison with the rest, that 1-f   N(R,s)d x i s very small (< 10-13).-00         X

Then the computer takes the value zero for this probability and the procedure breaks down in calculating the

logarithm of zero.
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4.7.4    Fitting Johnson's distribution functions

Johnson  [   88 ] proposed a system of distribution functions which is based  on  the
transformation  of a standard normal variate.   Let  x  be the variable   to be fitted
by a Johnson distribution, of which the meaning will be clarified below. Then

the general form of the transformation is

(4.7.4.1) z   =   7+   6    T (x; E.A) ,    6    >0,    -co   <   y   <   00,    A   >    0,    -00   <   E   <   oo

where T is an arbitrary function, y, 6, E, and  A are four parameters, and z

is a standard normal variate. The following three alternate forms for T were

proposed by Johnson:

E-E
(a) T   (X ;26, A)=ln( ) , XZIE1-           A

/-E
(b)                       T2  (x  ;   6,  A) =  ln ( ) -E<x< < +A,A+E-E . - -

L I E X-E
(C)                               T3(x   ;    E,   A) =   ln [ +   (- A   )2+ 11 1/2j =

X

arcsinh {x x E} , -CO <X<0 0

The distribution functions of d under the three alternatives (Johnson distribu-

tions) are determined by Johnson, and they are called respectively SL ' SB' and

S  curves.U
Next we define a measure of skewness of a distribution relative  to its degree

of spread: <8., =
,  where  wk  =  7 [ d -  01]k,  and 1'1

denotes the expectedy3
 

 V2)3/2

W4 14)value  *: (x) · The kurtosis, which  is a measure of peakedness is defined  as:   82  -    2.
tt
2

The characteristics of the three distribution functions can now be represented

in the (81 ' 82) plane.
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0
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07 4              l

Johnson Sa   -0 5-4
44           distribution

6     19
1 9446

7 -  Johnson Su       -r distribution
8 1 10 1 2 3 4

01

Fig. 4.7.4.1: Chart for determining appropriate Johnson distribution approxima-

tion. (From N.L. Johnson, Systems of Frequency Curves Generated

by Methods of Translation, Biometrika, 1949, Vol. 36, pp. 148-176)

Those distributions whose values of Bl and 82 fall close to the SL curve in the
chart may be represented by a log-normal distribution, those with values above

the curve by a Johnson SB family, and those with values below the curve by a

Johnson
SU

family. Note that the Johnson SB and SU
families both have two shape

parameters y and  6, one location parameter E and one scale parameter A. To

decide which of the three Johnson families should be used for a given set of

data, the usual procedure is to obtain estimates b 1 and b2 and use these for Bl
and 82 in the above figure. The S. distribution can be fitted in a suitable

1'    15)
way with the method of percentiles or the method of moments. To determine

the parameters of an SB or Su distribution, given the moment ratios /81 and 82'
extensive tables in Pearson and Hartley [ 130]  can be used. The Johnson system

of distribution functions has the following properties:

(a)  The SL' SB' SU distributions are able to describe a wide variety of empi-

rical distribution functions.

(b)     It is convenient that these curves  may be trans formed  to a standard normal

curve by a simple transformation. The advantage of such a transformation is

that estimates of the percentiles of the fitted distribution can be obtained

using a table of areas under a standard normal distribution (The Pearson

distributions  [ 130]   do  not  have this advantage).
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(c)  A further point of interest arises from the fact that all the moments of

all curves in the system SL' SB and SU are finite. This can be of interest

in proving certain properties in time series analysis.

(d)   As the S.S  and S distribution functions can be transformed to aL'  B     U

completely specified  N(0,1) distribution, the testing problem HQ :F=F  

against Hl :F 96 F  using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cram6r-von Mises, or

Anderson-Darling statistics, is much easier.

If it is desired to fit a curve of the SU family by making the first four moments

of the fitted curve agree with those of the distribution to be fitted, the first

and most difficult step is to determine y and 6. We have programmed an iterative
procedure described by Johnson  [  89 ] to determine the parameters  y,  6,  A  and  E

by the method of moments. This is done as the tables which Johnson gives cannot
always  be  used  in our cases. We first  have to calculate estimates  for  ,/71   and  82:

./.El = (m21) /2 ,  b2 = ( 4)2 '
where n

E  (xi - x)r
1=1

m =r n

The estimates 47&1 and b2 are summarized in table 4.7.4.1. We see that in all
the cases the fit of a Johnson SU distribution might be appropriate. Using the

iteration procedure mentioned above the final parameter estimates are obtained

and also documented in table 4.7.4.1.



Table 4.7.4.1: Estimates for 4-Fl and 82 and for the parameters in the Johnson Su
distribution

Residual series 4-
b2 16)

y                 6                 1                 4
belonging to the           1

1. x scheme -0.24 3.47 0.490 2.658 0.106 0.021
1,t

2. x scheme 0.51 5.72 -0.367 1.731 0.003 -0.0008
2,t

3. x scheme 0.30 7.40 -0.134 1.465 0.0002 -0.0002
3,t

4. x4,t
scheme -1.62 23·69 0.298 1.113 0.0007 0.0003

5 x scheme 1.75 73.76 -0.140 0.922 0.020 -0.006
5,t

6. x6,t
scheme 0.50 10.45 -0.153 1.301 0.016 -0.003

7. x scheme 0.02 8.61 -0.008 1.370 0.016 -0.00009
7,t

8. x8,t
scheme 0.43 59.69 -0·036 0.936 4.498 0.467

'2

9. x scheme 1.08 7.98 -0.444 1.557 0.022 -O.008
9,t

10. X scheme 0.80 7.35 -0.634 1.573 0.039 . -0.019
10,t

11. x scheme 0.84 9.17 -0.336 1.402 0.014 -0.004
11,t
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We shall next test if for each series the observations found by applying the

transformation:

z  =  7  +  6   arcsinh  {S  .   E}
X

follow a N(0,1)-distribution (for literature see e.g. [ 130] ).

For this situation (with a completely specified null hypothesis) the modified

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is defined as:

1**   :   =  1   ( ' A  +   0.1 2   +   0'1 1) ;
qn

the modified Cram6r-von Mises statistic as:

.**  :  =   w.0.4  .0.6)  (1  + ·1.0)  ,
n

and the modified Anderson-Darling statistic is defined as before.

The results are summarized in table 4.7.4.2.

From the table it follows that for seven of the eleven residuals series the

hypothesis that the residuals can be approximated by a Johnson
SU

di,stribution
can not be rejected at a 5% level. For the residuals belonging to the x3,t ' x4,t '
x5,t  and x8,t schemes the Johnson

SU
distribution  has a better  fit  than  the

normal distribution, but the hypothesis that the residuals are drawings from a

Johnson
SU

distribution must still strongly be rejected, which is probably caused

by some outliers in those series.

From table 4.7.4.2 we also see that for the residuals of the monthly rates of

return on the market portfolio model, the Johnson SU distribution fits much

better then the normal distribution.



Table 4.7.4.2: Theoretical 5 and 10 percent critical points and calculated values of the earlier mentioned test

statistics for the transformed residuals (completely specified null hypothesis)

Residual Series  Critical points Calculated Critical points Calculated Critical points Calculated
(modified Kolmogorov- values (modified Cramdr- value (modified Anderson-  value
Smirnov statistic) von Mises statis- Darling statistic)

tic)
5%     10%                            5%     10%                      5%      10%

1. residuals

belonging 1.358 1.224 0.557 0.461 0.347 0.048 2.492 1.933 0.298

to the xl,t
scheme

2. residuals

belonging 1.358 1.224 0.874 0.461 0.347 0.076 2.492 1.933 O.446

to the x2,t
scheme

3. residuals                                                                                                                ,
belonging 1.358 1.224 1.546 0.461 0.347 0.585 2.492 1.933 2.858 -

to the x                                                                                                 3
3,t

scheme                                                                                                                   '

4. residuals
belonging 1.358 1.224 2.530 0.461 0.347 1.822 2.492 1.933 8.656

to the x4 t
scheme

5. residuals
belonging 1.358 1.224 3.803 0.461 0.347 5.503 2.492 1.933 29.760
to the x

5,t
scheme

6. residuals
belonging 1.358 1.224 1.023 0.461 0.347 0.131 2.492 1.933 O.801

to the x6,t
scheme



Continuation of table 4.7.4.2

7. residuals
belonging 1.358 1.224 0.686 0.461 0.347 0.063 2.492 1.933 O.474
to the x

7,t
scheme

8. residuals

belonging 1.358 1.224 5.656 0.461 0·347 10.435 2.492 1.933 50.019

to the x8,t
scheme

9. residuals
belonging 1.358 1.224 1.405 0.461 0.347 O.361 2.492 1.933 2.119

to the x9,t
scheme

10. residuals

belonging 1.358 1.224 0.959 0.461 0.347 O.214 2.492 1.933 1.228                 3

to the x                                                                                                               /
r.

10,t
scheme

11. residuals

belonging 1.358 1.224 0.976 0.461 0.347 0.137 2.492 1.933 0.729
to the x

11,t
scheme
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4.8 Some remarks about the distributional properties of the U.S. monthly

rates of return on the market portfolio

The form of the distribution function of the rates of return on the market port-

folio is important for the mean-variance framework of the single index portfolio

model. In general, the form of the distribution of the rates of return on the

market portfolio is a major factor in determining the riskness of these returns. For

example, although two different possible distributions for the rates of return

may have the same mean, the probability of very large changes may be much grea-

ter for one than for the other. The form of the distribution also provides des-

criptive information concerning the nature of the process generating rates of

return. For example, if very large rates of return occur quite frequently then

probably the source of rates of return changes (the information process is

itself subject to frequent and sudden shifts over time). For the empirical dis-

tribution of the U.S. rates of return on the market portfolio we observe many

values near the mean and many in the extreme  tails. Probably the extreme values

are generated by a different mechanism (e.g. besides economic factors, psycholo-

gical factors can suddenly play an important  role)  than the majority  of  the  ob-

servations. Finally, in some cases it may be possible a posteriori to find causal

explanations for specific large rates of return in terms of more basic economic

variables. If the behaviour of these more basic variables is itself largely

unpredictable, the causal explanation will not be of much help in forecasting

the large changes in the future. In addition, there are many large changes for

which the a posteriori explanations are far from obvious.

Officer  [ 123 fitted a symmetric non-normal stable distribution  to  the  U. S.

monthly rates of return on the market portfolio over a post war period

(5/1947 - 6/1968, n = 254) and the so-called characteristic exponent, a had an

estimated value of 1.74. Officer used a parameter estimation procedure recommen-

ded  by  Fama  and  Roll  [  5 1]  .

From the results of an extensive Monte Carlo study by Heuts and Rens [ 79 ]  it
follows that for an AR(1)-scheme with positive autocorrelations, as was approxi-

mately the case for the U.S. returns on the market portfolio, the rejection of

the null hypothesis of normality of the monthly returns on the market portfolio

(as Officer did: ) is perhaps not correct.  In the above study we have demonstrated

how a certain dependence structure in the observations works out in the critical

points of three test statistics (mentioned in section 4.7.2), used for testing
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distributional properties. For an AR(1)-scheme with completely specified para-

meters the following can be concluded about the behaviour of the indicated test

statistics for testing normality:

1) When a is negative in the scheme 2St - a .21·t-1 = ·lit, so when the autocorrelations

Ok ,k=1,2, ..., alternate in sign and decay to zero, then the critical
points of the test statistics for testing normality are, when the negative

correlation is not too strong, in fact lower than in the case of independent

observation. So in this case one has to be careful in using the test statis-

tics assuming independent observations.

2) When a is positive, the autocorrelations Pk' k = 1,2, ..., are positive and

decay exponentially to zero, then the critical points of the test statistics

for testing normality are higher than in the case of independent observations.

So in this case one is on the conservative side in rejecting the null hypothe-

sis of normality assuming independent observations.

In the above simulation study  we have found similar results  for  a MA( 1 )-  and
an    ARMA  (1,1 ) -s cheme  .
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Appendix 4.1: The expectation of products of dependent stochastic variables

For the product of two stochastic variables it is generally known that the expec-

tation is equal to (independent of their distribution function):

(1)          E Cat Ac) = wt,k + 6t 6k '

where wt,k and 6t are defined as

cov (Et ' Ak) = wt,k  '  and  E (Et  = 61; '

The expectation of the product of three symmetric distributed stochastic variables

is equal to (e.g. v. Lieshout [101] ):

(2)            I (ffixj a k) =6 i a j a k+6 i w.   +6.w    +6  w.  . .J,k J i,k k  1,J

The expectation of the product of four or more stochastic variables can be deri-

ved under the assumption that the simultaneous distribution function of these

variables is a four or more than four dimensional normal distribution function.

Let X=  (xi  ' . . . ' 2£k) ' € Rk. The moment generating function

m(Y) of Y = (y1 ,···, Yk)' E Rk is defined as

k

'x         E  Yi 4
m(Y)  : =m (y1  , · · · , Yk)  : =E (ey -) =E (ei=1          )

k
for those values of Y€R  in an open interval around the origin  for which the

expectation exists. The moment generating function for the k-dimensional normal

distributed vector 3 is

(3) m(Y) = e ,      Y E R
D'Y + J Y'OY          k

where D is the vector of expectations and Q the covariance matrix.
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+ 6 (w. w + (1) +W )+h  1,j k,1 i,k Wj,1 i,1 Wj,h

+ 6 (w. . w + (0 + W          ).
1  1,J k,h i,h Wj,h i,h Wj,k

6
3  m(Y)

(7)                              LE  (Ii  ·xj   zk  zil   ].  An)   =
3Yi 3Yj 3Yk 3 h 3Yl 3Vm Y=O

6.6.6  6 6 6  + 6. 6 6 6 +6  6 6 6 w  +
1 J 1  j  k h wl,m ijklh,mk h 1 m

+6.6.6  6  w    +6 6  6  6 w +6.6  6  6  w.   +
1 J h . 1 k,m i   k   h   1 j,m Jkhli,m

+6.6.6  6 w + 6. 6. 6 6 +6.6  6  6  w.+
1 J k  m h,1 1  J  h  m wk,1 i   k   h   m   J,1

+6.6  6  6 w + 6.6.6 6 w +6.6 6 6 w.  +
j    k    h    m i,1 1 J 1    m k,h i   k   1   m  J,h

+ 6. 6 66w +6 6 6 6 W. +6  6  6  6  w    +Jklmi,hihlmJ,k j    h    1    m    i,k

+6 6  6  6 w + 6. 6. (w +W + W         )+k    h    1    m i,j 1  J   k,h Wl,m   k,1 wh,m k,m wh,1

+ 6  6 (w W    + CO. +W ) +6  6  (w         +i  k   j,h  1,m   J,1 wh,m j,m wh,1 i  h   j,k Wl,m

+ W. W +W W )  +  6.  6(w. w + W.   (1)   +
J,1 k,m j,m k,1 1  1  J,k  h,m    J,h  k,m

+ wj,mwk,h) + 6i 6m (w + lA) )+j,k wh,1 j,h wk,1 + wj,1 Wk,h

6  6 (w )+j  k   i,h wl,m + wi,l wh,m + wi,m wh,1
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6.    6.     (w. w + 61) + (0 )+
J  n   1,k 1,m i,1 Wk,m i,m wk,1

6.   6     (w. w + (1) +W W       )  +
J  1   1,k h,m i,h wk,m i,m k,h

6 j 6m (wi,k wh,1 + wi,h wk,1 + wi,1 wk,h) +

6 6 (w w +W +W )+k h i,j l,m i,1 wj,m i,m wj,1

6k 61 (W. +W + W. )+1,j wh,m i,h wj,m 1,m wj,h

6k 6m (w. .
w + (1) + w. )+

1,J h,1 i,h wj,1 1,1 Wj,h

6 6 (w w + W. + W. )+
h  1   i,j k,m 1,k wj,m 1,m wj,k

6  6  (w. . w + W. W. + w.   w. .) +h m 1,J  k,1    1,k J,1 1,1  J,k

6  6 (w W   + W W. + W. )+1  m   i,j  k,h    i,k J,h 1,h  wj,k

+ lA) +W. .0 3    W    +wi,j wk,h wl,m i,j wk,1 wh,m 1,J  k,m h,1

W.          to. W + (1) +W             +
1,k  J,h 1,m i,k wj,1 wh,m i,k wj,m wh, 1

W.   W. W + CO +W       +
1,h  J,k 1,m i,h wj,1 wk,m i,h wj,mwk,1

W.   W. W + 60 + (0       +
1,1  J,k h,m i,1 wj,mwk,h i,1   Wj, h   wk,m

W              + CO.   60 60 + (1)i,m wj,k wh,1 1,m  j,h k,1 i,m wj,1 wk,h '
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Footnotes to chapter 4

1) Assuming reinvestment of dividends, taking also into account commissions that
would actually have been paid and the tax status of these dividends.

2) Durable goods industries consist of primary metals, steel mills, fabricated metal
products, machinery, transportation equipment, instruments and related products,
etc.

Non-durable goods industries consist of food and kindred products, tobacco pro-
ducts, textile mill products, paper and allied products, chemical and allied
products, petroleum and coal products, rubber and plastics products, etc.

3) An estimate for the variance of the disturbances is calculated by dividing the
residual sum of squares by the number of observations, as it is not known if the
dividing by the degrees of freedom gives a better estimate. Asymptotically it
does not matter which estimate is used, and as we have .a large sample size we
believe that it also does not matter much in our case.

4) To remove the autocorrelations of lag 4 and 8 we also fitted a seasonal moving

average model, with the following estimation results

x    -  0.144  x    , =u t+  0.126  u  4-  0.164  u  8
1,t   (0.058) 1,t-,

(0·058)
t-

(0.058)  t-

-2
and the estimated variance of the disturbances was 0.184.10
This was based on the idea that perhaps the dependence in the residuals was

caused by neglecting other variables which might be of influence on the rates of
return, and we assume that this effect can be described by a moving average scheme.
However, the forecasting results with this model were disappointing.

5) A martingale model (for a definition see footnote 5 of chapter 2) should not be

confused with a random walk model. Prices will only follow a random walk if pri-
ces  changes are independently and identically distributed.

6)  Roze ff  [  149] and Cooper  [ 30 ] found  that the percentage changes of money supply
over the period 1947 - 1970 indicate that the series follows a 3rd-order auto-

regressive scheme. We found an ARIMA(2, 1, 0)-scheme, which means that if we had
fitted a third order autoregressive scheme, one of the zeros of the generating
function  would lie near the unit circle. That this was not the case in Cooper's
results(Rozeff does not give estimation results) is probably caused by his some-
what other money supply definition, namely currency plus demand deposits.   The
reason why we used a more aggregate money supply definition than Rozeff and
Cooper, is that we found that percentage changes of our money definition were

more highly autocorrelated then a more narrowly - defined money definition, which
is of importance for forecasting purposes in the dynamic transfer function-noise
models in chapter 6.

7) Two of the test statistics based on the empirical distribution function, the mo-
dified Cram6r-von Mises and Anderson-Darling statistics, have powers which are
roughly comparable with those  of the Shapiro  and Wilk statistic  [ 156,168] , which
is based on order statistics. However, the Shapiro and Wilk statistic is only
tabulated for sample sizes of n i 50.
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8) A function  W(X), where X: = (x1 '...' xn)' is even in X, when 9(X) = 9(-X).

9)   Box and Jenkins [2 0, appendix  A 7.5] have shown   that the least squares estimators
in an AR( 1)-scheme are a quotient of quadratic forms in xt 's. So it is easily
seen that the least squares estimators are an even function in X for this case.

10) Further Leitch and Paulson [ 98 ]   in a recent article conclude  that the asymmetry
of distributions of monthly rates of return seems to be the rule rather than the
exception.

11) For a practical introduction to non-parametric statistics, we refer to Conover
[ 29 ] . For more theoretical explanations about the test statistics used in this
section, we refer to Fisz [ 60 ]  and for modifications Stephens [ 167,  168 ]   is
recommended.

12) see e.g. [ 1831·

13) Definition of a stable distribution (see e.g. Mijnheer [ 115] ) : The distribution
F is called stable if for each n, and i.i.d. random variables x1 '...' Al with
common distribution function F, there exist constants a  >0 and b  such that then n
random variable an 1  (2&1  +  · · · + Al - bn ) has the distribution function F.  The

stable distributions are most commonly represented by their log-characteristic
function which is

log $(u) =i y u-6 |ula {1 +i B u |u|-1 w (u,a) } .

Here a, B, y and 6 are constants with 0<a< 2, -1 1 8<1, - = <y< = ,6>0.T h e
function  u(u, a) is defined by

'tan ZLE a412

w (u,a) = •

12   log   |u|             ,            a   -   1       .

In the above  6   is a scale factor,  y   is a measure of central tendency  and  B  is   a
measure of skewness  with B=0 corresponding  to a symmetric distribution.   For
purposes of investigation the parameter a is usually called the characteristic
exponent. Its importance derives from the fact that for every stable law with
characteristic exponent 0<a<2, all absolute moments of order l a are infinite.
If we note that a=2 corresponds to a normal distribution, it follows that the
normal distribution is the only stable law with finite variance. The following

property of stable distributions is of special interest. Let x. have the following-1

stable distribution F(· , Yi, 6i, a), i = 1, 2, ..., n and &i independent, then
n n

z =  E   A. x. has also a stable distribution, which is F ( ', : I  A. yi, i£  1 Ailo'6i,a).i= 1   1
--1 . -. 1

For other properties of stable distributions and processes we refer to Mijnheer
1  119 ,  while the estimation of parameters  is in detail examined by Fama and Roll
[ 511 and Paulson, Holcomb and Leitch [128] .
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14) The simplest measure of akewness is 03' which is however of the third dimension

in units of x. We can obtain a measure of skewness which is of zero dimension by
3/2                                                 "3

dividing 03 by 02  .  Therefore we define a measure of skewness as The

("2)3/2 .

The fourth central moment 04 can also be reduced to zero dimension by dividing

it    by    .2.

15) By the method of percentiles the unknown parameters are obtained by setting

percentiles calculated from the data equal to the corresponding percentiles for
the standard normal variate & in equation (4.7.4.1). The resulting equations are
then solved for the unknown parameters.

16) Using b2 as a goodness of fit test, the upper 5% point for a sample size of

n = 300  in 3.47   (see e.g. Pearson and Hartley [ 129] ).  So,  at  a 5% level the
normality hypothesis of the x 1 t series is just not rejected, but for the others
it  is  clearly  the case. Recently we noticed that Saniga and Hayya  [ 152]   have
shown that the sample kurtosis b2 also has good power in comparison to the

empirical distribution function tests we have used, in testing normality versus
nonnormal symmetric stable alternatives.
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Chapter 5: Dynamic transfer function-noise modelling  (some theoretical

considerations)

5.1 Introduction
------------

There often arise situations in which it is felt that one variable is influenced

by the behaviour of a number of other variables.

This type of relationship can generally be described as a cause and effect rela-

tionship.

A class of models which has been commonly employed in describing variable rela-

tionships is the general linear regression model

k
(5.1.1)

2St =  0 + izl ai zi,t + ·14 '

where zl,t ''"' zk,t
are k deterministic variables  at   t =  1  , . . . , n different

points. It is usually assumed that the Mt's are independently and normally dis-

tributed with constant variance.

Many extensions of the basic model (5.1.1) have been made, one of which is

attempting to describe the possible timing relationships between variables. For

example, one could include various lagged input variables and also lagged output

variables in the regression function. Some important difficulties that arise in

building such distributed lag models with time series data are:

i)       Some  of the identi fication tools often  used in building dynamic models,  make

identification of the right sort of model very difficult. For example, in
using the Almon lag technique  [4  ] ,  one  has to specify a priori the degree

of   a   polynomi al   and the length   of   the lag structure. Jorgenson   [ 90 ] recom-

mends the use of rational distributed lag models, in which the maximum degree

of two polynomials should be fixed in advance. See for this purpose chapter

15 in the book of Malinvaud [ 108] .
ii)  When lagged input variables (or regressors) are used, then usually the cross-

correlations between the input and output variables should give some idea

about the dynamic character between them. However, as an input variable can

itself be considered as a stochastic variable, which is probably autocorre-

lated in time, then a technique called "pre-whitening" (see section 5.3)
might be more useful in finding the right  dynamic structure.
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iii) Even with quite complicated lag structures for the input and output varia-

bles, it may be important to consider a more general noise structure than

white noise, and then an identification procedure must also be presented

to determine that noise structure (see the next sections how this can be

done).

In a dynamic transfer function-noise model what is to be done is to build a

model which has two parts:

a) a transfer function part  in which the output and input variables are related;

b)  a  noise  part in which  that  part  of the output series not accounted  for  by  the
input series is modelled in its own right using the univariate modelling tech-

nique as described in chapter 3.

Schematically the model may be represented as follows:

random series --+ univariate stochastic Behaviour not

model accounted for

by input series

V       output*-2
input series ---6b transfer function model     /4 series

Behaviour accounted for

by the input series

The development and use of a dynamic transfer function-noise model involves the

following three important steps:

i)   The identification stage: In this stage the cross-correlations between the

input and output series and the autocorrelations and partial autocorrela-

tions of the derived noise series are used respectivaly to determine the

structure of the transfer function and the noise part of the model.

ii)  The estimation stage: In this stage the parameters of the identified model

are estimated and the model is tested for adequacy.
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iii) The forecasting stage: In this stage the fitted model is used to predict

values of the output series.

We shall study three types of dynamic model formulations:

Model formulation A

In the case of one input series Et and one output series zt and a noise series

2 , we think in the first instance of a model formulation of the following type:
1)

r                                     s                                           r
(5.1.2) E  6.x  . =  I w.z + I 6. n t= -1, 0, 1, ...,

i=0  1 -t-1   j=O  J -t-J-b   i=0  1 -t-i

where

i)   {4 } , {4 ), and {4 } are assumed to be wide stationary stochastic processes;

ii)  4 and 4 satisfy the resp. ARMA-schemes (see definition 4, chapter 3);

P              q
(5.1.3) E  #  n    =   E K·u t = ... -1, 0, 1, ... ;k -t-k

j=o  J -t_j,k=0

m n
(5.1.4) I 0 E  Oku't-k 't= ... -1, 0, 1, ... ;j i-j

j=0 k=0

iii) b is a delay factor, which is an integer greater than or equal to zero;

iv)  the following generating functions are defined:

P                        mk                         j
/(z) : =  I 'k

z ,   0(z):=  E  ti z  ,
k=0 j=O U

q                         n
j                                      kK(Z) : =  E  K. Z

,   0(z) : =  I  ok z  ,
j=0

J k=0

r
6(z):=  E  6. zi       w(z) : =  E  w. zj .

i=0 1
j=0  J
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For identification, estimation and forecasting purposes we assume that the

zeros of all the above generating functions are outside the unit circle;

v) {pt} is a white noise process and the Bt are independent;

{JAQ}  is a white noise process  and  the  11  are independent; the processes

{lit }   and   {1 } are independent.

For k stochastic inputs z. . (i = 1,...,k) model (5.1.2) can be generalized
-t,1

as follows:

S
r              k    i                     r

(5.1.5)
i   6i 2St-i = i 1 j    i,j · t-bi-j,i   i o 6i Ilt-i '

where the Lt .  i= 1,..., k all statisfy a difference equation of the form
,1

(5.1.4).

Model formulation B

In this case the model formulation is as follows:

r                                         s                                                r

(5.1.6) I  6.x  . = E +  I  6.n. , t= -1, 0, 1, ...;
..  1 4-1    

j=0 "j Et_j-b 1 -t-1
1=U i=0

where,

i)   {.2&  ' {64 : =   0 aj 4-j ' and {4} are assumed to be wide stationary

stochastic processes, and Et is the original input variable;

ii)  the stochastic variables nt and &t satisfy the resp. ARMA- and ARIMA-schemes:

Pq
(5.1.7) E * n = t= -1, 0, 1, ...,k=o  k -t-k   jEO Kj lit-j

dm       1              n
(5.1.8)

fo   0j    kto   ak  .Rt-k-j l   =  kEO  ek .14-k
t = ... -1, 0, 1, ...,

3-

(see definitions 4 and 6 in chapter 3 for ARMA- and ARIMA-schemes);
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iii) the generating functions are the same as for model formulation A and the

d
1         j

zeros are outside the unit circle, but Pl (z) : =  I  a. z  has all its
j=0 J

zeros on the unit circle;

iv) the delay factor b and the processes {Bt} and {lii} are the same as for
model formulation A.

Remark

For model B we have assumed that the input process, which is non- wide stationary,

can be made wide stationary by a linear operation.

The  formulation for model  B can again be generalized  for more input variables.

The third model formulation will be presented now.

Model formulation C

In this case the original output and input processes are non-stationary, but can

be made wide stationary by a linear operation.

The difference equation is now

r                                         s                                                r

(5.1.g)
i     6i  It-i   =   jEO   (Oj   X.t-j -b   +   iro   6i Ill;-i

, t= -1, 0, 1, ...,

where         d                     d
2                           1

i)   {Lt : =  I  b. x  .}. {w  : =  I  a   t-j} and {Bt} are assumed to be wide
j=0  J -t-J . -t

j=O

stationary processes, and Zt and Et are the resp. original output and input

series;

ii)  the stochastic variables Et and &t satisfy the resp. ARMA- and ARIMA-schemes

(5.1.7) and (5.1.8);

iii) the generating functions are the same as for model formulation A and the

d                       d
2

zeros are outside the unit circle, but P1(z) : =  Il a  z  and P2(z): = I b  zJ
j=0 j=0

have all their zeros on the unit circle;

iv) the delay factor b and the processes {4} and {4} are the same as for
model formulation A.

This formulation for model C can again easily be generalized for more input variables.

In the following flow-diagram the successive steps in the dynamic transfer

function-noise approach are demonstrated.
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system
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V -

rough analysis univariate - cross-correlation

if non-stationarity
* analysis

of analysis of pre-whitened-+
is present, input and output series

if so apply linear series -autocorr. and partial

operations to remove it corr. analysis of the

derived noise series

preliminary identify the dynamic
4-estimates transfer function part

and the noise part

estimation
>

V
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of model inadequate  the

<                    4-- estimators and their
structure adequacy standard deviations

of the

model
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forecasting
7

  generate forecasts and
forecasting intervals

flow-diagram 5.1.1: flow diagram of the dynamic transfer function-noise

approach
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It is our intention to stress the following points in the next sections:

( 1 )     Like  in the univariate case (ARIMA-schemes) the "random shock" form repre-

sentation which Box and Jenkins give of the transfer function-noise scheme

is not correct for a non-stationary output series. We shall give the cor-

rect representation, and show that a certain asymptotic result which we

obtained in chapter 3 can be extended in this case.

(2)  Further, introducing matrix notation (matrix generating functions), we

shall show that the forecasting formulas can be easily obtained even for

the   case  with a delay factor  b  = 0, which  case  is not handled  by  Box  and
Jenkins.

(3)  We shall give identifiability conditions for the parameters in some dynamic

transfer function-noise models.

(4)  We shall present another identification procedure beside that of Box and

Jenkins.

(5)  We shall illustrate the theory with an elaborate example, taken from Box

and Jenkins.

At the end of this section we shall summarize the major advantages of the

dynamic transfer function-noise approach:

a.   It is applicable to a very wide range of forecasting situations, where com-

plex forms of interaction between endogeneous and exogeneous variables are

possible.

b.   It is a logical multi- stage and self-checking approach which eliminates

many of the subjective decisions associated with other techniques. In parti-

cular, these other techniques do not include the important identification
stage.

c.   It uses more general forms for the lag structures and the noise part in

comparison to other econometric methods.

d.       Ashley and Granger [1 1] suggest to build  in time series analysis in econo-

metric models as follows: When residuals from pairs of equations are inter-

related, we can test if past residuals from one equation can be used to help

in forecasting residuals from another equation. This is possible using the

bivariate time-series modelling techniques as described in Granger and

Newbold [ 69 ] (identification according to the idea's of section 5.3 is used
herewith). It is remarkable in this connection that, although traditional

econometricians emphasize the interrelatedness of economic variables, they

pay so little attention to lagged relationships between the residuals from
different equations of their models. For example, there seems to be no publis-

hed account of a bivariate analogue to the Durbin-Watson statistic.
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5.2 Technical details about the dynamic transfer function-noise modelling

approach: random shock and autoregressive representations and forecas-

ting formulas-------------

Using the formulation of the dynamic model A it can be shown in a way analogous

to that used in chapter 3 that the wide stationary solution of equation (5.1.2)

can be written as

00                         °°                           2)
(5.2.1)

4   =      E       '1'j..Il  4-j           E      *k. 'll  ·1 -k       '

j=0 k=0   0

where the coefficients v  A and *k,A can be determined from

b -
0(z) w(z) z

vA(z):- 0(z) 6(z) = .E  vj,A z  ,  z I 2 1;
J=0

'1'A (z)            '    =       r       '1'k.A
zk , Iz' 1 1.

k=0   '

For the model formulation B the solution remains the same as in (5.2.1), however,

the coefficients v. n and *. D are now determined as follows
3 , 10 J,D

b
0(z) w(z) z  Pllz)    -

vB(z):= -  E  V. - z        ,       I z l  i  1   ;0(z) 6(z) j=o  J,a

48(z) = 4A (z).

For model formulation C the random shock representation is formulated in theorem

5.1.

Theorem 5.1

The unique solution of the difference equation (5.1.9) under the model formulation

C, given a set of starting conditions for Zt, is as follows:
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t-1 00 t-1 .O

(5.2.2) At = Pt +  E  Bk .E  vj,C ·lit-k-j +  E  Bk .I  ttlj,C lit-k-j
k=0 J=0 k=0    J=0

00 00

=  Pt  +  .I    vt ,j,C    lit-j    +    E    '11+   i  C  lit-j   ,       t  =  1,  2,   . . . ,   ;
J=0 j-0   3.,

where Vt is in general the sum of a polynomial in t and a finite linear combi-

nation of powers of t and sinusoids.

The coefficients vt,j,C and *t,j,C can be determined as follows:

vB(z)(a)  when j < t-1 u is the j-th Taylor coefficient of   , , in a neighbour--      ' -t,j,C
P2(z  *A(z)

hood of z = 0, and *t,j,c is the j-th Taylor coefficient of P2(z) in a

neighbourhood of z = 0;

(b)  when j Z t, v+ . r is the j-th Taylor coefficient of
.,J,v

t-1

{ I  Bk zk} \13(z),  Iz' 1 1,  and \11 is the j-th Taylor coefficient of
t,j,Ck=0

t-1

{  I    Bk  zk}  11'A (z) ,     |z|  LE  1, and where  Bk  can be found by taking  the  k-th
k=0

coefficient in the power series development of in a neighbourhood
P2(z)

of z = 0.

(Note that the Box and Jenkins formula (11.5.3) is not correct in this case).

The proof of theorem 5.1 is analogous to that of theorem 3.3.

Theorem 5.2
d2

Assume that in model formulation C, Zt =  I
b. . is specified in one of the

j=0  j 4-J

two ways:
d2

case (i) : It=v Lt ' i

case
(ii)  :  z.t = vd  vD x  :S It '

where d2 1 1 i n case (i) and d0 +D 1 1 and s 1 2 i n case (ii).  For large k, Bk

in equation (5.2.2) satisfies the approximate relation

(5.2.3) B   =f k (M-1)k
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where

d2     in case (i)
M=

d  + D in case (ii)
0

and f is a constant, which is

'       1

in case (i)
(d2-1)1

(5.2.4)            1

(1/2)
D(s-1)

s-1          D in case (ii)
,1rl.-

{  H    sin  V7) 1     (dl  +  D  -1 ):
1=1

For large t, pt in equation (5.2.2) satisfies the approximate relation

(5.2.5)
Ut

t = a  (a constant).
- (M-1)

Assuming that condition iv) of model formulation C holds and further that {iti

and {11  } are stochastic processes, with identically distributed stochastic

variables, then it can be shown that

- (q2 + 1/2) - u /2 c
2  -2

(5.2.6) lim P {t ist    <    g}    =    r-F        fl e du ,
t.+oo

where
*

q  =M-1

00 00

2, i 2 2 2, 2  2

-2 f  I  r  vj,C l  cu,+f  1 jEO *j,C l  Gu
a =

(2 q2+1)

and the v.   can be found from the power series development of vB(z), and the
J,C

t.   r   from the power series development  of  *A(z).,»

The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of theorem 3.4 (see appendix 3.2).
The random shock forms in (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) can be used to determine the

minimum mean square error forecasts  as a function  of  lit  and 1 . We shall demon-

strale it for solution (5.2.1), but it can be done on an analogous way for (5.2.2).
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Suppose that the point forecast x of x made at origin n is of the form
-n+1,n    -n+1

(in analogy to formula (3.2.5.8)

00 00

2                 *
(5.2.7)       x     = E U' + I 11,-n+1.n vl+j,A -n-j   j=0 '1+j,A Mn-j '0    j=0

Then
1-1

hn+1 - in+1,n
= I (V . U' +4. U .)+

1,A -n+1-i 1,A -n+1-1i=1

00

E  [ (v -vi .  )u' . + (0 - ** .  )u  .]  ,
1+j,A 1+J,A--n-J 1+j,A 1+J,A -n-J

j=0

and so

(5.2.8)
'E {A,+1 - 2'1+1,n}2 = 02, 1 1 v     + 02 lil '1'9    +u  j=0  j,A    u j=0  J,A

00

I  [(v  .    - vi .   )2 (2. + (* -   11'*    .        )2   0 2]      ,
j=0 1+J,A 1+J,A u' 1+j,A 1+J,A

*
which is clearly minimized only if v =      '. 1 and

11, = **
1+j,A 1+j,A 1+j,A 1+j,A '

Thus the minimum mean square error forecast is

CIO 00

(5.2.9)
A +1,n =  ZO vl+j,A ·Bn-j + 'j l 41+j,A En-j  .

From the above it follows that the 1 step ahead forecast error is given by

1-1

-An+1 - Al+1,n = iZo (vi,A .BA+1-i + 11'i,A #11+1-i     '

which has expectation zero, and variance

1-1 2 1-1  2
(5.2.10) 0 (x -x )2 - 02

6 -Il+1 -n+1,n u' jro vj'A + au jEO *j,A
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We shall now study how the point forecasts can be expressed as a weighted sum

of previous observations. The model formulations A, B and C shall be handled se-

parately.

Equations (5.1.2) and (5.1.4) can be written as

.
r                                    s                                          °°

iEO 6i Et-i - jEO wj · t-j-b   kro <k ·lit-k

(5.2.11)    1
m n

j 0 $'i .&.t-j = 1' 0 01, ' -k      '

where the Ek coefficient can be determined from

00

6(z):-
1r(z) =  E  Ekz , Iz' 2 1.

6(z) R(z)            k

k=0

Equation (5.2.11) can also be written as

f
r s+b 00

I  6.x . - I m z =  . I
Ek lt-k

i=0 k=b k=0
1 -t-1 -k-b -t-k

(5.2.12)    *
m n
E$z I  e  u'

j=0  j  t-j   k=o  k -t-k

or in matrix notation

00 00

(5.2.13)
}Jo  k Xt-k = j o  j' lit-j

where
f                        \

6k   - W
k-b                Ej     0

A= B. =
K J

O     tk                   0     0.&    3,

»                                                                               I.

At-k Bt-j

lt-k ,   lit-j=

Z-t-k J 116-j ,
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and 6. = 0 , for j<0  and  j>r;w. =0, for j<O a n d j>s;0. =0, for3                                               3                                            3

j<Oand j >m; 0  =0, j>n. 00

The matrix generating function A(z) defined by A( z) : =  E  A  zk exists for
k=0

all z, and the matrix generating function B(z) defined by

f                                        .

00 4(Z)    0
j

B(z) : =  E  B. z = , exists for   z' 2 1,
J=0

J

0     0(z)

when w(z) = 0 has all its roots outside the unit circle. The matrix generating
-1         -

function C(z) : = B(z)   A(z) =  I  Ck zk, exists for  z' 1 1, when 6(z) = 0,
k=0

K(z) = 0 and 0(z) = 0 have their roots outside the unit circle. The matrix gene-

rating function C(z) is as follows

'                                                      ..

lial w(z) zb 1(z)
K(Z  - 6(z) K(z)

C(Z) =
0 $(Z)

e(z)

Under the above conditions equation (5.2.13) can be written as

00

(5.2.14) U=E C Y
-t

k=0
k -t-k

or
00

(5.2.15) C  Y  = -  E  C  Y    +U
0 -t k -t-k  -t

k=1

where the Ck can be determined from C(z).
From the following it will become clear that to determine the best point fore-

cast for Al+1 at point of time n, it is useful to consider two cases, namely

b 0 0 and b = 0.

Case b 0 0

When w  = K  =6  =0   =0 Q=1 (see identifiability conditions in section 5.3),0 0 0

then C  is the identity matrix, and assuming that condition v  of model formula-
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tion A holds, then the best point forecast for Y at point of time n is-n+1

00

(5.2.1 6)                 y                 =  4      E     Ck Xn+1-k (see also section 3.2.5)-n+ 1,n k=1

from which follows

00 00

(5.2.17)
·2sn+1,n = j£1 pj,A A +1-j +  £1 qj,A Al+1-j

where the coefficients p   A and q   A can be determined from

/
00

Ii.El  =     I                zj                        ,      I z l     2    1
K<Z)   j=0  j,A

(5.2.18)

b , ,  coW(Z) Z 1rlzj            j
6(z) <(z)  = j 0  j,A .IZI £1.

(Note that when b 2 1, the coefficients q    ....' q    A are all zero).b-1,

The best forecast for 3 +2 at point of time n is

00
-

(5.2.19)                           +  I  p. .x      +
 +2,n = Pl,A  +1,n ..A -n+2-j

j=2  -'

/
00

E   i.A in+2-j ,  when b 1 2
j=b Y'

00

+  E o. ,  when b=1,
 b,A En+1,n   j=b+1 1,A Zn+2-j

where
ln+1,n can be determined via

00

(5.2.20)  +1,n =   .E  ni,A  n+1-j
J=1

where the nj,A coefficient can be determined from the power series development
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of -
t{       ,       Izi         LE      1.

On an analogous way as above the x (1 > 3) can be determined.
-n+1,n    -

Case b=0

When 10 = KO = 60 = 00 = 00 = 1, then CO is the following matrix:

f

1    - wO
CO =

.0        1 *

and the best point forecast for Y at point of time n is (assuming that condi-
-n+1

tion v  of model formulation A holds)

/./

An+1,n  -  Wo  En+1,n
00

(5.2.21) -I C
k=1

k ln+1-k  '

zn+1, n
-

or written out

00 00

I n +I q
311+1,n - wo • n+1,n = j-1 =j,A 2Sn+1-j j,A ln+1-j

j=1

(5.2.22)           4
00

z     = I n.  Z-n+1.n J.A -n+1-J
J=1

where the coefficients p. A and q. can be found in (5.2.18) and 6. are the same
J,ki J,A                              J

as in (5.2.20).

From (5.2.22) it follows that in this case we have

00 00 00

(5.2.23) in+1.n =  E  Pi.A  +1-j +  E  qi A  +1-j + wO  I  rl: .  n+1-j .
j=1

"'
j=1

0'
j=1  3,A

:ne best point forecast for  +2 at point of time n is
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CO
'. ./ ./

Al+2,n - (00 Al+2,n = Pl,A Al+1,n + j£2 pj'A .En+2-j +

CO

(5.2.24)    .                      q           +  E  a.   z
1,A  +1.n -J.A -n+2-j

j=2

00

 +2,n = 171,A A +1,n + jE2 nj,A Al+2-j

From (5.2.24) it follows that

00
-

x      =p x +  E p. + q.    Z       +
-n+2,n    1,A -n+1,n    =2  J,A

6n+2-j 1,A -n+1,n

00 00

+ E q. z . + wo {nl,A  +1.n + .I  nj,A  +2-j  'j=2  J,A -n+2-J
J=2

In the same way we can compute zn+1,n  (1 2 3).
We shall now study how the forecasts under model formulation B can be expressed

as a weighted sum of previous observations.

Equations (5.1.6), (5.1.7), and (5.1.8) can be written as

.
r                                    s                                          0
E  6.x . - E w

1 -t-1 j Et-j-b =  E  Ek Yt-k
i=0 j=0 k=0

(5.2.25) m n
E  A.W. =E  eu'

J -t-J k -t-k
j=0 k=0

This is an analogous set of equations as in (5.2.11). For forecasting we shall

again consider two cases.

Case b 4 0

The best point forecast for  + 1 at point of time n is

CO 00

(5.2.26)
A +1,n = jEl pj,B lit +1-j + . 1 (lj,B  n+1-j  '

where the coefficients p  B and qj,B can be determined from
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' _ i<-31                   -
K(Z) =  E  P:B z J,   I Z I l l

j=0 J,

(5.2.27)

w(z) zb b(z) P1(z)     -
-

=  E   : B z  ,   z' S 16(z) K(Z)
j=o  J'

The point forecast x and z are the same as (5.2.19) and (5.2.20) exept
-n+2,n -n+1,n

that the coefficients p  A ' qj,A and nj,A have to be replaced by pj,B '  j,B
and nj 'B' where the last coefficient can be determined from

I.

(5.2.28) .Ell  P    (z)   =            I      n·   -   z        ,        z     s   1.0(z)  1
j=O  J'n

The rest of the point forecasts can be found in an analogous way as under model

formulation A.

Case b=0

The best point forecasts can be obtained in the same way as in case b=0  under

formulation A replacing the coefficients p   A  '  qj,A and  nj,A by  pj,B  '  gj,B  and
nj,B o

We shall now study how the forecasts under model formulation C can be expres-

sed as a weighted sum of previous observations.

Equations (5.1.8) and (5.1.9) can be written as

r                                         s                                                oo

E                                                                                                                                                    I           Ek    lit-k6i  It-i  -  j l    J'  Et-j -b  =i=1 j=0

(5.2.29)                     m             n

jEO   *j   lit- j   =   kIO   el'  11 -k   ,

where  4 }  and  {Et }  are the differenced stochastic processes  of the resp. origi-

nal stochastic processes  {4 }  and  { t }   to get stationarity.

This is an analogous set of equations as in (5.2.11). For forecasting purposes

we again consider two cases.
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Case b 0 0

The best point forecast for 3n+1 at point of time n is

00 00

(5.2.30)
A +1,n = jEl pj'C Zn+1-j + j£1 gj,C · rl+1-j  '

where the coefficients p  C and q  C can be determined from

.

/(z) p2(z)    m

K(Z    - j=o  J,6
-    I    p.  1 Zj Iz' 2 1

(5.2.31)    4

b
wlz) z  #lzl Pl(z)    m

6(Z) <(Z)
j=0  J,6

I    q.  -  z    ,      z   LE  1.

The point forecasts x and z are the same as in (5.2.19) and (5.2.20),
-n+2,n -n+1,n

except that the coefficients p  A ' qj,A and nj,A have to be replaced by p. c 'd'

qj, c and nj,C' where the coefficient nj,C is equal to nj,B in (5.2.28). The rest
of the point forecasts can be determined in the same way as for model A.

Case b=0

In this case the forecasting formulas are the same as in (5.2.23) and (5.2.24),

except that the coefficients p  A ' gj,A and nj,A must be replaced by p  c '

qj,c and nj,c 0

Updating the forecasts

It would be somewhat tedious to have to recompute forecasts from the above for-

mulas whenever new information becomes available, but it turns out that a recur-

sive updating procedure can be used. (We shall only demonstrate it for model A

as it can be done analogously for B and C).

Namely from (5.2.9) we have

00 00

(5.2.32) E V u' . +  E  ib.   u
Zn+1,n = j=0  1+j,A -n-J   j=0 .1+J,A -n-J
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where the coefficients v  A and *  A can be determined from the developments

under formula (5.2.1).

Further we have

CO 00
-

(5.2.33) E V + IEn+1'n-1 = j=0  1+1+j,A Ai-j-1    . . 41+1+j,A Yn-j-1 'J=u

Thus, by subtraction, we get

(5.2.34)
En+1,n = 41+1,n-1 + vl,A 1 11 + 11'1,A 141 '

In words, the origin  n-1 forecast of En+1 can be updated to become the origin n

forecast of  +1 by adding a constant multiple of YA and a constant multiple of

u . In this way the forecasts x 1 = 1, 2, ..., h can be updated to yield
--n -n+1,n-1'
the forecasts x . 1 = 1, 2, ..., h.

-n+1,n '
It remains to determine u' and u  in (5.2.34).n n
From (5.2.1) and (5.2.9) we know that the one step  ahead forecast error is

(5.2.35)
41 - En,n-1 = v ,A ·11  + Mn  '

and when b Z 1, this formula becomes simpler, as v    = 0 (see formulas under
equation (5.2.1).

On a similar way the one step ahead forecast error for the input series  t case

can be found using the results in chapter 3.

(5.2.36) Z -Z = U' .
-n  -n,n-1   -n

Formulas (5.2.35) and (5.2.36) are based on the assumption that

K o= I  =6 0=0 0=e o=1.0

Using (5.2.35) and (5.2.36) then (5.2.34) is equal to
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(5.2.37) =X
 +1,n  -n+1,n-1 + vl,A ( n -  n,n-1 ) +

41,A  <An - An,n-1) - v    (z  -
z )}

0,A -n n,n-1

The above updating forecasting formulas can be used to calculate the forecasts

in an easily recursive way.

5.3 Identifiability conditions for the parameters in dynamic transfer

function-noise models

Identifiability conditions for the parameters in the model formulations A, B and

C can be obtained using the results for multivariate ARMA(p, q)-schemes given

by Tigelaar [ 175] . Tigelaar has considered identifiability with respect to the
class 9(n), the class of possible distributions of a sample taken from the obser-

vable vector process at n  consecutive time points. We shall demonstrate how

our model formulation A (for B and C it can be done in the same manner) has to

be rewritten, in such a way that Tigelaar's results are applicable. Formula's

(5.1.2), (5.1.3) and (5.1.4) can be rewritten as follows

'

.p r      p s

1Jo 'rk i 0 6i ·2St-i-k - kEO 1'k jto wj i-j-b-k =

r q
(5.3.1) I 6. E   K.U. .

i=0  1 j=o  J -t-J-1

m n
I  t.z  . =  I  eu'k -t-kj=o  J -t-J   k=0

or

f P.+ r * P+S r+q  k
£6 x -  I w* SKU

k -t-kk=0           k=0  k -t-k-b = j=0  j -t-j

(5.3.2)    4
m n

kIO $k ·Et-k = jEO ej li -j
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where  6k  ,  wk  and  Kj are functions  of the original parAmeters  L    ,  6.   ,  w.  and
K         1         J

K .. Now the two equations in (5.3.2) can be seen as a multivariate ARMA-scheme
of finite order for which Tigelaar's results can be used.

As the moving average part in equation (5.2.13) is of infinite order, it can

not be used for Tigelaar's analysis, and therefore it is written as in (5.3.2).

The equations in (5.3.2) can be written as

,
P+r * p+s+b * r+q  *

E        6k   kt-k    -        Ek=0          k=b   fk-b -Et-k = jEO '<j lit-j

(5.3.3) m n
I  0  u'k:£0 0k Et-k = j=0 -j -t-j

or in matrix notation

00 00

(5.3.4)                          *E  A: It-k
" I  B. U

1 -t-jk=0 j=o  U

where

-                                                                               -

2        2                          2
6k      - w                                 K.            0k-1                       J

2                                   2
A =                      B. =
K J

O        4k                         0         0.3
l

-                                                                        -

4-k lit-j

 t-k = ,   Itt-j=
14t-k                                lit-j

)

2                       2                                 2
and   6k   =   0,    for   j    >   p   +   r    ;    w    =   0,    for   j    >   p   +    s    and   k   <    0    ;   R       =0,    forj

j>r+q;0 =0, forj>n.
The matrix generating function A<(z) and 82(z) are defined as follows for all z:

00 00

A< (z)     :    =       E      A    z       ,    B- (z)    :    =       E      B<   z      .
k +

k=0 j=0
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For model formulation (5.3.4) one can use Tigelaar's results to get the identi-

fiability conditions, which are sufficient.

They are:

I                     -                      -I.* * *
6     -w       K     O        1     0
0      -b       0

a)            AO=BO=I+
2 *

.0     00   , .0 0 0 5     -0     1 /

When b > 0, this implies  60 = 00 = BO = 00 = 1.

However,   when b=0, matrix  A    is   of a non-diagonal structure,   and then conditi-

on (a) can not be satisfied. In this case other identifiability conditions have
to be assumed.

619(z) - W (Z) Z
2, '  b

b)           |A<(z)| = = 6 (z) 0(z) 4 0,   z'  S 1.
*'

0           0(Z)

This implies that the roots of  6<(z) = 0  and  0(z) = 0 must be outside the

unit circle.

Ki(Z)             0

 82(z)  = = K*(Z) 0(Z) 0 0,  |Z'  1  1.

o            e(z)

This implies that the roots of K*(z) = 0 and  0(z) = 0 must be outside the

unit circle.

c) The following matrix

1

62(z) - w*(z)zb K*(z)           0

0             0(Z)            0            0(Z) j

must be of full rank for all z.3)

A necessary and sufficient condition such that the above matrix is of rank 2, is,

that there is a (2 x 2)-matrix  which can be formed out of it which is of rank 2,
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giving:

*                                           2
6 (z) $(z) 0 0   or   K (z) 0(z)   0   or   6 lz)  9(z) 0   or

0(Z) K<(Z)* 0   or   zb w*(z) 0(z) 4 0.

Written otherwise we have the following condition:

|6<(z) 0(z)| +  |x*(z) 0(z)| + |62(z) 0(z)| + |0(z) x<(z)| +  lzb w*(z) 0(z)1 > O,

for all z.

This can be checked as follows: Determine the zeros of

6<(z) 0(z),  *(z) 0(z), 6<(z) 0(z), 0(z) K*(z), zb w<(z) 0(z),

and if they have no zero in common, then condition c is satisfied.

d) The matrix

/ 6 +r               2            2Wpts Rr+q
0

0                    0                0               0m n
C

must be of full rank.

This implies that:

*                    *                   2                    26   0 00, Or K 0 00, or w 0 to, or 6 0 00, or
p+r m r+q n p+s n p+r  n

$  K    0 0.
m  r+q

However, until now the identifiability conditions have been given for the trans-
formed parameters  6 , w ,  and ,<  and for the original parameters  *k and 0.  in3
equation (5.3.4). To find identifiability conditions for the original parameters

6k,  wk'  Rj '   and  wk'   from the transformed parameters,  thee  has  to  be  a  one  to

one correspondence between the transformed and the original parameters.
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As

' 6(z) :  =  /(z) 6(z)

(5.3.5) . w(z) :  =  5(z) w(z)

<*(Z) :  =  6(z) K(Z)

it can be seen that when 6(z) and w(z) have no zeros in common or when 1(z) and

<(Z) have no zeros in common, then there is a one to one correspondence between

the transformed and the original parameters.

5.4 Identification of dynamic transfer function-noise models

5.4.1 Identification according to the Box-Jenkins approach

By identification we mean the determination of the order parameters in the dif-

ference equations. The approach how to do this shall be outlined below. For

model formulation A the following representation can be obtained

00 00 CO

(5.4.1.1)    x  =  E v +I t =  I v. z. +n.-t j.A Et-j j.A lit-j J.A -t-J    -tj=0 j=0 j=0

For model formulation B we can get

00 00

(5.4.1.2)     =Ev.   w  . +  E  0.   uj=o  J,B -t-J   j=o  J,B -t-J'

and for formulation C

CO CO

(5.4.1.3)
It=     E     v.       w     .  +    E     111j=o  J.C -t-j   j=o  j,C 4-j'

where zt and Et are the transformed output and input series to get wide statio-

narity, and the coefficients v (A,B,C) and * (A,B,C  for the respective models
A, B and C can be obtained by
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' b co
(z) . =w z,z                   jv(A'B,C)    '     (z)   = .I  vj(A,B,C) z , Iz'  1- 1

J=0

(5.4.1.4)  <

K(Z)                 zj
00

4(A,B,C)(z) i = FNT = .I 11'j(A,B,C) ,     Z I     i     1.

J=0

The identification of the transfer function part can be done using the following
two important steps:

i)  Derive rough estimates v (A,B,C) of the so-called impulse response weights

vj(A,B,C) in (5.4.1.1), (5.4.1.2) and (5.4.1.3). We first start by writing

(5.1.4) in the so-called autoregressive form

00

(5.4.1.5)    u' =  I  e.-t J.A Et-jj=0

and for model B and C the same can be done:

00

(5.4.1.6)    u' =  I  e-t j(B,C) Et-j '
j=0

where the coefficients e can be obtained from
j(A,B,C)

(5.4.1.7) E (z)   :   =  .£t.i)  =    E e z   ,  Izl  i  1.(A,B,C) 8(z) j(A,B,C)
j=0

So, to a close approximation (when (5.4.1.5) or (5.4.1.6) is an infinite sum)

the autocorrelated input series ft or Xt are transformed to the white noise

series  lit·  If we now apply  the same trans formation  to it  or Lt' calling  it

a , then-t

00 00

(5.4.1.8)   it =  I  vj(A,B,C) 11. -j + .I- 111. (A,B,C) lit-j '
j=0 J-u

where the coefficient $' can be determined from
j(A,B,C)
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00

1'(A,B,C)(z) i = 1 *) e(R) = · o *i(A,B,C) zi   ,   1,1    1-  1.

On multiplying (5.4.1.8) on both sides by u' . and taking expectations, we
-t-J

obtain

2
(5.4.1.9)

Yu'a(k) = vk(A,B,C) au'  '

where

Yu'a(k) = cov (4 ' 9&-k) '

or in terms of correlations                                                        

C

(5.4.1.10) (k)  avk(A,B,C) - Bu'a    a    '   k=0,1,2, ...
U

where  ,a(k) is the cross-correlation function between the pre-whitened

input and the correspondently transformed output series.

In order to get estimates of the v 's the population values in (5.4.1.10)

must be replaced by corresponding sample values.

Writing,

2     1
n

S a   =   n-1      t  1    (at   -   R)2

21 n

SUI- L E Cut)2
t=1

and
n-k

1     E      (at+k  -   i   )   ut
ru,a(k) =   t=1 a u

we find estimates of the v 's given by

S

(5.4.1.11  )            vk (A,B,C)    =    ru 'a(k)    ·s ,         ,           k    =    0,     1,    2,
U

ii) These estimates can be used to give some idea of the values of s and r, the
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orders of the respective  polynomials w(z) and 6(z) which might be appro-

priate, and also to select a tentative value for the delay parameter b.

From (5.4.1.4) we have

(5.4.1.12)   6(z) v (z) = w(z) zb.
(A,B,C)

This implies that vQ ,..., vb-1 (for covenience we neglect the suffixes A,

B, and C here) are all zero when b 2 1- and hence their estimates close

to zero.

The polynomial 6(z) determines the eventual pattern followed by the impulse

weights vk and the polynomial w(z) determines initial values for these

weights. This can be seen by equating coefficients of z in the identity

(5.4.1.13)   (1+61 z+62 z2 + ...+ 6rzr) (vl+vl z+v2 z2 +...) =

= (wo + wl z +...+ ws zs)zb

from which we find

V. = 0 j>ba

V. = - 6 v - 6 v. +
(.O j=bJ      1  j-1 "'    r J-r O     '

(5.4.1.14) ,

vj = -6 1 vj_1 "' -6 r vj-r + wj-b  'j= b+1 '..., b+s

vj      1 J-1 r  J-r
= - 6  v.   ... - 6 v. ,   j>b+s.

We shall give an example of the impulse response weights behaviour for a certain

transfer function form.

Example

For the transfer function

(5.4.1.15)   3t - 61 at 6   x
1 -  2 -t-2 = "0 Et-b - Wl 1t-b-1 + Vt
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The impulse response weights v. are:
J

, 0 j  >b

          , j=b
V. =  4

J        6  w - Wl
,   j = b+1

1

6 +6 ,   j > b+1.
1 vj-1 2 vj-2

In practice it is usually the case that an adequare model can be found without

taking either r or s to be greater than two. A more detailed discussion of the

properties of the impulse response weights vk can be found in Box and Jenkins'

book [ 20 ] .
As the impulse response weights are directly proportional to the cross-corre-

lations, we can also use the cross-correlations for identification, because as

we shall see, more is known about the asymptotic properties of their estimators.
-

Given  that a preliminary estimator  vj (A
of the vj(A,B,C) then an estimator,B,C)

of the noise series is provided by [see (5.4.1.1), (5.4.1.2) and (5.4.1.3)]

CO

(5.4.1.1 6)       fit  =  2St   -     I     vj,Alt-j
j=0

or

a,

( 5.4.1.17)           At    =    xt     C or   It )    -     . I       xj  (B,C)    xt-j     '
J=0

The autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of the noise series nt are

then used to identify a suitable model  for the noise structure  ( see chapter  3

for further analysis).

We shall conclude this section by indicating how a guess can be obtained

for the order parameters r and s and for the delay factor b. The delay factor

may be guessed from the lag value between the two series at which the first

large cross-correlation occurs.

A guess of the number of w and 6 parameters needed can be determined by compa-

ring the sample cross-correlations of the appropriately differenced series with

the theoretical cross-correlations corresponding to particular values of r and

s. Figure 5.4.1.1 (which can be determined from table 10.1 in Box and Jenkins book'

1 20 ] ) shows some theoretical cross-correlation patterns obtained for different

values of r and s. This figure can be very helpful for the identification.

*
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1-                                 1)r= 0. s=0                    1-                                 2) r=0, s=1

I                                   D
b                         b b+1

-1- -1 -
1- 1-

3) r=0. s=2 4)r=1, s=0

b   ..2 b b+2 b+4

-1- -1-

1-                                                                                                                                                          1-

5) r = 1.  s =1 6) r=1,s=2

11
b b+1 b   b+2

-1- -1-

1-                                  1-
7)r=2. s=0 8) r=2, s=1

/.R                                              I

b \LI_-/ b b+1 \11>'

-1- -1-

1-

9)r=2. s=2

Ill .\1'' , .b+2 \1.J/'

-1-

Figure 5.3.1.1: Cross-correlations for different values of the r and
s order parameters
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5.4.2   Identification according to the Parzen - Priestley - Haugh approach

The idea of the identification approach in this section can be found in Parzen

[ 127] ,  Priestley [ 137] , and Haugh [ 76 ] .

To identify the relationship existing between the input series Lt or Et' and

the output series 32 or Zt' we first start by constructing a univariate ARMA-

or ARIMA-scheme for the input and output series separately, and then determine

the cross-correlation function of the associated univariate white noise input

00 CO

series,  *;  =   E    c.  z    .  or u'  =   I    c.  w      .  and the univariate white noise output
J=O v J=O  J -t-j.1 -t-J   -t
CO 00

series,  <  =  jio  cj lit-j  or fi  =  jio  cj Z.t-j . This cross-correlation function

will be denoted as Bu'a(k), k = 0, 1, 2, ... . Studying the pattern of Bu'a(k),

k = 0, 1, 2, ... will give an indication of the dynamic transfer function beha-

viour of the univariate white noise input and the univariate white noise output.

This identified pattern may then be used to select the orders in the transfer

function model, relating  the two univariate residual series  11.   and 1   (see
Haugh [7 6] ) .  Such a model may be written as

rv            s'              r'
%6!a' . =E w:u' . . +I 6:n' . ,  t=..·,-1, 0,1, ···,
i=0  1 -t-1   j=0  J -t-J-D   i=O  1 -t-1

(5.4.2.1)

k 0  t Ii-k    j l Ki Yt-j                          ·    t=...,-1.0,  1,  . . . ,
.

where u  is a white noise series uncorrelated with u'.-t -t
Once a model is identified relating 14 and li, we may substitute in (5.4.2.1)
the previously fitted univariate models  for  t  or Kt  and  t  or Vit' to obtain  a

relation between the original wide stationary input and output series. To deter-

mine the relationship between the wide stationary input and output series in

prazzice, cne has to develop ratios of polynomials which probably can be simpli-

fied by cancelling like factors, to obtain a simpler form. Once a model has been

identified, parameters are estimated simultaneously and further it will be

checked if the model is adequate.

However in this Ph. D. thesis  we shall use the identification approach as

described in section 5.4.1, as it works good in practice and computer programs
are available.
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5.5 Identification difficulties

In the identification stage it is most important to have methods available
which will clearly demonstrate what sort  of model is applicable to the data.

It has long been regognized in particular that the cross-correlation function

between two time series can be difficult to interpret because of the autocorre-
lation which will usually be present  in each series [ 12 ] .
The presence of such autocorrelation can disturb the cross-correlation behavi-

our in the following way: it can be the case that very large cross-correlations,

all of them  spurious, can be generated between two uncorrelated processes as a
result  of the large autocorrelation within  the two processes  [ 82  1.  Also,  the

cross-correlation estimators at different lags will be correlated (possible to

a great extent). In fact many series arising in practice are either non-statio-

nary or so highly autocorrelated, that cross-correlating such series would not

appear to have any value as an identification procedure.

To see what can happen in general consider the following expression for the
4)asymptotic covariance between two cross-correlation estimators [ 14  ] :

CO

-1
cov {r  (k), r  (k+1)} = (n-k)     I   {p (v)  p (v+1) +-XY -xy                                                     x            yV=-00

2 1 9
+  p      ( -v)   p      (v+2k+1)   +  p      (k)   p      (k+1)  [ p      (v)      +  -0   (v) «   +XY XY XY XY XY 2 "x

(5.5.1)

+   Py(v)21 - Pxy(k) [ px(v) pxy(v+k+1) + pxy(-v) py(v+k+1)]

- 919(k+1) [ px(v) pxy(v+k) + Pxy(-v) Py(v+k)] }

where the following netation will be used:
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n-K

n- 1       E        (2St   -   x)     (yt+k   -   y)           ,          k   1  0
t=1

c  (k)
-XY

n+k

n-1  E  (Et-k -2) (It -9)   ,   k<0
t=1

(5.5.2)
r (k) { C  (0) C (0)} c  (k)

- 1/2
3(Y -XX -77 -XY

Y (k) .E{(2Et - rcli    (glt+k - -Eczt)) }XY

Y  (k)
P (k)

XY
XY C 0

X Y

It should be noted that cross-correlation estimators such as r  (k) above are
-XY

consistent and asymptotically normal under reasonable conditions on 3  and It

[73 ] . It can be seen from (5.5.1) that the covariance pattern of the cross-

correlations can be quite complicated, depending both on the true cross-corre-

lation function Bxy(k) and the two autocorrelation functions Px(k), p (k). In

particular if one were to judge the size of the individual estimators by com-
parison to an approximate standard error of n-1/2 (or (n-k)-1/2), one could be

greately misled.

A special case which is of interest occurs when two processes are not cross-
--

correlated and one is white noise. Suppose It = Vt is a white noise process,

but Zt is autocorrelated, then using formula (5.5.1) we get the following asymp-

totic result

cov {I U(k),  CU(k+1)}  = (n-k)-1 pxic(1 )

(5.5.3)

Var {r (k)} = (n-k)-1-XU

So for large samples we may under the null hypothesis (= no cross-correlation)

use the approximate standard deviation of n-1/2 (or (n-k)-1/2). As the cross-

correlations ru'a(k) are proportional to the impulse response weights, these
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cross-correlations can also be used for identification and they have the

advantage that something is known about their asymptotic distribution.

5.6 Estimation
----------

We now consider the problem of simultaneously estimating the parameters b,

6 i (i = 1 '..., r), wj (j = 1 ,..., s), fk (k = 1 '..., p), K. (j = 1 ,..., q)J
in the model formulations A, B and C. Using the results of section 5.2 equations

(5.1.2), (5.1.6) and (5.1.9) can be written as (given the realisations of the Et

and z  series)-t

00 00

(5.6.1) E  n*                  *
ut = .   =j(A,B,C)xt-j +      j(A,B,C) zt-j

J=0 j-0

where for madel A

*
P.   = -P. and   a<   = -q  A   (see (5.2.18)),J,A J,A 1j,A

and for model B

f                     *
(5.6.2)

.     P:    D   =   -P, - and a. =    -q 4 n (see (5.2.27)),
U , 1) J,13 1j,B d , 1. 

and for model C

*
Pj,c   =   -Pj,c          and         q ,c   =   -qj,c          (s e e    (5.2.3 1) )  .

Box and Jenkins propose a simple three-stage procedure for calculating the u's,

and for model formulation A we shall formulate this procedure. First, the out-

put x.  from the transfer function model may be computed from

r s
(5.6.3)       I  6. x' . = I w z

1 t-1
j=O  j  t-j-bi=0

whereby we assume that appropriate starting values for the parameters are given.

Having calculated the x  series, thenusing  ( 5.4.1.1 ), the noise series  nt  can be
obtained from
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(5.6.4)      n  =x  -x't  t  t·

Finally, the u's can be obtained from (5.1.3), that is

P              a
(5.6.5)

ut   =     E     'knt-k  -     E     K.   u      .    .J  t-Jk=0 j=1

Now denote a set of guessed values for the parameters by 86 = (6 '6  0;
1,0 '

"
r,u

Wo,0 ,···, WS,O ;  1,0
'..., 1 -;K

 ,0)  and let ut,  be that valueP,U 1,0 '"0, K

u  in (5.6.1) for the guessed values B  (assuming that the orders of the schemes

are known; and for convenience neglecting the suffixes A, B and C),

00 00

(5.6.6)
Ut,0 = jzo pj'O xt-j + jEO qj'O zt-j ,

2               2

where the p: Q and q    are the p  and q: with known B  vector.J, J  , U                                                J

Then a first order Taylor series expansion of ut = ut(B) about the parameter

values 8 = BQ gives

-                        -

r              3u        s              3u
u         +  E  (6. - 6 ) (t) +  I  (w  - w   )(t)    +
t -ut,0 i    i,0   36              h    h,0  3w   -i=1 i-BO h=1 h F- 0

(5.6.7)

P au -       q              aut
t,

+ I  (1T - 1T
J

C.31ri +  I  (Ef - K   )(-)    ,g    g,0g=1 g -
BO

f=0 f,0  3Kf  B- 0

or rearranging

- -

r               au         s               ju.

Ut '0    =           -      I      ( 6 i   -   6 i,O )    ( 361)            -      I      (
w 1 2,

i=1
i. 80   h=l   h - wh,0'(awh  B-       0

(5.6.8)

p               3u         g              3u
E    (Tr   -  W     ) (t) -  E

(Kf
-K -t) +Ug    g,0   31r                    f,0  3<          t ·

g=1 f=0 f  Bg -
BO -     0
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The unitial guesses can then be modified by applying ordinary least squares to

this model, and this procedure is repeated until convergence is achieved. (see

section 3.2.3 of chapter 3) One can use a non-linear least squares routine where

the required partial derivatives are evaluated numerically at each step of the

iteration procedure.

We shall now briefly state what is meant by the problem of starting values.

We assume that the difference equations are started off from a value of t for

which all previous x's and z's are known. Thus x;; in (5.6.3) is calculated from

t=g+1 onwards, where g i s the larger of r and s+b. This means that nt Will
be available from n onwards; hence, if unknown u's are set equal to zero,g+1

the u's may be calculated from u onwards. Thus, the conditional sum ofg+P+1
squares function is

n

(5.6.9)         S     u2 (b, 61'"''6r' wo,···,ws' wl'"''wp' K1'"''K |XO,ZO,UO)
t=g+p+1

where

X . Z , UQ are starting vectors for the xt' zt and ut series.0/

For an unconditional maximum likelihood method, which is of importance for small samp-

les, we refer to the Ph.D.Thesis of Newbold [ 120] .

The covariance matrix of the estimates may be obtained in a similar way as

described in chapter 3.

5.7 Diagnostic checking applied to the residuals

Suppose that a transfer function-noise model has been fitted by least squares

and the residuals u 's been calculated by substituting least squares estimates

for the parameters, the estimated autocorrelation function r-(k) of these
U

residuals is computed and also the cross-correlation function r.,G(k) betweenU

the estimated pre-whitened input U  and the residuals St.

Ther. 32x and Jenkins show that of the autocorrelation function r.(k) or the
U

cross-correlation function rG'6(k) show marked patterns, this suggests model
inudequacy. liowever, it is dangerous to read too much into the behaviour of the

individual correlations. A helpful overall check is based on two chi-square

tests  11311. The first of these  runs as follows. Consider the first K estimated
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autocorrelations rG(1) ,..., r (K) and K be sufficiently large, then, if the

form of the model is correct, the quantity

K

9=m  E  rj(k)
k=1  -

is approximately distributed as chi-square with K-p-q degrees of freedom,

where m is the number of estimated residuals which is available. We see that

the chi-square statistic only depends on the number of parameters (p + q) in

the noise model. The second test is employed as follows. The cross-correlations

r.,a(k) for k = 0, 1, 2, ... ,K are estimated for K sufficiently large.U

When the functional form of the model is correct, the quantity

S  2
S=m  I  rG,G(k)k=0  - -

is approcimately distributed as chi-square with K+1- (r+s+1) degrees

of freedom, where (r+s+1)i s the number of parameters in the transfer

function part of the model.

5.8 An example to illustrate the dynamic transfer function-noise modelling

approach
--------

We shall use an example taken from the book of Box and Jenkins [ 20 1  to illu-

strate the dynamic transfer function-noise modelling approach. Suppose that we

wish to describe an input series  t and the corresponding output series 3t from

some physical system. The physical process  is that which happens  in  a gas furnace
in which air and methane are combined to form a mixture of gases containing

CO  (carbon dioxide). The air feed is being kept constant, but the methane feed

rate can be varied in any desired manner and the resulting CO2 concentration in

the off gases is measured. Every nine seconds data are collected of the in- and

output series to provide information about the dynamics of the system over a

region of interest. The input series is put in at level zero and can  during

the experiment vary between an upper and lower bound. The number of observations

of both series is 296. The autocorrelations of the output and input series damp
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out fairly quickly, indicating that no differencing operation is required.

Using the identification and estimation procedures as described in chapter 3,

the input series Zt is well described by a third-order autoregressive scheme:

(5.8.1) z  - 1.97 z + 1.37 Z
- 0.34 zt-3 = ut,t t-1 t-2

with s2, = 0.0353; and the output series z.t by an ARMA (4,2)-scheme:

(5.8.2) x  - 2.42 x+ 1 + 2.38 x - 1.16 x
+ 0.23 xt_4 =t u-i t-2 t-3

E  - 0.31 E- 1 + 0.47 6t 5-1 t-2

2
w i t h  s = 0.1081.

E

Following the remarks in section 5.4.1 the input series is transformed to white

noise by:

(5.8.3) U' = Z - 1.97 Z + 1.37 Z - 0.34 ztt t-1 t-2 t-3

and the same transformation is applied to the output series:

(5.8.4)
at = xt - 1.97 xt-1 + 1.37 xt-2 - 0 34 xt-3 '

with su, = 0.188 and sa = 0.358.

Tte estimated cross-correlation function between li  and St is shown in table

3.8.1, together with the estimate (5.4.1.11) of the impulse response weights

0.358
Vk - 0.188 ru'a(k).
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Table 5.8.1: Estimated cross-correlations after pre-whitening, approximate

standard errors for the cross-correlations, and approximate

*)
impulse response weights for the gas furnace data

k       0    1     2     3    4     5     6     7     8     9     10

rU,a(k)  -0.01 0.05 -0.03 -0.28 -0.33 -0.46 -0.27 -0.17 -0.03  0.03 -0.05

8       0.06 0.06  0.06  0.06  0.06  0.06  0.06  0.06  0.06  0.06  0.06

92      -0.02 0.10 -0.06 -0.53 -0.63 -0.88 -0.52 -0.32 -0.06  0.06 -0.10

*)
The approximate standard errors for the cross-correlations r , (k) shown inua
table 5.8.1 are the square roots of the variances obtained from (5.5.3), and

are denoted by 8.

i . (41»
664  .

..1-

O  1 1 1 3  40
0  ,     ,  1  9  5  +  7  1     1    >4

-a/-
-           - - - - - - - - - - - - - L V

-01" 

-0.1-

- I.,-

-o.S-

-01-

¥

Figure 5.8.1: Estimated cross-correlations for gas furnace data after pre-white-

ning
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The estimated cross-correlations together with their approximate two standard

error limits are plotted in figure 5.8.1.
Using the results in figure 5.4.1.1 the pattern of the *'s might be accounted

for by a scheme with (r, s, b) equal to (1, 2, 3):

(5.8.5)
i   +    61   4-1=   wo   4-3   +   0)14-4   +   w2   4- 5   +   4    +    614- 1.

Using (5.4.1.16) and the previous computed impulse response weights the noise

series can be estimated as follows:

N
0

(5.8.6) nt =xt -  I   v. z  ..J  t-J
j=0

where N  is
a suitable number of impulse response weights which is taken into

account. Studying the autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of b
t

leads to identification of the noise series. In doing so the scheme for n-t
would be:

(5.8.7)
Et     +     11 1     i-1     +    1r 2    4      2    =    Ht  '

The simultaneous estimation of the parameters as described in section 5.6

gives

(5.8.8) x  -  0.57  x . = - 0.53 Z
-  0.37  zt_4 -  0.51  z    +t t-1

(0·08)
t-3 t-5

(0.21) (0.15) (0.16)

nt -  0.57  nt-1
(0.21)

ana

(5.8.y) n - 1.53 n +  0.63  n
t

(O.05) (0.05)
t-1 t-2 = ut '

2

with  s   = 0.0561, where the figures between brackets are approximate standard
r

errors of the estimated parameters.  
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The diagnostic checking criteria as described in section 5.7 provide no grounds

for  questioning the model adequacy  ( for details  see  Box and Jenkins  [2 0] ) ,  and
so scheme (5.8.8) and (5.8.9) can be used for forecasting.

Using (5.2.17) and (5.2.18) the best one-period ahead forecast is:

CO 00

(5.8.10)
· 11+1,n - .E1 pj -xei+1-j + .£1 qj Al+1-j

where

*

Pl =  1053 ,  P2 = -0 63,  pj ,3=0

(5.8.11)   . 11 = 42 = 0,  q3 = -0.53,  q4 =  0 14,  q5 = -0.20,  q6 =  oo43

97 = -0.07 ,  q  = -0.04,  % = -0.02, q10 = -0.01, etc.

The best forecast for x .2 at point of time n is (see (5.2.19))-n+

C. 00

(5.8.12)
· +2,n = Pl 211+ 1,n + jE2 pj 241+2-j + j 3 qj · n+2-j  '

The best forecast for x (1 > 3) at point of time n is (see (5.2.19) and
-n+1

(5.2.20))

(5.8.13)
 1+1,n = Pl Al+1-1,n + P2 in+1-2,n 3 En+1-3,n+P -   +

1-1 DO

I  q. 2 +I q z
j=3  J -n+1-j,n   j=l  j -n+1-j

wiere z is the one-period ahead point forecast of the input.
-n+1,n

1 n our example the updating formula (5.2.37) is equal to
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(5.8.14) =X +V {z  - 2 } + 0.   {x - R },
.xn+1, n  -n+1, n-1 1,A -m n,n-1 1,A -n  -n,n-1

where vl,A and 01,A can be found from the formula's under (5.2.1).

Box and Jenkins [  20] have shown that for the gas furnace example the model with

the leading indicator (transfer function-noise scheme) produced forecast of

considerable greater accuracy than those with the univariate scheme (5.8.2).
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Footnotes to chapter 5

1) The model formulations A, B and C link up with those of Box and Jenkins. For
model formulation A their formulation is as follows:

Lt = 6-1(B) w(B) z    + ft-t-b
where n satisfies:

-t

1T (B) Bt = c(B) -Et ,
and where 6(B), w(B), 1(B) and t<(B) are polynomials in the backward lag operator B.
As we have used the identification and estimation computer programs developed
by the consultaxy and contract research company "Gwilym Jenkins and Partners,
we  also  used the model formulations as described  in  Box and Jenkins' book  [ 20  ]  .

2) The suffix A indicates that the coefficients belong to model formulation A.

3) A matrix A is said to be of rank r if and only if the largest non-singular sub-
matrix of A is of order r. If A is of order m x n, the maximum possible rank
of A is the smaller of m and n. If the rank of A is the maximum possible rank,
then  the  rank  of  A  is said ti be cf full  rank  (see  e .g. F.M.Stein: Introduction  to
matrices and determinants, Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, 1967).

4) 3t and Zt are assumed to be jointly stationary and normally destributed.

5) Note that the residual variance of the univariate output model is 0.1081 and
that of the dynamic transfer function-noise model is 0.056, so a reduction of

approximately 50%.
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Chapter 6: Modelling the monthly rate of return on the U.S. market portfolio

by dynamic transfer function-noise models

6.1 Introduction
------------

In chapter 4 we were not successful in forecasting the monthly rate of return on
the U.S. market portfolio using univariate time series models. Therefore we shall

now try to see what the effect is when models with explanatory variables are used.

As we have seen in section 4.4 market inefficiency arises when information,

public or private, is not immediately reflected in the market price. For example,

a regression model of the form

P
(6.1.1)

31 't = a  + iZo ai  data t-i + ft

(where x1   is the monthly rate of return on the market portfolio) is consistent
,.

with the semi-strong form of efficient market hypothesis if the explanatory power

of the past data is nil ( the regression coefficients a1 '...' a  are not signi-

ficantly different from zero or not stable from one period to the other).

If (6.1.1) has significant explanatory power, it can be interpreted as a poten-

tial trading rule, for if the model holds outside the sample period, it may be a

source of profits above the buy and hold policy. If datat  is just the value of

the independent variable that applies to period t, it is mostly difficult to asso-

ciate a predictive value with datat' since it becomes available contemporaneously

with xl,t. In cases where datat can be predicted very good, the relation might

be useful as a trading rule.

Further one should be aware of a lag in published data. Investors can not

use unavailable information to make decisions. Published reports usually give data

of certain variables with an approximate delay of 1-2 months.

In the next sections we shall try to find out if dynamic relations between

the monthly rate of return on the U.S. market portfolio and a wide variety of

data subsets, such as U.S. monetary and business indicator data exist, and if

they exist, to investigate their forecasting power. We shall use cross-correlation

analysis to detect possible dependencies between the rates of return on the

market portfolio and rates of change of monetary and business indicator data.

Having found such dependencies we fit dynamic transfer function-noise models and
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then try to evaluate the forecasting power of such models, to see if the relati-
ons also hold outside the sample period. In conclusion we shall give the impli-
cations for portfolio management given the results.

6.2 Empirical results

In  order to investigate the relationships between the monthly rates of return
on the U.S. market portfolio and the monthly rates of change of U.S. monetary
and business indicator data, we use cross-correlation analysis. Given the iden-

tification difficulties mentioned in section 5.5 it is discouraging that large
autocorrelation within the series, can lead to misleading cross-correlations,

which makes it difficult to infer the proper stochastic relationship between
two series using the cross-correlation function. A more transparent identifica-
tion tool is the pre-whitening procedure as described in section 5.4.1.
The estimated cross-correlations between the pre-whitened input and the corres-

pondingly transformed output series, and their approximate standard errors can
be found in table 6.2.1.

For pre-whitening the series we have used the models in chapter 4. Using the

information in the cross-correlation series we try to build dynamic transfer
function-noise models. Models with one input series can be found in table 6.2.2
and with several input series in table 6.2.3. Next we have calculated Theil's
measure of forecast accuracy (for a definition see section 4.3.1) for the dif-

ferent models using one period ahead forecasts, starting Jan. 1972 and ending
Dec. 1972. The results are summarized in table 6.2.4. The names of the respective

series in the tables 6.2.1, 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 can be found in section 4.2.



Table 6.2.1:  Estimated cross-correlations between the pre-whitened input and the correspondently transformed output

series, and their approximate standard errors (U.S. monthly data, period Febr. 1947 - Dec. 1971)

Series estimated cross-correlations and their respective approximate standard errors (between brackets)

x    versus V x2,t  lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          81,t 0.045 -O.023 0.072 0.062 0.0060.151 0.083 0.021 0.109
(0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0·058) (0·058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.059)

lag     9          10         11         12
0.059 0.088 0.087 O.018
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)

x 1't versus  V
x lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          8
3,t -0.067 -O.042 -O.010 -0.050 0.024 -0.054 -0.040 -O.014 O.083

(0·058) (0.058) (0·058) (0.058) (0·058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.059)

lag     9          10         11         12

-0.045 0.002 0.035 -0.109
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)                                                          '

xl't versus V x4,t  lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          8
-0.112 -0.0483 -0.013 -0.122 -0.070 -0.094 0.019 0.023 -0.002

(0·058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.059)

lag     9          10         11         12
-0.030 0.023 0.052 -0.082
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)



Continuation of table 6.2.1

*)x    versus x lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          8
1,t 5,t 0.087 -O.013 0.018 -0.021 -0.026 -0.044 0.026 -0.027 -0.055

(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.060) (O.060) (0.060) (0.060)

lag     9          10         11         12
-0.084 -0.009 0.074 0·038
(0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060)

*)
x1 t versus

x. lag    0          1          2         3         4         5        6         7          8
6,t 0.044 0.100 -0.041 -0.069 0.003 -0.048 O.009 0.041 -0.044

(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060)

lag     9          10         11         12
-0.093 -0.117 -0.001 -0.057
(O.060) (O.060) (0.060) (0.060)

*)                                                                                                   0
x1 't  versus x ,t lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          8

-0.095 -0.114 -0.043 0.015 -0.041 0·031 -0.042 -0.005 0.003
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.060) (0.060) (O.060) (0.060)

lag     9          10         11         12

0.072 0.134 0.048 0.049
(0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060)

x    versus
x8 ,t <  lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          81,t -0.013 0.119 0.142 0.037 -0.089 -O.023 0.096 -0.0240.131

(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.060) (O.060) (0.060) (0.060)

lag     9          10         11         12
-0.222 -0.033 0.021 0.033
(O.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060)



Continuation of table 6.2.1

x    versus x lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          8
1,t 9,t -O.046 -0.0480.099 0.002 -0.035 0.094 -0.011 -0.029 -0.093

(0.058) (0.058) (0·058) (0·058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.059)

lag     9          10         11         12
0.030 -0.078 0.024 0.049
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)

x 1 t versus
x lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          8

'
0.149 0.065 -0.006 -0.060 0.026 0.010 0.037 0.02410,t -0.008

(0·058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.059)

lag     9          10         11         12
-0.044 -0.164 -0.023 0.028                                                             0

-.

(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) -4

x1't versus
x lag     0          1          2          3          4          5         6          7          8
11,t -0.073 0.0620.051 -O.004 -0.050 0.005 0.017 0.041 -0.073

(0.058) (0·058) (0.058) (0·058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.059)

lag     9          10         11         12
-0.012 -O.186 0.019 -0.070
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)

1)                                                                                                                                   1In this case the period over which the cross-correlations are calculated is: Febr. 1948 - Dec. 1971.



Table 6.2.2:  Estimation result of dynamic transfer function-noise models: one-input series

(U.S. monthly data. period: Febr. 1947 - Dec. 1971)

Variance Estimated Q-statis-  S-statis-
Series Fitted models of base residual tic (de- tic (de-

(approximate standard
output variance grees of grees oferrors underneath series freedom freedom

coefficients)
E ta fges )*)EF fgfs )5)

-2          -2
x    versus v x          x    -  0.966 x = 2.144(x -x     )+ 0.198.10 0.194.10 55.36(50)  46.86(48)
1,t 2,t 1,t 1,t-1 2,t  2,t-1

(model I)
(0.061) (0.925)

nt -  0.966  nt-1
(0.061)

nt=ut
-2 -2

x    versus V x4         x    =  7.067 (x4,t - x4,t-1) + nt
0.198.10 0.192.10 55.32(50)  62.48(49)

1,t            ,t        l,t

(model II)
(2.455)

nt=ut
1\)

-2          -2
x    versus v x          x    = -6.366 C ) +n 0.198.10 0.192.10 65·32(50)  51.97(49)  m
1,t 4,t 1,t X4't-3 - X4,t-4     t

(model III)
(2.455)

nt = ut

-2          -2

Kl t versus v x4         xl,t = -6.597 (x4,t - x4,t-1)-1.756 (xb,t-1-x4,t_2)   0.198.10    0.183.10    63.60(50)  41.23(46),t

(model IV)
(2.461) (2.531)

-0.532 (x. - X,
) -6.432 (x4,t-3-x4,t-4 4,t-2 4,t-3

(2.534) (2.464)

+n
t

nt = ut



Continuation of table 6.2.2

m)                                                                 -2          -2
x 1,t versus x7,t 1,t 7,t-1    t

x      -0.366 x - +n 0.198.10 0.188.10 53.53(49)  36.22(49)

(0.164)
(model V)

n    -  0.144 n =U
.t t-1    t

(0.059)

*22) -   -3   -3     -2
x    versus x-           x 0.559·10 x   - 0 105 10 0.198.10 0.187.10-2  64.44(50)  39.33(46)
1,t 8,t 1,t 8,t

0

x8,t-1
(0.245.10-3) (0.246.10-3)

(model VI)

-3                 -3

+  0.506.10   x8,t-2+ 0.549.10_  x8,t-1 + nt
(0.246.10- ) (0.246.10 -')

ro
-/

n =u LO
.t       t

in)             ·                                             -3                                          -3                                                                           -2                            -20.198.10 0.184.10 61.95(49)  40.36(46)
x    versus x.           x       0.521.10   x8,t -0.101.10   x8,t-11,t 8,t 1,t                             -3

(0.243.10-3) (0.244.10  )
(model VII)

·                -3

+  0.499.10 3.x8,t-2+ 0.539.10_  x8,t-3 + nt
(0.244.10- ) (0.243.10 4)

n    -  0.124 n =U
t              t-1    t

(0.059)

-2          -2
x    versus x            x       0.198 x +n 0.198.10 0.192.10 55.85(50)  40.57(49)
1,t 10,t 1,t 10,t    t

(model VIII)
(0.073)

n    =u
t       t



Continuation of table 6.2.2

-

-2 -2
x    versus x x    =  0.172 x +n 0.198.10 0.190.10 51.32(49) 41.17(49)
1,t 10,t 1,t 10,t    t

(model IX)
(0.071)

n    -  0.129 n =U
t              t-1     t

(0·058)

1\)
I.

4,-

*)   The Q-statistic is in our case based on 50 autocorrelations; the resp. chi-square values from the table are:
2                        2
x     (49) = 66.34, X (50) = 67.51, the rest can be found in the footnote under table 4.6.1.0.05 0.05

*2)  The S-statistic is in our case based on 50 cross-correlations.

2**) The estimation period for this model is: Febr. 1948 - Dec. 1971.



Table 6.2.3:  Estimation results of dynamic transfer function-noise models: multi-input series

*)(U.S. monthly data, period: Febr. 1948 - Dec. 1971)

Fitted models Estimated Q-statisticSeries S-statistic
(approximate standard residual (degrees of
errors underneath variance freedom be- (degrees of freedom between brackets)
coefficients) tween

brackets)      S          S         S         S1 2 3 4
'-I

-2x versus VX 2.403 0.171.10 54.12(50) 42.58(48)  54.35(49) 38.58(46) 45.94(49)1,t 2,t
(0.871)

*VxK,t  xl,t =(1-0.9858) (x2,t-x2,t-1 
(0.014)

X8't -3

. K10,t -7.416 (x4,t-x4,t-1)+ 0'493.10-R X8,t

(model X)
(2.415) (0.236.10 «)

-3                 -3- 0.195.10
-3 x8,t-1 + 0'567.10-3 x8,t-2+

(0.237·10 ) (0.236.10  )
7)

+ 0.534.10_q X8,t-3 + 0.210 x10,t + nt
(O.236.10 4) (0·073)

n;  = u
.L  t

•                                                               -2
x versus VX 2.294 0.165.10 54.91(49) 44.94(48)  58.04(49) 41.00(46) 50.12(49)
1,t 2,t (0.839)

Vxh,t  xl,t =(1-0.9888) (x2,t-x2,t-1 
(O.014)

X8't
-3

K10,t - 6.176 (x4,t-x4,t-1)+ 0.481.10-3.X8,t
(model  XI)

(2.394) (0.226.10  )

'- 0.347 10-3 x               -3+ 0.553 10         +
(0.227.10-3) 8't-1 (0.227.10  )  '

3 x8.t-2

0.557.10-3 x + 0.204 x +n
(0.226.10-3)

8,t-3 10,t    t
(0.070)

.n  +  O.183 n =U
(0.063) t-8    t



Continuation of table 6.2.3

-2
Xi   versus VX 1.956 0.177.10 50.60(50) 42.46(48) 42.25(49) 38.10(49) 43.48(49)

1'.. 2,t (0.817)VX                    (X         )
4,t  xl,t =(1-0.9858)   2,t-X2,t-1

X             (0.015)
7,t

. x10,t -7.126 Vx - 0.257 X4            7.t-1
(model XII) .  (2.388 ) '.  (0.159)

+ 0.205 X +n
10,t    t

(0·074)

nt=ut

-2
x versus VX 2.045 0.169.10 58.05(50) 44.54(48) 33.01(46) 42.12(46) 46.85(49)
1,t 2,t

_(0.897)
.Vx4   x               (x   -x     ),t   1,t -(1-0.9928) 2,t  2,t-1

X8't                                                                                                        '
(0.013)

ru
i.

.  x10,t  -7.437  (x4  +-xlt  +._  )-0  702  (xlt  t-  -x4,·t-2)                                                                                                                   "
(model XIII)

(2.429)   '    '- 1 (2.526)   '  1

.+ 1.235 (xb t-2-x4,t-3)-4.816 (x4 t-3-x4,t-43
(2.489)

'
(2.417)   '

+ 0.488.10I  x8  - 0.199.10-3 xO   1+ 0.529.10-3
(0.234.10 -)  't (0·234.10-3) 0,t-  (0.235·10-J)X8,2-2

+ 0.474.10-3 x8   7+ 0.216
x +n

(0.234.10-3)  't-4 (0·072) 10,t    t

.nt = ut



Continuation of table 6.2.3

-2
x versus VX 1.767 0.174.10 52.20(50) 43·34(48) 38.46(46) 38.50(49) 47.10(49)
1,t 2,t (0.898)    c

.Vx4,t  xl,t = (1-0.9948) cx2,t-x2,t-1 
x              (0.011)
7,t

. x10,t -6.967 (X4,E-x4 t-1)-1.263 (x4 t-1-x4,t-2)
(model XIV)

(2.438) (2.527)   '

+1.148) (x4,t-2-x4 t-,)-5..288 (x4 +-7-x4 t-4)
(2.510) ,- - (2.523)  'v    '

-0.295 X + 0.203 x +n
(0.159) (0.074)

7.t-1 10,t    t

.nt = ut
«1

t)   In this table we have used a somewhat different manner of writing for the models than in chapter 5, which is done
for ease of notation.

Further we have in this case of multi-input dynamic transfer function-noise models assumed that the input variables
are not correlated with one another but only in itself. This was justified by the fact that the cross-correlations
between several pre-whitened input variables were negligible small.
How to proceed when one or more of the input variables are correlated can be found in section 6.5.
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Table 6.2.4: Theil's measure of forecast accuracy for the different models

(using one-period ahead forecasts starting Jan. 1972 and ending

Dec. 1972)
1)

model I :   U = 0.91 model VIII : u = O.98

model II :   U = 0.99 model IX :   U = O.94

model III :   u = O.94 model X :   u = 0.85

model IV :   U = 0.92 model XI :   U = 1.08

model V :   u= 0.89 model XII :   U = 0.92

model VI :   U = 1.04 model XIII : u = 0.89

model VII : U= 0.97 model XIV : U= 0.98
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6.3 Conclusions concerning the empirical results of the dynamic transfer

function-noise models

As section 6.2 shows, the estimated models for the monthly rates of return on

the market portfolio and past and current values of

a)   the percentage changes of money supply;

b)   the Aaa corporate bond rates;

c)   the percentage changes of the business inventory-sales ratio;

d)   the percentage changes of total manufacturing and trade inventory divided

by the percentage changes of total manufacturing and trade sales;

e)   the percentage changes of manufacturers' new orders;

are for practical purposes not usable, given Theil's measure of forecast accuracy,

probably while the relations are too weak and/or that the forecast accuracy of

the input variables itself is not so good.

In fact we find that the  naive  no percentage change prediction of the rates of

return on the market portfolio is nearly as good as for the models in table

6.2.2 and 6.2.3. It is probably so that certain relations hold for certain periods

after which they become weaker by influences which have not been taken into

account, such as changes in government policy and in common stock holdings among

major institutions and moreover psychological factors.

Opinions fluctuate in time with regard to such things as business management or

the degree of political or international stability.

We have the impression that the bad forecasting performance of the above dynamic

transfer function-noise models is caused by the fact that some of the estimated

parameters in the models are not stable over sub-periods, and the forecast accu-
2)

racy of the input variables is relatively small.

For the same 84  Dutch securities which we used for calculating the corner port-

folios for Sharpe' s portfolio model in chapter 1, Vermeulen  [ 180] shows that in

general the estimated regression parameters ai and B. are not stable over sub-1

periods (using monthly data and the following sub-periods: 1961 - 1966, 1967 - 1972).

So it is not surprising that the estimated regression parameters over one period

are bad estimates for the same parameters over the next period. Vermeulen demon-

strated that a Baysian approach for estimating the future values for a. and B.11

is better ( a smaller average quadratic forecast error) than only using the

sample estimates. The basis of his procedure can be found in footnote 3.

Most of the studies in section 2.2.1 confirm a strong linkage between money
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supply and stock prices and also infer that monetary changes lead stock prices.

Such findings suggest that past information of money is useful in the determina-

tion of future prices and returns of stocks. This contradicts the efficient mar-

ket hypothesis. However, the results of Cooper  [ 30] , Rozeff  [  149] , Rogalski
4)and Vinso [ 143] and myself confirm a part of the semi-strong form of the effi-

cient market hypothesis namely with regard to the U.S. money supply information.

In our case the forecasting power of past information is so weak (using Theil's

coefficient) that a potential trading rule based on it seems to be not profitable.

The results in table 6.2.4 indicate that the same seems to hold for other U.S.

monetary and business indicator data.

We shall finish this section with the following remark. In extending the

noise structure by going from model X to model XI we see that the forecasting

power in fact decreases. In investigating this, taking two sub-periods (Febr.

1948 - June 1959, July 1959 - Dec. 1972), we find that in the first period the

noise parameter of the model is strongly significant, in the second period not

at all. So, the noise structure is spurious.

6.4 Implications of the bad predictability of the rate of return on the

market portfolio for portfolio management using market models

We have seen that the predictability of the rate of return on the market port-

folio is rather bad, which complicates a useful application of the so-called

Sharpe portfolio model in section 1.5.2. For when little can be said about the

development of the future behaviour of the rate of return on the market portfolio,

which is the crucial variable in Sharpe's model, then it can be dangerous to base

yourself on ex-post information to change the portfolio composition using

Sharpe's model.

In the foregoing sections we have seen that it seems hardly worth-while to select

information about other economic variables to predict the rate of return on the

market portfolio.

Given the above results and those in section 2.4, what can a portfolio mana-

ger do?

In our opinion one possibility might be to  employ a passive portfolio strategy,

as an agressive portfolio strategy,  which involves much research, brokerage and
5)

transaction costs, does not seem to pay its costs.

That is the portfolio manager might buy a well diversified portfolio, which has

a portfolio beta within certain limits (for a definition of a portfolio beta and
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a measure for portfolio diversification see further on in this section), and

hold on to it. He will generally sell only to realize tax benefits, when  he

needs the money, or when the measure for portfolio diversification or the port-
6)

folio beta have changed too much. Using data of six Dutch investment funds we

get the impression that investment funds with relatively high management costs

on the average do not have higher rates of return. The rates of return of those

investment funds did in general also not outperform the rates of return on a

market portfolio over a nine yearly period (the enumeration of the names of the

investment funds, the data sources, the computations, and the details of the

conclusions are reported in appendix 6.1, because it is too extensive to insert

in this section).

To a passive portfolio strategy diversification and the acceptance of a cer-

tain portfolio beta objective are very important. A passive strategy  is not the

same as a random selection. It is important for the investor to choose a well

diversified portfolio which fits his objectives, including his tax status and

his ability to tolerate fluctuations in the value of his portfolio. But once he

has chosen a certain portfolio, he should change it only to keep it diversified

and at the same time keep the portfolio beta within certain limits or to change

the portfolio to generate cash, or to realize tax benefits.

We shall nbw make some remarks about a standard for diversification and the mea-

ning of the portfolio beta.

From formula (1.5.2.30) it follows that the return on an arbitrary portfolio f

can be written as:

Rt, f = af + Bf ft,m + lit, f '

with

a    =  X'af
B    =  X'Bf

=  X'U
11 , f -t

f.

So, B  =  I  x. B., which will be called the portfolio beta, is the parameter which
f

i=1
1   1

measures the degree in which the return on portfolio f reacts on fluctuations  in

the return on the market portfolio.

When the portfolio is well diversified (in such a situation the specific risk,
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which is the risk which does not depend on the rate of return on the market port-

folio, is eliminated as much as possible) then the total portfolio risk can be

approximated by the systematic portfolio risk:

2      22a  =B o
Pf    f  Pm

The portfolio beta is the controllable risk factor in this expression, and it is

known  [ 44]   that  it is relatively stable  in time.
A portfolio manager might do the following now:

1)   Make a portfolio for which Bf is within certain limits (for all the corner

portfolios in chapter 1 the Bf-values were within 0.61 and 0.87).

2)   In doing so,try to make the diversification risk as small as possible by

taking many different shares in the portfolio. As a standard for diversifi-

cation one could choise the factor  Bf  (ir1    -1 ) as recommended by Eijgenhuijsen
fm

[ 44] , where Bf is the portfolio beta and Rfm is the correlation coefficient

between the rate of return on the fund portfolio and the rate of return on

the market portfolio. This factor should not exceed a certain value.

3)   Try to hold the transaction and research costs as small as possible.

The major problem in the above procedure is how to quantify the limits for the

portfolio beta and the aspiration level for the diversification measure, but when

they are specified and published an investor knows at least the objective of

such a found. And as probably different fund managers have different objectives

regarding the desired value for the portfolio beta and the standard for diversi-

fication, an investor can choose to invest in that fund which best agrees with

his objectives.

We conclude with the remark that to our opinion the professional investor

should give up to act as somebody who can beat the market, because in the long

run the effective use of all kinds of published information is mostly unprofi-
table.

6.5 Conclusions and suggestions for further research

We have reformulated and extended several results in time series analysis and

tried to investigate how these results can be used for modelling the U.S. monthly
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rates of return on a market portfolio. This is of importance for the practical

use of several portfolio models,where this factor plays an important role. We

found that the forecasting power of this factor using all kinds of economic

information was rather bad, probably caused by the instability in the dynamic

structures and/or the forecasting inaccuracy of the input variables. Gathering

data about six professionally managed Dutch funds we also found that those

funds which have relatively high management costs on the average did not have

higher rates of return; it was even so that their rates of return were exceeded

by those of a market portfolio. Given these results, what a portfolio manager

might do is to apply a passive portfolio strategy as described in section 6.4.

We shall now give some suggestions for further research, which will be

divided in time series analysis and portfolio management remarks. We shall start

with some suggestions in the area of time series analysis:

1)   As there is evidence that many series that occur in economics are not nor-

mally distributed (thick-tailness behaviour, see chapter 4), it is the

question if for finite samples the extremely difficult computable exact

maximum likelihood estimators (assuming Gaussian stochastic processes)

should be preferred over the least squares estimates. This clearly needs

further research.

2)   In studying dynamic transfer function-noise models with several inputs, we have in

fact assumed in chapter 5 that the input variables are only correlated in

itself but  not with other input variables. Difficulties might arise  if  the

inputs are correlated with one another. One simple case which might arise

in practice, is that of an output related to two inputs are themselves dyna-

mically linked. Suppose At is the wide stationary output and 21   and z_,t         -2,t
are the wide stationary input series. Suppose further:

m n
E t z - r ,   (0  -0  =1)  ,j=0    j  -2,t  -  k'O  Ok 112,t-k 0 0

and

r                                                s                                                         r

I  6.z , = E W. Z .               +I 6 ni=0  1 -1,t-1  j=0 J -2,t-J-bl   i=o  i -t-1

Pq

E  *k Et-k =  E  xi ul,t-j '   (60 = 1To = KO = 1),
k=0 j=0
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where  {111 't}  and  {Me,t}  are
independent white noise processes. Under certain

conditions (see chapter 5) we can write

00

zl,t  =  jz,  ,j   2,t-j  + 4     ,

so that when the v . coefficients are estimated the nt values can be genera-
ted from

CO

n  =z    -  I  v.z
t            1,t          . -        J      2,t-J

J-0

As further n  also can be written as
-t

CO

Et =   I   *j 21,t-j  '
j=0

and 42  t  as

00

12  t  =    I    11'j  vi,t-j   '
'    j=0

the processes

<Et}  and { Le,t}  are independent.

We then can link the output to the inputs by means of

r               s                   s                       r

1                                  1*                              22<                                    1*                * i
E  6. x I  w. n + E W. Z +  I  6. n
i=0  1 -t-1 = j=o  J -t-J-b2   j=o  J  -2,t-J-b 3   i=0  1 -t-1

Pq
1                                  1*2   *E,rn =E K. U   . •k -t-k

k=0 J=O  J -3,t-J

But, since {Et} and { e,t} are independent, the problem has been reduced to

one of relating an output to two independent inputs. Clearly a good deal of

study is still needed in this area especially when more than two inputs are

taken into account which are all interrelated.
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3)   In chapter 5 and 6 we have only considered models in which there is a uni-

directional causality between pairs of variables. However, there might  be
a bidirectional causality between certain variables which we considered.

This is called feedback by Granger and Newbold [ 69 ] . So feedback occurs
if x causes y and y causes x. Recently Granger and Newbold [ 69' ]  have pre-
sented a methodology for building and forecasting of bivariate time series

models with feedback:

CO 00

El,t = jEQ 71,j 2 2,t-j + jEO *1,j 111,t-j

CO 00

2&2,t = j l v2,j 211,t-j + jEO *2'j E2,t-j

where {al,t} and {32,t} are wide stationary processes, v (z)  and * (z)  (j=1,2)
are possibly infinite order polynomials    in the complex variable z, which

it is assumed can be well approximated by ratios of finite order polynomials,

and where {ul,t} and { ,t} are independent white noise processes. More gene-

ral multivariate models may be constructed by building on the ideas of the

bivariate framework, however, the methodological difficulties are such that

the construction of a general m-variable time series model from series of

length likely to occur in practice, is prohibitively difficult unless m is

very small. Much work has to be done in this area, but we believe that mul-

tivariate models can provide insight into the behavioural mechanisms genera-

ting data, which can not possibly be obtained from univariate models.

We shall now give some suggestions for further research in the field of

portfolio management:

1)   We believe that the Baysian approach as suggested in footnote 3 of this

chapter for estimating the ai (measure for specific risk of a security) and

Bi (measure for market risk of a security) outside the sample period needs

further attention, as the results up to now seem promising.

2)   Using the Baysian estimates for ai and Bi, these values might be useful in

saying which securities should be in the efficient portfolio (see footnote
14 of chapter 1). This gives a considerable reduction in the number of secu-

rities to be of interest for entering in the portfolio. How much one then

invests in the securities so found, very much depends on the risk aversion
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and the diversification requirement which the investor has.

3) Several other markets, such as the market for stamps (see e.g. [ 180 1 ), have
inefficiencies, which should surely be of interest for small investors. Data

collection and testing is of interest to our opinion for those markets.
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Appendix 6.1: Relating the annual rates of return to the total management costs

as a percentage of the average annual market value of the shares

6)
or units outstanding for six Dutch investment funds

To get an impression of possible differences in the relation between the annual

rates of return to the total management costs as a percentage of the average

annual market value of the shares or units outstanding, we gathered data for six

Dutch investment funds.  We  used the following six investment funds:

1.   A.B.N. Beleggingspool

2.   Amsterdams Belegging Depot

3.   Holland Fund

4.   Robeco

5.   Rolinco

6.   Beleggingsmaatschappij Obam

The first three  are unit trusts ( so-called "beleggingsdepots"), which  are  con-
trolled by a trust company (Amsterdams Belegging Depot is controlled by Holland-

sche Belegging en Beheer Maatschappij) or a bank (Holland Fund is controlled by

Bank Morgan Labouchere and Bank Mees & Hope, A.B.N. Beleggingspool is controlled

by Algemene Bank Nederland), the last three are funds which are limited liability

companies.

The data we used are obtained from the annual reports of the respective funds

and from "Tabellen  van het Financidle Dagblad".  As  we used calender years  from
1968 to 1977, and some of the annual reports of the investment funds have book

years which range over another period, we had to recompute the total management

costs. The average annual market value of the shares or units outstanding was

obtained by averaging the market value of the shares or units outstanding at the

beginning and end of the year. Concerning the annual rate of return we assumed

that dividends, etc. were reinvested in the same fund against an average price

during the dividend-payment period.

To get an impression of the risk of the rates of return for the above invest-

ment funds we can use as an approximation the figures given by Eijgenhuijsen [ 44 1 .
The geometric mean of the semiannual rates of return and the risk, measured by

the mean absolate deviation, are for the above funds as follows (period: half

1966 - half 1975):
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geometric mean mean absolute

of the semiannual deviation

rates of return

A.B.N. Beleggingspool
(period: half 1967-half 1975) 1.49 % 11.43 %

Amsterdams Belegging Depot 2.10 % 9.32 %

Holland Fund 4.73 % 9.12 %

Robeco 2.24 % 10.37 %

Rolinco 2.39 % 12.12 %

Beleggingsmaatschappij Obam 3.43 % 11.05 %

One of the important things we see from the figures below is that for

example for the A.B.N. Beleggingspool the total management costs as a percentage

of the average annual market value of the units outstanding is approximately

three times as high as for the investment funds Rolinco and Beleggingsmaatschap-

pij Obam, while those funds over the nine year period had on the average a better

rate of return. Also the strong increase in management costs since 1972 for the

Amsterdams Belegging Depot does on the average not lead to higher rates of return

in comparison to other investment funds, which have lower management costs. So

the impression exists that funds with relatively high management costs on the

average do not have higher rates of return.

We also tabulated the rates of return on a Dutch market portfolio to see if

the rates of return of the above mentioned investment funds outperform those of

the market portfolio. Therefore we calculated the percentage change in the market

value-index and further the dividends of all Dutch limited liability companies

as percentage of the average annual market value. The results are summarized be-

hind the data of the investment funds.

Roughly speaking we can say the following:

a)   In bear periods the rates of return of all the mentioned investment funds,

except those of  Holland Fund , are not better than those of the market

portfolio.

b)   In bullish periods the rates of return of all the above mentioned investment

funds are not clearly better than those of the market portfolio.



A.B.N. Beleggingspool

  period 31/12'67-31/12'68 31/12'68_31/12,69 31/12'69-31/12'70 31/12'70-31/12'71 31/12,71-31/12'72 31/12'72-31/12'
73  31/12'73-31/12'74 31/12'74-31/12'75 31/12'75-31/12'76

total management costs 197,421 356,249 503,284 734,960 1.221,562 1,754,729 1,540,594 1,753,823 1,963,171

average annual market

value of the units 33,898,142 56,874,920 81,016,625 108,652,475 185·254,064 251,413,263 229,601,671 246,623,887 284,659,004                 1

outstanding                                                                                                                                                                         
 0

total management costs

as a percentage of the 0.69 %
0.58 % 0.63 % 0.62 % 0.68 % 0.66% 0.70 % 0.67 % 0.71 %

average market value of

the units outstanding

-

annual rate of return

assuming reinvestment 8.7 % 7.1 % -14.1 % 10·2 % 27.9 % -17.8 % -29.2 % 39.0 % -6.7  %

in the same fund

.-



V

Amsterdams Beiegging Depot*)

period 31112'67-31/12,68 31/12,68_31/12,69 31/12'69-31/1:'70 31/12'70-31/12'71 31/12'71-31/12'72 31/,2'72-31/12'73   31/12'73-31/12'74 31/12'74-31/12'75 31/12,75-31/,2,76

te.51 management costs 93,351 79,695 76,460 69,206 477,190 835,412
833,700 992,247 1,239,829

. average annual market

value of the units 45,199,645 39,188,750 32,367,300 27,789,450 70,713,650 127,997,000 131,086,500 163,834,650 202,188,350

outstanding N

Y

total management costs

as a percentage of the

average annual market
0.65 % 0.61 % 0.61 %

value of the units 0.21 % 0.20 % 0.26 % 0.25 0 0.67 % 0.65 %

outstanding

annual rate of return

assuming reinvestment 21.9 % -2.8 % -5.2 % 7.1 % 22.9 % -17,5 0 -26.2 % 39.0 % -1.4  %

in the same fund

*)   In 1972 there  was a merger between the Beleggingsdepot Ho- landscbe Belegging en Beheer Maatschappij     and the Amsterdamse

Belegging Maatschappij , and from 1972 on the fund was called  Amsterdams Belegging Depot . On the account of
the merger

the  Amsterdams Belegging Depot  issued 275·579 new units in 1972.



Hoiland Fund

period 31/12'67.31112,68 31/12,68_31/12'69 31/12'69_31/12'70 31/12'70-31/12'71|31/12'71- 1/12'72  1/12'72- 1/12'73    31/12,73_31/12,74 31/12'74-31/12,75 31/12'75-31/12'76

total management costs 72,492 82,258 65,000 65,646 74,517 95,000 90,000 90,000 103,642

average annual market

value of the units 20,511,728 23,199,000 24,058,750 26,064,375 34,625.625 39,360.250 36,920,075 42,138,000 45,796,115

outstanding                                                                                                                                                                                             1

e

total management costs

as a percentage of the

average annual market 0.35 % 0.35 % 0.27 % O.25 % 0.22 % 0.24 % 0.24 % 0.21 % 0.23 %

value of the units

 

outstanding

annual rate of return

assuming reinvestment 24.7 % 6.9 % -1.6 % 2.2 % 43·4 % -13.8 % -8.1 0 21.5 % -6.3  %

in the same fund



'

Rotterdamsch Beleggingsconsortium N.V. (Robeco)

period
31/12,67_31/12'68 31/12'68-31/12'69 31/12'69-31/12'70 31/12'70-31/12'71 31/12'71-31/12'72 31/12'72-31/12'73 31/12'73-31/12'76 31/12'74_31/12'75 31/12,75-31/12'76

total management costs 2,580,466 3,636,535 4,464,016 4,737,044 6,129,444 6,912.607 8,615,8847,580,786 9,342.837

average annual market

value of the shares 2,036,503,415 2,575,020,150 2,982,630,650 3,021,236,150 3,839,313,550 4,178.920,050 3,321,489,750 3,561,347,500 4,412,804,000

 

outstanding                                                                                                                                                                                                

total management costs

as a percentage of the

average annual market 0.13 % 0.14 % 0.15 % 0.16 % 0.16 % 0.17 % 0.23 % 0.24 % 0.21 %
value of the shares

outstanding

annual rate of return

assuming reinvestment 19.7 % 1.9 % -1.2 % 8.6 % 24.0 % -20.5 % -24.1 % 43·4 % 6.0  %
in the same fund



Rolirco N.V.

31
Ferici

112"7-3'/12'68 31/12'68-3,/12'69 31/12'69-3./12,70 3'/12'70-31/12'71 31 /12'71-31/12'72 31/12'72-31/12'73 31/12'73-31/12'74 31/12,74_31/12'75 31/12'75-31/12
'76

total management costa 1,106,527 1,358,168 1,984,583 2,981,246 4,023,960 4,762,419 5,353,632 6,030,268 6,061,689

average annual market

value of the shares 527,291,310 1,044,226,325 1,406,79'.'00 1,559,663,450 2,255,790,500 2,806,319,300 2,309,237,450 2,307,963,050 2,875,141,500         §
outstanding                                                                                                                                                                                              N

5

total management costs

as a percentage of the

average annual market 0.21 % 0.13 % 0.14 % 0.19 % 0.18 % O.17 %
0.26 % 0·21 %0.23 %

value of the shares

outstanding

annual rate of return

assuming reinvestment 25·0 % 9.3 % -14.0 % 10.4 % 21.7 % -12.0 % -32 & % 53.8 % 7.0  %
in the same fund



Beleggingsmaatschappi.1 Obam N.V.

period
31/12,67_31/12,68 31/12,68-31/12,69 31/12'69-31/12'70 31/12'70-31/12'71 31/12'71-31/12'72 31/12'72-31/12'73    31/12'73-31/12'74 31/12'74-31/12'75 31/12'75-31/12'76

total management costs 102,248 127,201 162,306 168,119 204.836 240,924
214,827 219,711 252,907

average annual market

value of the shares 93,678,480 130,989,480 133,484,980 126,007,450 143,325,550 153,632,325
127,660,945 127,753,260 141,481,985

outstanding

ro

l#

total management costs

as a percentage of the

average annual market 0.11 % 0.10 % 0.12 % 0.13 % 0.14 % 0.16 %
0.18 %0.17 % 0.17 %

value of the shares

outstanding

annual rate of return

assuming reinvestment 29.0 % 10.1 % -11.1 % -0.9 % 42.9 % -16.4 % -22.5 % 36.4 0 -1.6  %

in the same fund
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The market performance

percentage change in the dividends of all Dutch limited
*)

period
market value-index liability companies as percen-

(1970 = 100) tage of the average annual
**)market value

31       31
/  '67-  / '68 31.3 % 3.9 %12       12

31       31
/  '68-  / '69 -7.3 % 4.1 %12       12

31       31
/  '69-  / '70 -9.4 % 4.7 %12       12

31       31
/  '70- / '71 -10.6 % 5.3 %12       12

31        31
/  '71_  / '72 26.6 % 5.1 %12       12

31       31
1  '72- / '73 -19.2 % 5.4 %12       12

31       31
/  '73- / '74 -27.0 % 7.5 %12       12

31       31
/  '74_  / '75 42.2 % 7.2 %12       12

31       31
/  '75- / '76 0 % not known
12       12

*)   The market value-index is based on all ordinary shards of Netherlands

limited liability companies officially quoted on the Amsterdam Stock
Exchange.   The  data  can be calculated using the information in "Maand-
statistiek Financiewezen"  of the "Centraal Bureau  voor de Statistiek".

**)  These data can be obtained from the "Statistisch Zakboek" of the "Cen-
traal Bureau voor de Statistiek".

.L
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Footnotes to chapter 6

1) In calculating the one-period ahead forecasts, we have programmed the forecast
formul as in section   5.2 by writing   them   as a weighted aggregate of previous   in-
put and output observations. This is done as the original computer program
which was obtained from Jenkins and Partners did not make a distinction between
the situation where the so-called delay factor b is zero or where it is greater
than zero. In section 5.2 of the previous chapter we have seen that this dis-

tinction leads to quite different forecast formulas (for models with four in-
put variables (see table 6.2.3) the forecast formulas can be extended in an
analogous  way as is done in section 5.2 for a single input variable).

2) To illustrate the instability of some of the estimated parameters we re-estimated
model X for two sub-periods. February 1948 - June 1959, July 1959 - December 1972.

period February 1948 - June 1959

O.610
(1.268)

0.847  VX
xl,t = (1-0.9798) vx2,t-(3.072)   4,t

(0.103)

+  0.404.10-3 x   - 0.641.10-3 x8 t-1+  0.676.10-3 x-3. 8,t -3 ' -3, d,t-2
(0.358.10 ) (0.369.10 ) (0.371.10  )

-3
-  0.180.10 x + 0.219 x +n

3 8,t-3 10,t    t
(0.357·10 ) (0.068)

nt = ut

period July 1959 - December 1972

2.673
(1.130)

Al,t = (1-0.9873) vx2,t-   94)  vx4,t
(O.016)

0.550·10-3 x   + O.303.10-3 x    1+ 0.695.10-3 x8
3.

8,t -3. 8,t-
-3.

,t-2
(0.322.10 ) (0.320.10 ) (0.316.10  )

-3
+  0.786.10 x + 0.214 x +n

8,t-3 10,t    t
(0.316.10-3) (0.093)

nt=ut

For one of the other models (model XII) we also re-estimated the parameters and
found instability in some of the estimated parameters.

The forecast accuracy of the relevant input variables in the models of
tables 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, using the univariate ARIMA-schemes of chapter 4, was of the
same order of magnitude (regarding Theil's coefficient) as of the dynamic trans-
fer function-noise schemes in table 6.2.4.

L
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3)                82 = k iJ + (1-k) Bi,

where,

B  = the new estimate for B. outside the sample period
1

BJ = the prior estimate for Bi, with i belonging to group J

(an industry group or a rate of return group)

8. = the sample estimate for B
1                                         i

1/s2
k _    8.J.prior

1/62 .1/,1.B,J,prior      1

2                                                            -
sB,J,prior = the variance of the sample estimates Bi from group J

%. = the sample estimated variance of Bi,
1

and,

BJ = k; 1  +  ( 1-k )  BJ

where,
-

BJ = the sample estimate for Bi' with i belonging to group J,

1/
0.09

kJ= 1/ + 7/2-   '0.09
B3

2
s-  = the estimated variance of B .8                                       JJ

Estimates can be obtained in the following way.
First calculate the rate of return of group J:

rt'J =1  I  r  . , where m i s the number of securities belonging to group J.
m i€J  t,1

Next estimate.the parameters aJ and BJ in the regression model:

r    =a  +B P +U
-t,J    J    J  t,m   -t,J

-                   2
and then estimate the variance of B , denoted by s- .J                  BJ

For the parameter a. the procedure runs in a similar way.
Concerning the forecastiAg performance for ai and Bi it appeared that industry

groups are to be preferred over rates of return groups.

0
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4) All the previous studies except that of Rogalski and Vinso were not aware of

the fact that high cross-correlation between movements in two series, may
simply be spurious due to  autocorrelation in the individual series itself,
such as we have remarked in section 6.2.

5) Also Friend, Blume and Crockett  [ 65 ] concluded the  same for mutual fund perfor-
mance: "The performance analysis  gave no indication that higher sales charges,
management costs, or trading expenses are consistently linked with performance

either above or below that of random portfolios. Because no clear payoff results
from higher management and trading expenses, a new type of mutual fund with

11

minimal management and trading may be desirable .

6) As the six Dutch funds are quite different with regard to their juridical organi-

zation structure, we have used the general term investment fund instead of
mutual fund, as a mutual fund is a special type of fund. In the Dictionary of
Business and Economics, Chr. Ammer and D.Ammer define a mutual fund as follows:
"An investment company whose capitalization is not fixed at a given number of
shares but that issues shares in accordance with customer demand. Mutual funds
sell their own new shares.to investors, stand ready to buy back their old
shares,  and  are not listed on organized exchanges".

L
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Samenvatting

In de afgelopen jaren valt er een toenemende belangstelling te constateren in

het bouwen van mathematisch-statistische modellen op het gebied van portefeuille-

beheer.

In de onderhavige studie hebben we getracht te onderzoeken in hoeverre bepaalde

beleggingsmodellen van nut kunnen zijn voor het practische beleggingsbeleid.

Essentieel bij bepaalde modellen is de opbrengst op de zogenaamde marktporte-

feuille, en wel de voorspelkracht van modellen van de opbrengst van de markt-

portefeuille buiten de steekproefperiode. Het stochastisch gedrag van de op-

brengst van deze factor hebben we op de eerste plaats getracht te beschrijven

door gebruik te maken van univariate autoregressieve voortschrijdende gemid-

delde processen  en vervolgens met behulp van dynamische overdrachtsfunctie-

ruis  modellen. Gezien bepaalde lacunes en onvolkomenheden in de statistische

literatuur omtrent tijdreeksanalyse hebben we getracht in twee hoofdstukken

het een en ander duidelijker te formuleren en waar mogelijk uitbreidingen te

presenteren. Zo bleek het o.a. mogelijk om onder vrij algemene voorwaarden een

limietstelling af te leiden voor de zogenaamde "random shock" vorm van ARIMA-

schemas en voor die van dynamische voordrachtsfunctie-ruis modellen, welk

resultaat van belang is voor de constructie van voorspellingsintervallen.

Voorts heeft de introductie van matrixnotatie, en van matrixgenererende functies,

het inzicht in de voorspelfuncties voor dynamische overdrachtsfunctie-ruis

modellen verder verdiept, zeker voor het geval dat de zogenaamde vertragings-

factor nul is (dit geval wordt namelijk niet behandeld in het handboek op dit

terrein van Box en Jenkins).

Met gebruikmaking van deze tijdreeksmodellen bleek uiteindelijk dat voor Ameri-

kaans cijfermateriaal de informatie van bepaalde monetaire grootheden en indica-

toren voor economische bedrijvigheid niet voldoende voorspelkracht opleverde

t.a.v. de opbrengst op de marktportefeuille. Alhoewel de empirische relaties

tussen sommige grootheden in de dynamische overdrachtsfunctie-ruis modellen

redelijk zijn binnen de steekproefperiode m.b.t. de significantie van de ge-

schatte parameters, de residuele autocorrelaties, en de kruiscorrelaties tussen

de residuen en de gefilterde verklarende variabelen, is de voorspelkracht van

deze modellen buiten de steekproefperiode gering.

Daar de ex-ante relatie tussen risico en verwachte opbrengst van belang is

voor een practisch gebruik van beleggingsmodellen, zijn we vooralsnog pessimis-

tisch t.a.v. een agressief beleggingsbeleid, daar dit immers inzicht vereist in
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toekomstig gedrag, terwijl de gedragsrelaties tussen vele door ons en anderen

bestudeerde economische grootheden een geringe voorspelkracht bezitten.

Verder toonde analysering van de opbrengsten en beheerkosten van een zestal

Nederlandse beleggingsfondsen aan dat er geen duidelijk verband bestaat tussen

beheerloon en rendementprestatie, en dat het in bepaalde gevallen zelfs zo is

dat fondsen met procentuele hoge beheerkosten gemiddeld een lagere opbrengst

hebben gescoord dan goedkoop beheerde fondsen (zie o.a. het gedrag van Holland

Fund en A.B.N. Beleggingspool in appendix 6.1).

Afsluitend kunnen we zeggen dat een agressieve beleggingspolitiek van de hand

gewezen moet worden, maar dat men het veeleer moet zoeken in een zekere risico-

acceptatie en diversificatie tegen zo laag mogelijk kosten.

In paragraaf 6.5 zijn een aantal suggesties voor verder onderzoek geformuleerd,

die duidelijk maken dat verdere studie vereist is zowel op het gebied van multi-

variate tijdreeksanalyse als op het gebied van portefeuilletheorie.
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